
Is ues and Direction 

The Problem: Distressed, economically isolated communities, particularly inner cities and 
the growing concentrations of poverty in these communities. Left unaddressed, this problem 
will only lead to further economic and social decline for the people who live there, for 
surrounding regions and the nation as a whole. Thus, this policy review will focus on 'solving 

, the problems of distressed communities and the people who live there. We will not focus 
exclusively on people or on places; as with the Empowerment Zones initiative, we recognize 
that we must have policies that help both people and plaCes. As the President's draft National ' 
Urban Policy Report emphasizes, distressed communities and their residents must find viable 
niches or opportunities in'their surrounding regional economy or they will only become 
further isolated. ' 

Goals of Urban Policy Review: To develop a decision. memorandum for the Presidentthat 

reflects various strategic options for addressing the proble~. The options would reflect 

courses of action he should consider taking both with respect to the FY 96 budget and in the 

coming year. 


Strategic Options: Although the problem focus is distressed urban communities, the 
strategic options for addressing this issue range in scope and focus. Potential options for . 
addressing the problem can be placed in the following categories: (1) budgetary programs 
that focus exclusively on distressed communities or poor populations; (2) budgetary programs 
that have. a broader focus ..but will have a concentrated impact on distressed communities; (3) 
non-budgetary, private sector initiatives; and (4) non-budgetary efforts that focus on ' 
governance and process. Using this framework, a working group would consider a range of 
options and ultimately present a limited number of core strategic agendas to the President in 
the form of a decision memorandum. The following is a list of some of the types' of 
initiatives that might be ~onsidered, none of which are mutually exclusive: 

1. Direct Expenditures for Distressed Communities. 

Disadvantaged Youth Development and Employment Strategies: options include 
(1) Community Schoolsl"good shepherd partnerships" to develop youth and empower 
parents (Crime BiHIWelfare Reform); (2) Job Linkage Networks (identify and invest· 
more in most effective existing programs); (3) Direct Job Creation for Disadvantaged 
Youth and Adults (Y.E.S. program in Crime Bill); and (4) Neighborhood / 

, infrastructure rebuilding efforts that will employ residents (LA Joblink Project; HUD 
Section 3 programs). 

, Tax Credit for Commercial/Business Development in All Distressed Communities: 
e.g., 5% lTC, analogous to the LIHTC, for opening clusters of retail, commercial and 
service stores in distressed areas .. Such tax incentives might also be made available 
for clean":'ups of industrial sites, supporting minority entrepreneurship and investments 
in telecommunications infrastructure in distressed communties. 
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Fully Fund (or expand) Existing priorities for Distressed Communities: CDBFI, 
SBA One'Stop Capital Shops; Empowerment Zones/Enterprise Communities additional 
appropriations (ZEDI); Head Start increases, ESEA. 

Metropolitan Approaches. Proposals, such as the MEZ proposal, that would use 
new expenditures to stimulate comprehensive, metropolitan-wide solutions to urban 
distress -- solutions that could focus on any of the ~ of strategies mentioned 
above. MEZ proposal features a national dialogue to build national and regional 
consensus on an "urban report card," planning grants, and flexible funding and 
program deregulation to 12 regions. 

Low-Budget Options for EZ/EC Round II. Low-cost tax incentives or building on 
the PACT process to reward EZIEC applicants that do not win EZIEC designations. 
(See also non-budgetary waivers option below.) 

2. Broader Focus Expenditures with High Impact on Urban Distressed CQmn:u,mities. 

Lifelong Learning Initiative: Would include increased funding for Goals 2000; 
School-to-Work (especially existing grants for high-poverty areas); Income,... . 
contingent loans; National Service, etc., ' 

Safety and Security: Fully funding community policing/cops, drug courts, etc. 

Infrastructure Bank,' GSE or Financing: Infrastructure Working Group will, 
complete an options memo in September which will. include discussion of targeting to 
distressed communities. 

Mayors' Priorities: Restoring Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit and other changes to 
1986 Tax Act. 

3. Non-Budgetary, Private Sector Initiatives. 

National Campaign for Youth Opportunity and Responsibility: Set national goals 
for youth development and economic integration. Create a national, non
governmental entity to pursue these goals and attract private-sector capital for local . 
youth development partnerships. Use the Ounce of Prevention Council or Community 
Enterprise Board to coordinate federal efforts and provide a clearinghouse on best 
practices. 

National Homeownership Strategy: Use tools of HUD, FHA, Fannie and Freddie 
to provide low- and no-downpayment loans to eligible low- and moderate-income 
purchasers; coordinate outreach and education to generate a national homeownership 
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rate of 66 percent by the year 2000. Campaign would be led primarily by HUD. 

Access to Priva;te' Capital: Use leverage presented by CRA Reform and ·GSE 
Investment Partnerships to increase investment by mainstream financial sector 
(including entitities not currently covered by CRA) in underserved markets .. (Credit 
Access Working Group is beginning to address such options.) . 

. , . 

4. Non-Budgetary; Gover:nance/Process In~tiatives. 

Metropolitan Emi>owerm~nt Zones and Incentives for Regional Cooperation. 
(Non-budgetary version.). TheMEZ proposal could be pursued ina budget neutrat' 
fashion by seeking statutory authority to create flexible funding awards from existing 
programs and use these as incentives to promote regional cooperation. The National 
Dialogue on Metropolitan Solution~, as called for iIi the National Urban Policy Report, 
could be used as a. campaIgn for. passage Of stich legislati~f1. . .. 

Waivers/Local Flexibility Act -- EZ/EC Round II.; (The Local FleXibifnyAct is 
still a part of .the Conference for S.4 and could pass.) Could be used to reward EVEC 
applicants that did not receive EZ orEC designations.. . . 	 . 

. . 
Mayors' Priorities: Unfunded Mandates (Glenn/Kempthome compromise would 
require anauthoriz;ation to fund any new mandate); Federal Urban Purchasing 
Preferences; urban location preferences for Federal facilities. 

Reinventing Public Housing; Consolidating HUD Programs. 

Reinventing Education, T~ainingand Reemployment Progranls. 

Concentrating Energies on Good Implementation. of Existing New'Initiatives: . 
Community Enterprise BoardlEZs and ECs; Goals 2000, School-to-Work, CDBFI, 
etc.' (This would include· coordination of youth development' programs through the '" 
Ounce of Prevention Council if the Crime Bill passes).' . 

Addressing Urban Eilvironm~ntal Challenges: investigate nop':"budgetary options 
for promoting redevelopment ·of abandoned. urban industrial "brownfields." 

', .. 
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',THE WHITE 'HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 	 , " 

\ ' 

;' 

, : 

, July 28, 1994 

MEMORANDUM FOR TIlE SECRETARY OF THE TREASURY, .. 	",' ' 

'THE AITORJlfflY GENERAL , 	 '/ 

THE SECRETARY OF COMMERCE " 
, THE'SECRETARY OF lABOR 

TIlE SECRETARY OF HHS, 
" 	 THE SECRETARY OF HUD: 

,THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION 
,THE SECRETARY .oF EDUCATION, 
THE ADMINISTRATOR OF-THE EPA , 

" ... ,'
THE DIREctOR OF THE OMS 
THE CHAIR OF THE, COUNCIL OF ECONOMIC ADVISERS 

, ,THE' ADMINISTRATOR OF THE SBA 
THEDIREcrb~ OF TIm ONDCP" ' , , 
TIlE PRESIDENT OF THE CORPORATION FOR N:ATIONAL" ,". 	 '.. 

"'::" SERVICE' 
, ',.' ',- : ~ -' ~, , ' " 	

,c 

" ':', ";\' . ',:: ','' ' 

, ,FROM:. ,":, ":,:~'::':,:~6N,~:f~1Tf\: ":":,'::"",:" 

SUBJECI': .' '·,,:Adin'infstration Utban Policy Pro~ess" 
5· ,-~." . '" . ',' " .' 

-	 ,~., ," 	 . 
. , 

, " 

. ;', I . 


.. ' "' :': ,~ • ' "''', '" ~ , , ,'j , 


As man~of'you,know,'the~e, are'multiple'u~bai{' efforts ,unde~~~ thr()ughout the ""L""'C.""', 

Administration . .I agree with ,those of you who have expressed a4esire to pull tnese efforts: 

together:." " ,: "\: ' ' :,;",::,;" ,'" ;"<";",:' , ";,' ~',';\' " ' , ' , 


, , 

. " . "'-"'~ '.i:·,;,: -"<;, ,: " \ ~ '. ",:,: ...• ,. ,',.,;: ,""' :.' " . 
,Therefore,we"are conv.ening i formal,iilte~agency process,Jed,by, the' DPC and 

,NEC",to coord'il!ate:ex'i,sting,uroanefforts, ,t,o fram~J~oices for..th,e,:llloeationof scarce'" 

resourCes,:andio,:pro~lde :a foiu~~,fordeveloping:aadit~onat'e.ffQ,~~~:;",tqe':I~tc:~agency'" 

will alSo 'work,'on' Jh~p1~'devdoPinerii;i)npro~.ed ~orillnuni~iio~' ~J:r:~r~an: is~u-es,,'and, " 

some fe'el: is ar~asQhably,'g~':~p'ari~;thaL~ajor, '_~~~g+'te~f'~~ppprt:~~~.Jhe .~usiriess' .. 

community could be developed',for,~n 'urban policy once the Admih~strationmakes its 

decisioils~ /The:Vice, President will continue', his ,active involvement~in ;,the"o,verall effort" 


, • ','-, • '........ 'T.•.:'_', J" -, •.••• ', :-, '.', " ~; ...",:··,,".,-·:,'0,:\~'::-"·' .. -,:.,':: ., 


Chair of the Community Enterprise' Board,,'and. the":Vice.President's.,office,,arid,OMB will 

'activelY' in~bJ~~~~~~,:~J~:~a~,~~j~S,'6~:]~~S' pio,;e~~~;,~:.~T~~:;i~12;;;:~t::,:/f~~~':;;;/i~;~~f:;'r,'~~~:f:,T::cP~: :"",:': .:;.. ' 

. ,> .,;, 
 >

,',' , 	 ':.~ f "~: ,,' .:. ',;' ~5'-~;:~~,?, 

, !" 

http:Jh~p1~'devdoPinerii;i)npro~.ed


: ' 
, . . '\ ~' " 

, After a brief (two-week) pe~iod of cataloging existing ~fforts', the DPC and NEC\vilf~':·, '. ," 
call a' principals ~eeting to discuss and define.tije effort to be run, through'a DPC/NEC .): ~', . 

,.;.. '- deputies and prindpalsprocess, with principa.ls.meetings' as needed. :. , ",,' 
. ' " " , ' • I • , .' , • '. \ " •• ~", • , '.' ,,':,.,J:. 

, ' During this two-week period"of catalogirig"you ~ay wanU~'h~veyour:staffconta~':::;~:'-,:" , 
Sheryll Cashin (NEC)~ Paul Dimond (NEC),'Paul'Weinstein (DPC): or KUl!iiki,Gibson (OVPJ~~(;;/:,: 

. with efforts cUrTC?ritly underWay at Y9ur Department. '" '" ," ',' ',: : " " '. ,'" , ". ",~("<" , 

" "". " ". \ ' 

, ',If you' hav~'any .questions..pleasefeel free ,to callCar.ol RaSco,or Bob Rubin. , 
. ,..' , " '. ,~ ._.'. 

~,' ~. .' 

, . 
.\ t:' I" . \ ..,", 

cc: Vice, Pteside~t ;,. , 
,. , ' ..: 

, ;:.~ -" -', -,Carol,Rasco "'" , .,'\. " .,' . 
.Robert Rubin', 


, Jack Quirin! 

, Christi~e Varney 


.SherYll ,Cashin:, •. 
 . 't· • 

·1 :. , " . . ,'~ 

~aul: Dimond ... ·· . 

'·Kumiki',GibSOri"",,· . \ 


.. ,' .... ',''Paul Weinstein 
or, ,,' ,-, 

: " ,,' ,t' ~ • 

. I 

I 


. '., .., 
,r'" 

;"".", ;, 

'. 
" 

. ',":~;':. ' 

'.: :;'."" 

. '. 
,. " ... ' 

. '.,' ' 
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MEMORANDUM, FOR 

THROUGH: 

EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 

. WASHINGTpN. D.C. 20503 

August 11, 1994 

CAROL RASCO 
ROBERT RUBIN 
JACK QUINN 

ALICE M:' RIVLIN 

lvt.w) ~ r-

~'.o{!-. 
~~) 

}AUG j , _RBJ'O 

FROM: CHRISTOPHER EDLEY, JR. ~ 

SUBJECT: URBAN POLICY 

Thanks for the opportunity to review your staffs' draft overview of options for urban 
policy. Recognizing that this is a work in progress, we at OMB want to give you some 
general re(lctions. ' 

Problem and Goals 

To begin with, it seems to us that our deliberations would benefit from having a 
succinct statement on paper of the problem and our goals, both substantive and political. In 
our view, the central concern and the focus of our urban policy should be the growing 
concentration of poverty in many cities and older suburbs. These concentrations are 
overwhelming the resources of many individual local governments. They have effects, . 
including crime and lost productivity, that spill, over jurisdictional boundaries and profoundly 
affect our society.. Properly addressing this difficult problem will require greater cooperation 
among governments, particularly those within a metropolitan area, and mobilization of the 
private sector. The Federal government may serve as the catalyst for the cooperative effort 
that I believe is needed. 

To be regarded as programmatically successful, we believe the Administration's urban 
policy must make a visible difference in the problem within a reasonable period, say the next 
four to six years, and should construct a legacy in institutions and governance adequate to 
sustain a long-term effort. To be regarded as politically succe~sful, our policy must be bold 
enough to give key audiences hope, now" that change is on the way. 

Options 

In thinking about optiop,s to address urban poverty and its consequences, we believe it 
will help to separate consideration of options for substantive or programmatic focus from 
consideration of options for organization or process. ~oncerning substantive focus, I have 
several thoughts. First, it seems to me unwise to force ourselves to choose between one 



particular dimension of this problem and another -- human resources or youth development, 
crime and violence, business development, housing deconcentration, or whatever. Rather 
than competing, initiatives for each of these interlocking problems can be complementary. 
Programs to 'address them ought to be part of an overall strategy.' We and other levels of 
government are devoting substantial resources to all of them already, albeit in a fragmented 
and perhaps inefficient way. Second, I believe the diversity of the Nation's urban areas and 
a shortage of successful program models should incline us toward allowing communities wide 
(but accountable) discretion in the choice of programmatic approaches, even as we push them 
toward more ambitious efforts to deal with this problem. Third, 'as I read the history of 
federally designed programs to correct urban problems, it, suggests that we are not very good 
at designing uniform ,national solutions and carrying them out successfully. These points 
taken together lead me to conclude that we should marshall our resources on behalf of the 
broad goal of reducing concentrations of urban poverty but devolve the tasks of detailed 
program design and implementation to lower levels of government. 

'Separately from the issue of substantive focus, we' should, consider' our options for 

'process. Here, I believe that our next round of efforts should build on the innovative' 

'approach taken in the Administration's Empowerment Zones program: that communities 

propose a strategy' and be given as much flexibility as possible in using Federal resources to 

accomplish the broad goal. The Metropolitan Empowerment Zones option that we have 

advanced would build on that model, making two important additions: (1) requiring a 

strategy that is metropolitan in scope; and (2) tying increased flexibility more closely to 

increased accountability for, p,erformance and effort; The first of these is critical to 

overcoming the isolation of individual jurisd~ctions and to overcoming the perception that 


,urban policy is just subsidizing ineffective central city governments. The second is vital'to 
convincing Congress and the public that greater local flexibility in using Federal dollars is ' 
warranted and will reduce rather 'than increase waste. More positively, I see' this approach as " 
fostering effective new political coalitions between progressive forces in central cities and 
their suburbs. At a fundamental level, nO,urban policy initiative from Washington will be 

,'effective in a meaningful sense unless it' fs sRedficaliy designed to change the local political 

dynamics around issues of poverty and opportunity. 


I see many common elements between the Metropolitan Empowerment Zones' concept, 

,the Attorney General's PACT i:nitiative, and State innovation~ such as Or~gon Benchmarks. 

We should consider what steps we can take to build on and support these institutional 

reforms regardless o(the initial substantive fqcus. In fact, I believe that whether we start 

with an emphasis on violence, on housing, on youth development, or on business 

development in the inner city, such processes should and can produce integrated local 


, strategies that address, all aspects ofthe urban problem. ' " ' 

Returning to the draft options memorandum, we at OMB do object to the 
placement of the Metro Empowerment Zones option because it seems to' oppose this to 

, the options for substantive focus. We have suggested that ~e MEZ options should f9CUS 
substantively on a mix of federally ~nd locally generated priorities.,' Perhaps it would 'be 
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useful to nominate three or so Federal priorities at the outset: youth opportunity; crime and 
violence; and another: Viewed this way, we do not see the MEZ structure and process 
options as competitive w:ith any substantive focus. On the contrary, MEZs may be the 
best vehicle for delivering on our substantive goals. . 

Some Next Steps 

To organize the next phase of our internal discussions of these issues, it may help to, 
ask ourselves a series' of leading questions such as the following: 

• 	 What steps would make current urban programs more effective? ·What elm we do, to 
pull together scattered initiatives into packages that communities can build into their 
own urban strategies more easily? ' . . 

• 	 If we could find as much as $1 or $2 billion annually in additional resources, how , 
should these be spent? 

• 	 Have we a strategy for addressing structural, barriers that inhibit locally generated 
solutions to urban problems?". 

• 	 Have we a strategy for building a political climate of ~upport for urban policy? 

• 	 What will we' do for those who lose out in the Empowerment Zones/Enterprise 
Communities competition? How do we avoid a perception that a'new initiative ,is a 
departure from the Empowerment Zones policy? . 

By what standards will we and the public gauge success? • 
• 	 What set of policies will yield visible progress in two years and a measurable 

reduction of the problem in fou'r to' six years? 

Answering these and similar questions should help us to sort through the many 
options and may lead us to the right result. 

We are, of course, pleased to know that wewilt soonbe involving the principal 
cabinet officers in these discussions. There are common elements and themes in the 
approaches being pursued by the Secretaries of. HUD, HHS, the Attorney General, and 
others. It seems vitally important that discussions include them and lead to an initiative that 
has their unitedsuppori. 

Strategy 

Let me return to. the problem of picking a particular substantive focus for the next, 
phase of urban policy. This seems to me intrinsically problematic: Let's assume, for 
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example, that our preferred focus is youth opportunity. Although I am substantively 
sympathetic, selecting this (or any) single focus poses the following generalizable difficulties: 

• 	 . Communities are iIi various situations with regard to their own substantive priorities. 
Some have already dedicated substantial resources to this issue. Others may have 
different needs which they legitimately feel are more urgent. 

Given the Government's track record, the uncertainty that any new Federal 
programmatic strategy would work, and the deep resonance of federalism concerns, 
there are good arguments against imposing another nationally designed initiative on 
local governments. 

• 	 Even if the proper focus is on disadvantaged youth, this single problem is embedded 
in a web of interrelated problems, communities must fashion a comprehensive strategy 
to deal with concentrated urban poverty, with Federal, State and private partners. 

• 	 This issue is not the place where many voters would start in defining the problem. 
Thus, politically, it ~ay be easier to engage the public and build a strong coalition by 
starting with crime and violence, or some other focus. When we say "disadvantaged 
youth", many suburbanites will hear inner "city," thus raising the kind of race- and 
class-based politics that has doomed prior, urban initiatives. 

• 	 An urban policy initiative next year ought to' include important strands of reinvention, 
so that jurisdictional and bureaucratic barriers to devising comprehensive solutions 
and progressive coalitions are addressed. Whether the focus is troubled youth, the 
homeless, or whatever, no initiatives will be sustained in the long run unless we 
introduce structural reforms that change the local political dynamic. 

• 	 The Administration already. has many initiatives aimed at youth -- including the 
prevention programs in the crime bill, School-to-Work, and Goals 2000. To the 
extent that these are not effectively targeted to inner-city youth, there is little reason 
to believe that a new initiative won't be subject to the same political pressures and 
thus to the same dilution. 

These considerations militate against acting as though we here in Washington know 
what is best for all needy communities. We should have confidence in the broad strokes, not 
the fine lines. Our challenge is to balance focus with comprehensiveness,: and federal 
leadership with local flexibility. Picking one cluster of issues as a response to Urban 
America will not do. 

Finally, we believe that no strategy that rests exclusively on the paradigms of . 
subsidy, charity and redistribution can be self-sustaining; fiscal and political realities 
guarantee that. Michael Porter's fundamental point rings true: we must identify the natural 
strengths of each urban area, and adopt strategies, to nurture seeds of, regeneratiop.. 
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DRAFT 


MEMORANDUM FOR c£:~OL RASC_Q) 
ROBERT RUBIN 

AUG I I REC'DJACK QUINN 
,j 

FROM: ALICE RIVLIN 

SUBJECT: URBAN PpLICY 

'I 
Thanks for the opportunity to ,review your staffs' draft overview of options for urban 

policy. Recognizing that this is a work in progress, I wanted to give you some quick 
reactions.
,I

' 

Problem and Goals 

I 
First, it seems to· me that OUlI deliberations would benefit from having a succinct 

I 

statement on paper of the problem and our goals, both substantive and political. In my view, 
our greatest concern and the focus of our urban policy should be the growing concentration 
of poverty in many cities and older suburbs. These concentrations are overwhelming the , 
resources of many individua110cal governments. They have effects, including crime and lost 
productivity. that spill over jurisdictional boundaries and profoundly affect our society. 
Properly addressing this difficult problem will require greater cooperation among 
governments, particularly those wit~in a metropolitan area, and mobilization of the private 
sector. The Federal government m~y serve as the catalyst for the cooperative effort that I 
believe is needed. . 

To be regarded as programmatically successful, I believe the· Administration's urban 
policy must make a visible differen~ in the problem within·a reasonable period, say the next 
four to six years, and should construct a legacy in institutions and governance adequate to 

I 

sustain a long-term effort. To be ,egarded as polipcallx successful, our policy must be bold 
enough to give key audiences hope~ now, that Change is on the way. . . 

! 

Options 

In thinking about options to 
., 

address urban poverty and its consequences, I believe it 
will· help us to separate consideratibn of options for substanrive or programmatic focus from 
consideration of options for organization or process. Concerning substantive focus, I have 
severo thoughts. First, it seems to me unwise to force ourselves to choose between one 
particular dimension of this problem and another - human resources or youth development, 
crime and violence, business development, housing deconcentration, or whatever. Rather 
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than competing, initiatives for each of ' these interlocking problems can be complementary. 
Programs to address them ought to be part of an overall strategy'. We and other levels of 
government are devoting substantial resources to all of them already, albeit in a fragmented 
and perhaps inefficient way. Second,:r believe the diversity of the Nation's urban areas and 
a shortage of successful program models should incline ~s toward allowing communities wide 
(but accountable) discretion in the choice of programmatic approaches. even as we push them 
toward more ambitious efforts to dea1·~th this problem. Third, as I read the history of 
federally designed programs to correct urban problems, it suggests that we are not very good 
at designing uniform national solutions and carrying them out successfully. These points 
taken together lead me to conclude that we should marshall our resources on behalf of the 
broad goal of reducing concentrations of urban poverty but devolve the tasks of detailed 
program design and implementation to; lower levels of government. 

Separately from the issue of substantive focus, we should consider our options for 
process. Here, I believe that our nex~ round of efforts should build on the innovative 
approach taken in the Administration's Empowerment Zones program: that communities 
propose a strategy and' be given as much flexibility as possible in using .Federal resources to 
accomplish the broad goal. The Metropolitan Empowerment Zones option that we have 
advanced would build on that model, toaking two important additions: (1) requiring a 
strategy that is metropolitan in scope; and (2) tying increased flexibility more closely to 
increased accountability for perfofIIl3J1.ce and effort. The first of these is critical to 
overcoming the isolation of individual jurisdictions and to overcoming the perception that 
urban policy is just subsidizing ineffective central city governments. The second is vital to 
convincing Congress and the public that greater local flexibility in using Federal dollars is 
warranted and will reduce rather than. increase waste. More positively, I see this approach as 
fostering effective new political coalitions between progressive forces in central cities and 
their suburbs. At a fundamental level, no urban policy initiative from Washington will be 
effective in a meaningful sense unless: it is specifically designed to change the local political 
dynamics around issues of poverty and opportunity. 

., 
i 

I see many common elements between the Metropolitan Empowerment Zones concept, 
the Attorney General's PACT initiative, and State innovations such as Oregon Benchmarks. 
We should consider what steps we can take to build on and support these institutional 
reforms regardless of the initial substantive focus. In fact, I believe that whether we start 
with an emphasis on violence, on housing, on youth development, or on business 
development in the inner city, such ptocesses should and can produce integrated local 
strategies that address all aspects of the urban problem. 

Retuming to the draft optio~ memorandum, I do object to the placement of the 
Metro Empowerment Zones optionbecanse it seems to oppose this to the options for 
substantive focus •. We have suggested that the MEZ options should focus substantively 
on a mix of federally and locally generated priorities. Perhaps it would be useful to 
nominate three or so Federal priorities at the outset: youth opportunity; crime and 
violence; and another. Viewed this' way, I don't see the MEZ structure and process 
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options as competitive witb any substantive focus. On the contrary, :MEZs may be the 
best vehicle for deUvering on our suJ)stantive goals. 

Some Next Steps 
, 

To organize the next phase of our intemal discussions of these issues, it may help to 

ask ourselves a series of leading .ques~rns such as the following: 


• 	 What steps would make curren~ urban programs more effective? What can we do to 

pull together scattered initiativeS into packages that communities can build into their 

own urban strategies more easi~y? 


" 

. • 	 If we could find as much as SI'lor S2 billion annually in additional resources, how 

should these be spent? .: 


" 

.( . 

• 	 Have we a strategy for addressing structural barriers that inhibit locally generated 

solutions to urban problems? ' 


, ., 
i; 

• 	 Have we a strategy for buUding a political climate of support for urban policy'] 
) 

• 	 WhatwiU we do for those wh~ lose out in the Empowerment Zones/Enterprise 

Communities competition'] HoW do we avoid a perception that a new initiative is a 

departure from the Empowerment Zones policy? 


o 	 By wha:t standards will we aruf the public gauge success? ., 
i 

• 	 What set of policies will yie1dvisible progress in two years and a measurable 

reduction of the problem in fo~r to six years? 


Answering these and similar Q9estions should help us to sort through the many 

options and may lead us to the right result. 


I am pleased to know that we~ill soon be involving the principal cabinet officers in 

these discussions. There are commo~ elements and themes in the approaches being pursued 

by the Secretaries of HUD, HHS, the. Attorney General, and others. It seems vitally 

important that discussions include them and lead to an initiative that has their united support. 


I 
i 

Strateex 

Finally, let me retum to the pfoblem of picking a particular substantive focus for the 

next phase of urban policy. This seem to me intrinsically problematic. Let's assume, for 

example, that our prefetred focus is youth opportunity. Although I am substantively 

sympathetic, selecting this (or any) sihgle focus poses the following generalizable difficulties: 
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• 	 Communities are in various sitUations with regard to their own substantive priorities. 
Some have already dedicated su~stantial resources to this issue. Others may have 
different needs which they legi~ately feel are more urgent. 

, 
• 	 Given the Government's track record, the uncertainty that any new Federal 

programmatic strategy would ~ork, and the deep resonance of federalism concerns, 
there are good argumerits against imposing another nationally designed initiative on 
local governments. . 

• 	 Even if the proper focus is on disadvantaged. youth, this single problem is embedded 
in a web of interrelated problems, communities must fa.shion a comprehensive strategy 
to deal with concentrated urban poverty, with Federal, State and private partners. 

I 

• 	 This issue is not the place where many voters would start in defining the problem. 
Thus, pOlitically. it may be easier to engage the public and build a strong coalition by 
starting with crime and violence, or some other focus. When we say "disadvantaged 
youth", many suburbanites will hear inner "city, II thus raising the kind of race- and 
class-based politics that has dO(lmed prior urban initiatives. 

• 	 An urban policy initiative next!year ought to incl.;we important strands of reinvention, 
so that jurisdictional and bureaucratic barriers to devising comprehensive solutions 
and progressive coalitions are addressed. Whether the focus is troubled youth, the 
homeless, or whatever, no initiatives will be sustained in the long run unless we 
introduce structural reforms that change the local political dynamic.

I 

• 	 The Administration already has many initiatives aimed at youth _. including the 
prevention programs in the crime bill, School-to-Work, and Goals 2000. To the 
extent that these are not effecq.vely·targeted to inner-city youth, there is little reason 
to believe that a new initiative:won't be subject to the same political pressures and 
thus to the same dilution.: 
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,I 

FY.96 Urban Policy Review [Indicates curre~t source of consideration] 
II 

I 


Focus on Metropolitan Region: Encourage metropolitan regions to work creatively to connect 
inner-city neighborhoods/families to main streams of economic growth (e.g.,second round Of 
EC/EZ challenge with appropriate criteria); rtgional, low-income housing rental vouchers& 
fair housing; federal office location [OMB Spring Review, DPC-NEC Urban Report, 
Community Enterprise Board, HUD-OMB Budget, HUD-DPC Fair Housing] 

I 

" 
Direct Job Creation: Federally fund subsidiZed private or community service jobs (e.g., (,'j 

additional Support for YES-type programs, ,,HUD partnerships with construction unions fo~ 
public housing and other infrastructure) [Dpe Interagency Crime Bill with NEC input; 
NEC-DPC with OMB/HUD; Reich-NEC]' 

:! 
" Families and Schools:* Increase/target fede~alsupport for WIC, Headstart, Goals 2000, ESEA 

Reauthorization, School-to-Work, Pell Gra,nts/Restructured Student Loans, EITC, possible 
"Second Chances"like Job Corps [NEC-DPC ETR Working Group] . 

" 

Socialization and Networking for Youth: Encourage private sector (business, churches, family 
and youth organizations, and colleges) in e~ch region to form on-going partnerships to 
provide inner ~ity youth (ages 10-18) with' after-school mentoring, coaching and networks to . 
opportunities (apprenticeships, jobs, higher:!education)(e.g., teen pregnancy prevention 
campaign of welfare reform and community schools, policing, and recreation initiatives in 
Crime Bill) [DPC Welfare Reform/Crim~ Bill with NEC input; ETR Working Group; 
DPC Comprehensive Services] ,:

.1. 

" 
Job Networks: Support creation of networks of job developers, career centers, and other "old
boy/old-girl" intermediaries that can effe<;tively connect inner-city residents to jobs for which 
they are qualified throughout metropolita~ region; employment anti-discrimination; choice of 

. residence to move closer to job/learning opportunities [ETR Working Group; Reich-NEC] 
,j 

Access to Capital: Funding and support fbr CD Banks, CRA regulatory reform, SBA One
Stop Shops, HUD-GSE Home Ownership Partnerships, community-based business 
organizations (non-profit and for-profit);· CDC tax credits; fair lending [DPC-NEC 
Community Development Working Gr9up; Agency Initiatives from HUD, Commerce] 

:! 

Neighborhood Renewal and Housing Policy: HOPE VI&Public Housing Modernization; 

LIHTC, other mixed-income rehab and ~nstruction; transitional subsidies for low&moderate 

income housing; off-budget home ownetship; tax credits for supermarkets, basic retail, 

historic preservation; parks, recreation, environmental remediation&other physical 

improvements; EZ/EC [HUD-OMB-DPC Budget Review; Community Enterprise Board] 


': 

Federal Coordination: Waivers; consolidate interagency funding (e.g., Indiana, West Virginia 
State Plans); PACf (2 metro areas, D.q.,&Nebraska); unfunded mandates -- all w/ no 
additional money [Community Enterprise Board; Six Secretaries] ., 

I, 
I, 

Infrastructure Bank: Target funding am~ support of infrastructure bank [NEe Group] 
. I: 

*The main components of Health Care;' Welfare Reform, and the Crime Bill are not included 
in this list but are relevant for policy ahd budget. Given the similar relevance, high priority 
and separate ETRlDPC process of the Lifelong Learning Agenda, how to include the school 
and family elements in this urban poli~y review needs to be considered. 
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E. ]. Dionne Jr. 

Ointon's/l 

Bully PulpIt: 


; ~ident Clinton's speed! 011 Satutday to 
the conYOC.'ltion of the Churdl of God in 
Christ in Mrmphis was the most imPOrUnt of 
his Jo-month-old presidency-more impor
tant than his well-reviewed budgrt speed! of 
last February. more critic:.1l c.haa his beaItb 
are speech this faU. II, 

Clinton's rnessagr was as atraighlfafwvd • 
as it was imporU/lt: The United States bas ' 
reached an entirely new tum in the stnIgie 
for racial equality, and it's time to til! honest , 
about both the gains we'W! made arid' the . 
huge problems we face. '; 

The truth we do not often admit is that in 
many respects, the civil rights 5tn1ggle ,o.u an , 
enormous success. As Clinton told the meeting 
of black ministers. the barriers of JegaI ~ " 
galion have been tom ciown, individual African ' • 
Aroericans have found their way to the top. the 
black middle class has grown. , 

But what would the Rev. Martin Luther, 
King Jr. make of the new IfaIedies that haunt 
black Ameriea? Trying to imagine what Dr. 
King would say. Clinton offered this: -, did DOt 
live and die to see the Aroerican 1an:IiIy"
destroyed. I did not live and die to; tee " 
IJ.year-old boys grt alltomatic weapoaS MIll " 
gun down 9o-year-olds just for the Icick of It. I,: 
did nO( live and die to see young peoj)Ie 
destroy their own lives with drugs and ,Ibn,: 
build fortunet destroying the IiYes of 0Ihe:r5. 
That is IIOt what rcame here to do.• ,; 

Clinton wenl on: "The freedom to dit! be- ' 
fore you're a teenager is not wllal Mil1iQ . 
Luther King lived and died for." ~' 

Ah, say those who can't stand Clinton. there·, 
he goes again: getting tough with black Amerio -. 
ea, blaming the victim for polit.ica.l gain. That 
,iew is absolutely wrong, as Clinton's pred0mi
nantly African American audience understood 
when it cheered him so 1oIIdly. The key billat 
Clinton is a cIo5e stlldent of the work of 

Goodjobs and good 
values go together. 

.; 
University of Chicago sociologist WiIIiani· J. : 
Wilson, who joined Clinton for dinner last week. ; 
Wilson is a' figure worthy 01 much baIlOr' 
bec;!use he has worked so hard 10 cut chnIUab • 
the Ultellectual paralysis that bas ~.; 
Americans of all races on the subject 01 nee. -, 

Wilson was earlier than most who sbate Ilia,. 
broadly liberal views in linking the ~iof • 
the two-parent family and the decay of inner
city civic institutions to the IOCiaI breakdoWta . 
that has made life so miaefable for SO rnaiIy , 
young African A.mericam.. Wibon was OM of • 
the ftrSl analysts to point to the wide dua ) 
gulf open.ing up within black Arnet ica wtUIe.~ 
many African Amel'ic.alla _ rising frain, 
working-class to Ii1iddJe.dass status. maD, , 
others were faUing from the worIUnc daIS '; 
into dire poveny. Wilson also riaiced \IIIPOIIU- :. 
larity by vigorously defending Daniel P. fda;.. . 
ruhan for caUing attention to these protJIema': 
before they became fashionable WOtTie&. :,1 ~ 

, - -' I, 

I: 

'" 
,:I 

But unlike many conservatJYeS wtIO share ' 
his concerns about the family and cMe life of 
the inner citY, Wilsoo sees unemployment .s 
a central factor behind the social Qecay. 
Lately, he's been exploring how young bbcII 
men looking for work do no« have acces& to 
the sons of fami!y·and-neighbor ~ 
that have helped many other minoritY grOliPS 
to rise from poveny. • 

Clultan. as a good Wilson student. was th";' 
insistent in his speech that if you couIdn t 
addres& the plight of the African American , 
poor without taIlUng about moral values and • 
personal responsibtJity, then neither could 
you expect worthy values to /Iowi$II in the , 
ab$eOO! of jobs. "I do no« believe we (.all , 

repair the basic fabric 01 society lllltil people , 
who are willing to work have work. Work 
organizes life," Clinton said. -We C&IIIIOC-I : 
submit to you-repair the, American ~_ 
nitY and restore the American family lllltil ~ 
provide the stnICture, the values. the;tisci- _ 
pline and the reward that work f!ives.. .. 

I would submit that Clinton's ~ 

speech embodied wllat has always been the ': 

promise of Clintonisnt and that the adnIinis- • 

tI'lItion has suffered from the ab5e1lc:e of more : 

public talk and thinking along the linea the I, 

president laid down on Saturday. , : 


What is distiN:t.ive about Clinton'. Ip-,' 
proach is' his iIlsi.lence that wtIiIe govern- ,. 
ment has a large role to play in fo6tering" 
social 'justice. government on ita own is no ~ 
substitute for nurturing faIniIies and IItrOnB 
commwlities. Bringing togrther the first idea :: 
(Characteristic: of bberal&) with the eecoacl, 
(characteristic of conservatives and commulli- ~ 
tarians) may til! • more dIaIlenging poIiUaI ,. 
project than balancing the budget or aeatills :,; 
a new health system. impoIUnt as both of ; 
those goals are. Social problems sucb IS,' 
family breakdown do not submit eMily .10 ': 
to-point ~t prognIIII6. yet IS, ~ : 
ton aide William Galston argues. notbiug 18 ,I 

more important to a dIiJd', future than haYillg _' 
"at least one caring and competeIIt IdIIIt to 
show the way." The paradox is that wtWe 
government can't provide sudI n\ll'tUl"Dlfl. 
government wiD be much less effe<:tJW! doing 
the things it actually (.all do if the nurtlUlllg 
isn't found somewhere, 

Clinton, like the country. owes a largr debt 
on these issoes to another fine ~, Jesae :.' 
Jackson. Jackson's current crusade against .. • 
nee city violence is making it easier for others ~ 
to speak out. "I am rather convinced that the <. 

premier civil rights issue of thJ:s clay is youth ; 
violence in general and bIac.k-on-bladt crime in ; 
particular;' Jackson told the Boston G\obe. "It's, 
cleM now that we must look inward in onIe'r to , 
go onward: In wllat is now a wp!e of JaCk. " 
son'5 rhetoric. be added: "More young blade _: 
people kill each other anrwaI/y thaD the I11III ,~ 
total of lyndUngs in our history." ' 'J 

There is a large opening here. A - genet- '-'~ 
alion of African American thinkenl-their: 
ranks include Cornel West. Stephen Carter. 
Randall Kennedy. Henry lAIIis ~ta and Jen'y 
Watts. among many other&-ts trying to he 
the country's thinking about ~, YioIerIc:e and 
op\lOflunitY from an ideological cagr fashioned 
by left and right alike. In very differmt ways. ! 
all of them urgr a vision 01 the Q)INJIOIl good _. 
that transcends raoe-and 1liiY therefore be 
our best ally against racisrn. ~ 

Perhaps it is sentimental to suggest that it 
, is long past time to revive a slogan little heard '~ 
since tile days of the civil rights movement, 
"Black and white together." But it is a slogan ~ 
that worked miracles III its day, and the : 
president is uniquely weU-piaced to make it 
his own. On the issue of the violence teanng 
apan OW' country, there is no other way. " 

I 
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~r. Cl~nton's Promising 'Speech 

<Ii ...... ' -,1', Their citizens pinned down by gunfire )n the 

streets. their coffers emptied by the burden of 
c~g for the poor. their schools ineffectual' or on 
the verge of collapse - America's cities are crying 
out for an urban policy from Washington. :1 

. Presidents Reagan and Bush responded to that 
cr-y with racial code words and scorn. often demon· 


. izlng;cities for political gain. But in his speeCh last 

weekend in Memphis, BID Clinton confronted urban 

iS$iles in a way that inspired people instead of 

dividing them. Mr. Clinton's speech offers hope that 

Washington may yet tum its attention to the cities, 

Agl,erica's most preuiDg domestic problem. 

,_Mr. Clinton spo.ke at the Temple Church:of God 
in Christ in Memphis, from the pulpit where Manln 
LUther King Jr. delivered his last Sermon. The 
President spoke in chiDing detail about the Violence 
aop the drug trade that. ravages the cities.! Of the 
young who are so afraid of random killing ttiat they 
plan their own funerals, he said, '" think, finally, we 
may be ready to do something about it.": 

: Mr. Clinton was refreshingly candid when he 
spoke about breakdown of families and the rise of 
illegitimacy and abandonment by fathers. in previ· 
ou' times, the topic h,ad mainly been Used a,s a way 
of ;bludgeoning the poor and dividing Americans 
along ideological lines. But in Memphis me Presi· 
dent explained to the nation that morality' and 
petsonal responsibility are intimately co,nnected 

with the surroundings in which people live. "I do not 
believe we can repair the basic fabric of society 
until people who are wiDing to work have work," 
Mr. Clinton said. "Work organizeS life." . 

"We cannot, I submit to you. repair the Ameri
can community and restore the American family," 
he said, "until we provide the structure, the values, 
the discipline and the reward that work gives." 

The President owes much ,to William Julius 
Wilson. The University of Olicago sociologist whOse 
pioneering work, "The Truly Disadvantaged," 
showed how the depanure of tnner-dty industry 
greatly accelerated the unraveling of the urban 
African-American family: Mr. Wilson offers solu
tions as well, DOne of them cheap. , 

As inspiring as it was,' Mr. Clinton's sermon 
was only a prologue to an urban policy. Big-city 
mayors will surely want to hear more of how he 
intends to stimulate investment in cities. EnterpriSe 
zones won't do it. What will? 

And what of gun control? The Brady bill, With 
its five-day waitiSlg period, is a welcome advance 
over guns on demand. But a plan for demilitarizing 
the streets is stili sorely needed. 

And what of welfare reform? HOuSing and 
feeding America's poor is bankrupting the cities 
and states, '. ; 

MemphiS was the proiogue; now we await the 
program. ' 
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Clinton~ Tigh'trope /' 
..' , 

President Takes BullyPulpit on Crime,
.1 

,But Faces Daunting Considerations 
:1 . 

ByGWENIFllJ. 
; $p:IOI.IIOThtNl'wVortlrmes

i WASHINGTON. Nov. l4 - Ea~ this The Presidenl ameedes that the 
, m.onUl, President Clintexl was chatting most I na!lollal leader ean do ID ado. 
; with an old friend. Mayor Kw't 1.. dress mben!ntJy local issues like Vi<>
i Sdlrlloke 01 BalIimore. wheiI Mr, lent crirIIe and its n:iaIicInslIip ID pov. 
: Sdlmoke described !lis visil ID the lam. eny IS 10 use the pulpil of the Presiden· 
: ilyof an l8-yur~kI man Who haG been cy ID sprud a 1IIessage of hope and 

kUlecI on Halloween bv a responsibility, He bas called it a "mor· 
l:;'year~1d actingi: on a at dUlY," 

News dare. , "llhinlt the President bas a pulp.t 
: A.naJysIs Al'OU!Id the same time. Teddy RooseYeIl's bully pulpit - thaI I 

IIfr. Clinton picked:up hiS ba"" to use and work hard on and try to 
, copy of The Was!lmgtOll 11."" by 10 try te belp rebuild the condi· 
t Post. and read aboul an lI.yur.,old girl UOI1$ m family and COmrllUl1lty and 
',m a cnme-nddel'l IIflIgIIborhocid who' educauon and opportUnitY." Mr. Clin· 

...as pllllllWlg her OWl! fuoera/. down te l,on sald during a White House news 
the prom dress s.be -.Id be buried in, conte.renc:e last week. . 

AS Mr. Clinlon IIa$ gone abOut the Although mOSt senior offiCials a.lthe 
bllSiness In recent weeks 01 $Cr1lping WhIte House ha"". been preocOlpied 
together enough \'OIeS te try te j;as.s the with Mr. CllnICll'S lateSt hi3h-wife Ieg
North AmmCllll ,Free Trade,; Agree- islatiYe battle <mer the trade agree
menl and assembling a _rIting major; ment. few ""!re surprised wben be dis
"'1 for blS health care Pian. these epi. pensed with the issue early in bis 
sode$ and others haYe been weiilling speet:II on Saturday and focused in-
on hiS mind. aides said.. i. slead on crime and Violence. 

The topic bas bubblecl up In unu. "WashiJIgtcn's kind of a trap." said 
pected places, du.riQg stracegy m.eet. sanley Gl1!eIIberg. the President'S 
tngS. m the Oval Office. in speeches i pollster. "III thecomext of WaslIingtcn 
lbout 01her1Opic:s. GIl talIt shows and In IiI" hard 10 be a SCCialcritie. So !his lIaS 
diMers at the White House with selIol. been building up." 
11'$ Wee William .Julius WilsOn. wIIo Mr. CbntOll, the aides said. bad been' 
wrote "ilIe Truly DiSadvantiiged," a seardling for a -'I to Climb InID his 
book aboul the dedine 01 the black Ipulpit on thiS issue for sorlie time. Since 
tamlly, '. Ithe AdmmisU'auon mtroduced its 

, 'l!'s III 0UIer Class' :; beallll care plan. Mr. CbnlOn and his 
Mr Clintanlla$ _ ~--,I' ph I wife. Hillary, ha"" made frequenl ref· , ....u""" a rase , erenees 10 the c:onneeuon between sky. 

10 deser1be the pligbt of people wbo are i roekeung health care costs and !.he 

:~ ..:::,..:: ~~ijob,lessness'l expense, of caring for the Victims 0/ 
"I . ._oLC........ urban VIOlence.
r. ,I 
.. 1 S!lOt an ........,......... anymore." he I The Pre$ldenl bas 'NTlIpI)ed the issue 


said .~I weekend. , ~lt·. an outer 
class.So ·th JiUIe __...." 

WI • --0:-0 and .ew notes. 
Mr. Clinton s grtIW1III COI1CI!nI about 

Whatcan'a 
nationalleadet do 
about a local ~: 
problem? T~. 

;j 
clime. VIOlence and the dilemmas thaI 
faee elIiIdren growins up': In urban 

InID hiS caD fIIr ._A'A. national seam· 
1'1 ,,~••-~' ·.r.-;:::•~.. II Wlu. u"' need lor eamomic 
revival and e:xpansion. ADd he quoted 
the Rev. Jesse 18l:l<scm. SeaalOr Daniel 
!>atndt MoynlItan of _ YorI< and the 
comedian Bill Cosby GIl !be subjecl.. all 
the while SU'eSSIIIg thaI most people in 
poor ~ ''l\eYOH' break the 
law. wot1t for a, I/Ving for modest. 
wages, pay their _" and are "try· 
mg te do the tiglll thiD8 by their kids." 

"We haYe 10 rebuild families and 
comrllllll.iu.s in Ibis COUIItry." Mr. Clin· 
ton said during a recenl news conier· 
enc:e that was intended te promote the 
trade agre.emem. "We'Ve got 10 take 
more responsibility for these little kids 
befon: tiIey gro.< up and stan Shooting 
eaell Other. We ha"" 10 find wavs to 

areas came wmbling out late the laps. offer hope and reconneet people.·: 
of a elIurcb full of 1II0menWily 
Slllll!led mini:slei's oIi Sawrday,

lbey did 1101 stay SII.lIIIIed lor long. 
Theminislers,manyofwhombadbeen 
saying the same IhiDg for years in 
exttonaliODs to their ~tioDs, be
gan te applaud. 'Therllbey began shoul. 
ing badt Ia QIPIlOI'I.' 

The poIidciI"JIt, ' . dominat. 
ed byla1f.lUll:o!dei of both 
parties. ha""; beea.momllS. as sbown in e recentIectioIl results, 
opinion poUs and a ... wiUitIgIIeSs in 
CoI\gn!Ss to consicIeT measures lilte 
gun amtroL Mr. ClillIIlD'S'speeciI may 
reflec:l that. BUI by cIwIgiJI& the terms 
in which crime is cII!IIa1ecI; Mr. Clinton 
may further cha.II&!! IIIe political equa.
tlon OIl the subject 8$ 'IIPeIL 

It is signific:aIIt !hat Ilk: CUntaa was 
staDdiDg in !be pulpit of a black dmrdI 
when he leI Icase hiS torTent of wor<is 
an crime. vioI<!ftce and the responsibil 
I.y of blaelc leaders 10 ,CO\'dl'Ollt the 

pn:Jblems pJapiag tDe:ir COI1lnnmlties. 


· Mr. Clinton IIa$ often been m<M:d to 

Sc:ripWre and serrnonizirig wilen he is 

spealting at a cIlurclI. wbere he is often 

pread:1iD8 te the pn,.,;ou$Iy convened. 


lb. setting also tmdel'$COred llIe 
.ighttape Mr, Clinton must walk on 
both the pobcy and politiCs of !his issue. 
The antH:nme measure now before 
.he Senate. whiell he is supporting. 
contains many of the same tcugb-on.
crime eJem\!IUS _ iDcbIdID;g ~ 

P~!be Issue 

Finding new ways to talk aboUI 
cnme CIIJ.Id ha"" benefits on other 
issues as wdL Represelllati"" Cllarles 
E, SdtIImer, the Brooklyn Democral 
wbo bea.d$ a House SUbCOmmittee on 
enmlnal jllSl.iee. said.. "Crime has been 
transI~trom an issue thaI geneT. 
~~.~ts late one thaI 

-"11's .-strong issUe in the imler cilY .. 
Mr. SdtIImer added. "II'S a StrOIlg is
sue in Utah. And !he solutions as te 
what to do aIxIut i1 are less ideological
t!:d more aIxIut._ and fOCl.\$.·· 

Mr. CIinIon has seized GIl the _r· 
saIIty of worries about crime. and he 
has ~ It as a -y of signal. ' 
ing 10 AmeriCaIIS that he is as alfected 
as they are by the beadIines !bey see 
every day. . 

Mr. CIintc!I has also assigned a 
group of senior ..des 10 devise a com· 
prehenslw list 01 ~ about 
haw the Wblte HOIISe ean spea.k te the 
issue. The group iDdudes Housing Sec· 
retary IkIITy G. CisnmIs; Peler B. 
Edelman. a Deputy Sec:retary at !.he ,•• 
Depanmenl of Health and Human 
SeTVlCes: Carol Rasco and Bruce Reed 
of the, WhiIA!! House Domestic Policy 
Council: Roy NeeI. the deputy elI"'f 01 
staff. and Mark. D. ,Gea~ the White 
House comm.UI1lC:atiI:JnS dIrectOr. 

Bul Mr, CIimen's adVisers are quick 

,.. ~.... -~. 
'"' '" !.!: 
:Q 
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:;: 
~ 
::.: 
:% 

~ 
~ 

~ 
to I1mil the tigllt of delith penalty in. 10 pomt out dial the Presiclent is. nol 

maleS to sentencing appeals _ that plallning ID call for any huge new mfu· ~ 


: 
offended liberal Democrats Wf1en the Sions of Federal spexling ID address 

~
Bush Administration supported them. the prllblems he sees. In !lis disC:uS:slOns 

He bas also beet> outspOCeo in recenl on the subjecI. the PresideI\t almost. 
 :l:: 
months on the subjeCt of gun ,CODU"O~ always doubles bact te emphasize the C:;.. 
long anathema te CODS<i.......tIYes. !leed 10 depellchll1personai responsibil· . 

And wben he makes the delicate link '~,te ~ socIal.'Ws. . $ 
between race and c:riine as he did ' W~ n: dalmg With pervasive 'lues· 
implicitly by dloOSing an audience of lIOnS, said Mandy. Grunwald. an ad· z 
blacl< ministers !his weekeod. be must I Vlser te the I'TesIcIenL "You cannOI 

· also tread earetully te avoid slippingl look ID the. Fedend-Go,",rnmenl alone' 
· inlO ster<!Otype. .:, ' for a :sol1lllOn.. llIlS JS about everybody ... 

,1 : takln2 ~ttri'.u 
, 

5 
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Clinton 6t His Best / 

WASHINGTON 

The President of the United States 
, called all six of his speechwriters iOto 
the Oval Office, last week. To over· 
come a pervasive sense of cynicism 
about how little government canac
complish, he wanted to speak I' to 
America'S larger concerns. <I 

He told them that a President had to 
do more than propose or push specific 
legislation; he had to convey hope ~nd 
confidence. Clinton wanted to "reach 
the people who don't believe the 
system is working for them anymoIie" 
by exhorting Americans to restore 
their sense of community and to reas
sume more personal responsibility!' 

1 read the full transcripts of spee~
es as delivered (a lifelong quirk) and 
can testify that Bill Clintori is a fit;st
class political -evangelist. He'S a be· 
liever in people taking care of eaCh 
other;' it's a passion, not a pose, and 
comes through in his rhetoric. ,I 

"I can't live your lives for you," he 
told a rapt· audience of young t~n
agers at the Kramer Junior High;:in 

'Life is 

lonely enough 


as it is ...' 


D.C. "Every day, you have to decide 
whether you're going to be here on 
time with a good attitude, learning liS 
much as you can. Every day you have 
to decide what you believe, what you 
care about, and what kind of person 
you're going to be." ;, 

To the girls: "First thing you can do 
is make up your mind you're not goiri'g 
to have a baby until you're old enough 
to take care of it, until you're mar· 
ried." To the boys: "This is not :~ 
spon; this is'a solemn responsibility:i' 

In the peroration of this year',s 
State of the Union, Clinton said: 
"Let's be honest. Our problems go 
way beyond the reach of any govern· 
ment program. They are rooted in the 
loss of values, the disappearance of 
work and the breakdown of our fam· 
iliesand communities. We cannot rEi· . . 
Hew '-lUI \..VYUl,"J WUII;:U WHU1U Cl u"",";" 

ade more than half of our children 
will be born into families where there 
is no marriage." ' 

To a black congregation in Mem· 
phis: "There are some changes we're 
going to have to make from the inside 
O'~, .•• the answers have to come from 

the values and the stirrings and the 
voices that speak to us from within." 

He enviSioned Martin Luther King Jr. 


, saying "I did not live and die to see the 

American family destroyed" and 

asked: "Where there are no families, 

where there is no order, where there is 

no hope ... who will be there to give 

structure, diSCipline and love to these 

children? You must do thaL" 

To a national service gathering in 
Brooklyn, Clinton recalled the murder 
30 years ago of Kitty Genovese, whose 
cries went unheeded by 38 witnesses 
who did not want to get involved by 
caUingpolice: ','No nation hiding be· 
hind closed doors is free, for it is 
imprisoned by its own fear ... we've 
got to change the basic attitudes of this 
country. Not only about crime and 
violence. but about how we think about 
ourselves and each other." 

Conservatives can differ with Clin· 
ton's colleCtivized health care' and the 
redistribution of wealth. but should not 
worry. about raising his ratings by 
applauding his eloquent calls for fam
ily responsibility and mutual reliance. 

In coming weeks, Clinton will de
liver commencement addresses, teach 
civics classes, observe anniversaries 
of D-Day and school desegregation. 
When a President eloquently preaches 
t1ie American gospel, as Clinton has 
been doing, we in the media should 
disseminate it far and wide. 

Would it help in defining and 
strengthening the national charac;ter 
if the man in the bully pulpit were of 
unassailable personal character? Of 
course; but he's the one who is there. 
and when he's doing a President's 
nonpartisan work it:s a good idea to 
pay attention. 

"There is no such thing as a trouble
free family," Clinton told the kids at 
Kramer, 'drawing on his own experi· 
ence. He added a homely observation 
that may be remembered longer than 
his best-crafted speech: "Life is lonely 
enoilgh as it is. If you have a family 
and you have people that are helping 
you. it makes a huge difference ..." 

Second thought: 
When a Soviet spy recently revealed 

that an F.D.R. intelligence aide was a 
"controlled agent," I reported that 
CJ.A. historians thought the unnamed· 
agent may have been John Franklin 

~ - ''''''' ,.""a, f.C, I 1<11.:<;, u "-. !.U,.Cl,' w'*'-'I _ .... ""J 
speechwriter. 

Sonia Carter Greenbaum confirms 
her father's wartime intelligence work 
but denounces as irresponsible any 
imputation of disloyalty. She's right; 
historical investigation rather than 
!'Nlculation is needed. C 



WILliam J(aspfJeny. 	 . 
;, 

Clinton's Commdnity Spirit 

. 	 II 

Was it John F. Kennedy's "ask not and at the ,:University of California, To hear Clinton speak with SUl.it 

what your country can do for YI)U" Los Angele~. . obvious feeling is to be taken blckolo 
speech that launched the unprece- He sound~d it again the other day his campaign exhortations for ~i- . 
dented era of personal involvement in at an Oval':Office session with four catls to "work in their communitie! to 
social change still fondly remembered newspaper columnists. end the long years of denial and ne-
by an entire generation? The .test ,~f his presidency. he told glect and divisiveness and blame-:-.Cio 

Was there something peculiar us, will not be just the programs he is ,give the Americanpeoplelbeir,ooWl
· abo1,lt the times that made possible an able to get through Congress b~t his try back." '. ..,.,.,...,. 
· unprecedented series of oPPOrluI/i/ics ability to get the American. people to It is Clinton at his best, (ortlJl~ 

for .personal involvement-the Peace Mwipe away':enoogh of their cynicism" . privileged to hear him. But (or.jplir-
Corps, the Teacher Corps. Volun- to tackle Pt'oblems at the community nalists-particularlyof the hard-new.s 
teers in~rvice to America? . level. :i variety most likely to have accesS 'to' a 

'What prompts the questions is the "We somehow have to do both," he president-it is also Clinton at::nis 
effort of President Clinton to iJlnite a ,said. Even.i the' most successful, of most unrepo~ble. There's no ~etle" 

· similar explosion of can-do optimism government programs-including in these philosopbical ruminati~o 
to .combat the problems that govern- . health care1and welfare reform. crime matter how revealing they may·b!t e( 

.ment alone cannot solve. legislation and job creation-won't be the workings of bis mind. Therela.r.oo 
In several recent speeches, he has enough if ~dividuals (ail to get in. proposal to bounce off the op~, 

sounded the caU for Americans to volved, he said. But "if the govern- no program to Cost out, no v.~tp 
take' personal responsibility forre- ment takesia dive and acts as if it's aU count.;~ 
building both communily and their just up to .Ithe folks and they're on And because such' talk dgg~'t 
communities: at an Indianapolis their own, we defy the plain lesson of .. make ~e:ws" in the ways we;~a~e 
ground-breaking for a monument to Head Start. ..• I think one of the come to judge news, we sometimes 
Robert KeMedy and Martin Luther' . reasons tfuit Head Start has been so behave as though the speaker:~it 
King Jr., at a Legal Defense Fund incredibly PoPular is that it's not a say anything at au. . 7'~i: 
dinner to lJ'Iar~ the 40th anniversarY ,bureaucratic government [program], Donald Brown,_executive~t.:Qf . 
of th~ Supte.me Fourt's school ~eseg- -.it's a progiam.that empowe~ people the Tuscaloosa (Ala.) News, g~x¢·)m 

'. regatlon rubng; at a commencement .' to take care of themselves, to seize "example recently in. an account of a 
· address at GaJlaudet Uru.versity here:,~)·cOntrolof~eirowndestiny." Clinttin speech to agatherh,g""'of 

'.. ," :' . "'. •• .! . " ': ." newspaper editors. ·He stresse(fhls 
. . .... " " '.' , . i: . . community -theme,. ta1ked ahOM'dle 

.' ': ., . . ,; requirements o( both private and gov. 
.' .' , . '", .;, ernmental· action and caUed on the 

. . editors to do their part "by galvaniz· . 
. ':, ,\ ".' . 	 ing and organizing people au ov~r tbis 

country. community by commu"ty~" . 
',,', 

i 

,.,:..... .•j 
 . "Not a ~·buiner," Brown Strid in 

,'", · his colWM, "but asolid ·speech." The 
Q&A period that followed ii1chiF,d' a 

..:,-: single exchange on Whitewatert one 
that broke no new ground whateler. : 

THE WASHI'GTO~ rOST MON~AV. MAl' 23. 1994 ' "But that exchange became;: the 
whole storY on television that, rUgh.t 
and in the next morning's new~~ 
pers," Brown said. "There was -virtu
aUy no reference to the content 'o'the 
speech, as if it had no relevance;ar: to 
.the other questions. And many'~t!1s. p 
reacted: Thai was,,'llhe sance IP!.fch 

. -,I ·Iheard.~'· ,.....: 
I fInd it a little scary. The need lor 

restoring community strikes me' \s.: . 
.
','
. ' self-evident, and cl~ly the preSiUekt .'. 

... '..' 	 can move us in that direction:' Bat"I; . only if bis call for community becamiB 
a consistent theme. When we in ,the 

-

,i
'I 	 news business dismiss the theme, as 

not worth reporting because :wc:.\le 
heard it before. or because it in"&lvl;s . 
no conflict. no politics-can the....~a 
itselfsurvive? " . . 

1 don't know. No public llgure:can 
hope to have his stream-of-conscwus- . 
ness musings displace "real ..... neWs: . . 
including his personal and p01itl~~I·. 
troubles. But I've shared Donald 
Brown's astonishment often eriouih 
to understand why public figuresKee1> 

· looking for ways to deliver their··ri\es
sa~es ....;thout the "help" of join'o<ll·'st-. 

http:Supte.me
http:Therela.r.oo
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George F. Will 

'A Measure of Morality J 

11ren is 7UJihing more painful to me oJ this 

stage in my life titan to walk down the stl'f!£t and 
hea, footsteps and start thinking about robbery-
then look a1'Ollnd and SI!e somebody white and feel 
rdieved. -Jesse Jackson 

This was the year that America looked in the 
mirror and blanched. This year the political 
system moved gingerly toward confronting the 

_ "= __ qu~tiQn_Qf._i!Q,w_ public policy _can n~e, or 
-i injw'e, character: The· "PerSOn --orihe-yw,"~ --reriZ's-ohrase)-a" "partiarr~nt~ohnstincts;"· The -~-
~ emblematic of the dominating public concern, 
~ might be a young black male dressed in the· 
.~ iegalia of the gang and rap music cultures; And 
o the intellectual event of the year was the publica-
S tion of James Q. Wilson's "The Moral Sense." 
~ It has become the conventional wisdom that 
!ri .there is no knowledge, only opinion, about morcili
'=" ty, and that human beings have no nature other 

than their capacitY to acquire culture. Wilson's 
'C warning is: We must be careful of what we think'C 

W 
 we are, lest we become that. By "scavenging" (his 

word) in various sciences, particu1ar1Y evolution:x: 
ary biology and cultural anthropology, he con;

--'l eludes that cultural diversity, although vast, is not~ 
:x: the whole story. 

:;: Hwnan nature is ·not infinitely plastic; we 

C"'> 
~ cannot be socialized to accept anything. We do 
"J. 

~ 
not recoil from Auschwitz only because our 

£ culture has so disposed ~ And the fact that so 
~ much about America nowadays, from random 

savagery to scabrous entertainment, is shocking 
is evidence for, not against, the moral sense, 
which is what is shocked. 

The development of conscience has been 
much studied-Jean Piaget's many hours 
watching Swiss children playing marbles; stud
ies of altruism in the Holocaust; studies of 
twins, including those separated at infancy. The 
studies have produced powerful empirical evi

dence of a moral sense that is a component of a 
universal human nature. 

AlOOraI sense is the most plausible explanation 
of much of our behavior. Statecraft always is 
soulcraft, for better or worse, so the political 
challenge is to encourage the flourishing of a 
culture that nurtures rather than weakens the 
promptings of the moral sense. 

InsiJe every ~rson there is (in Konrad to-

moral sense, says ~i1son, is among the calmer 
passions; it ••eeds help against its wilder rivals. 
We have selfish interests, but also the capacity-
and inclination-to judge disinterestedly, even of 
our own actions. 

Wilson· asks. Could mankind survive if paI'-. 

Now itresponds to cunural ~ to me 
diminished legitimacy of what ~ dmIrvely de
scribed as "middle class varues--u.,tt. Illdustri
ousoess, defernl of gratificaticn. 

All parents are parenting agaiDIl today's cui
ture. But for disadvantaged bIadI parents, and 
particularly for unmarried rnothen., ~ lack of 
support.:.£r:?m.,~~~ especaRy damaging. 
This is so regardless of how many (moetJy white) 
intellectuals=~-b1and1y --~ ernbncr---~parenL 
households as "alternative family 5ystmiS.,,- . 

"Familial and kin networks,· WiIaoo writes, 
"are essential arenas in which 90ciabdrty becomes 
sympathy, and self-interest is transformed .•• 
into duty and fair play." Achild's monJ sense is at-
risk. in a a!Id, erratic, ~ family. Wiliion 

ents had to have the skill.. puseverance and:;'. rep:rt.s .thatwhite parentll spend, 011 average, 10 
good luck sufficient to teach every rule of right 
conduct the same way they teach multiplication 
tables? Right conduct is so important that the 
tendency to it must be rapidly acquired, which 
suggests that children are biologically disposed 
to imitate behavior and learn the .underlying 
rules by observation.- .. 

Children· are intuitive moralists, equipped by 
nature for making distinctions and rendering 
judgments. Instincts founded in nature are deveJ. 
oped in the family, strengthened by daily bah
its-particu1art in work-and reinforced by 
fears of punishment and social ostracism. We· 
acquire virtues as we acquire crafts, by the 
practice of them. Above all. the family transforms 
a child's natural sociability into a moral sense. 

Most of the things likely to produce enduring 
happiness-education, employment, stable fami. 
lies-require us to forgo immediate pleasures. 
What happens when that discipline fai.Is? Look 
around. Crime used to respond to material dr
cwnstances. declining with· economic growth.. 

hours per week less time with tbesr children than 

in 1960, and the decline in parenW im'estment in 

children has been even steeper among black 

parents. This, which is partly a product of family 

disintegration-absent fathers-is disastrous for 


. young males, who differ from females in tempera: 
ment, particUlarly regarding aggressiveness; . ." 

Boys are harder to socialize. In modem soci
ety, aggressiveness is no longer an adaptive trait. 
Civilization is partly an attempt to restrain maJe 
aggressiveness, or tum it inti> appropriate chan
nels. The failure of families, and work experienc-. 
es, to'perform that shaping function has many:. 
cOO5equences, including jesse Jackson's words_ 

-QUOted abOYe~ . . 
America's unending cultura1 war about national ' 


self-<lefinition once concerned slavery, temper- . 

ance, religion. Today it turns on illegitimacy(. 

aime and entertainment These wiD be..~· 


-central sut)Je:(:u_ oLpo~ _a,rgUment for the 

foreseeable future, and Wifson is the foremoSt' 

explorer of this dark and bloody growld. 
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Metropolitan Empowerment Zones: 

The Next Phase of t~e Clinton Urban Policy 


t, 

Su'fnmary 

The Metropolitan Empowerment Zones iry,itiative combines programmatic, budgetary and 
communications elements as follows: (a) Senior :Clinton Administration officials would lead a 
national discussion of the urban condition and ou'f'ambitions for change, in parallel with similar 
neighborhood- and metropolitan-level discussion:s seeking consensus on an "urban report card." The 
series of roundtables and forums would identify k,ey measures of selected problems (crime, job , 
opportunities, housing, etc.) and formulate sets of; national and metropolitan goals for improvement, 
with flexible milestones. (b) With the benefit of planning grants, dozens of metropolitan areas would 
cooperatively develop comprehensive plans to ac~ieve the national and metro-specific goals. The 
plans would propose integration of public and pr~~ate resources, and reinvention of bureaucratic and 
jurisdictional relationships, all tied to measurable;;outcomes. (e) The Vice President's Community 
Enterprise Board, assisted by advisory panels, would review the plans and select a dozen 
Metropolitan Empowerment Zones (MEZs). Each, MEZ would receive a share of a pot of flexible 
new grant funds over several years, perhaps som~ specialized tax incentives, plus significant 
deregulation of the various existing federal grants,...in-aid flowing to MEZ jurisdictions. (d) For 
accountability, both grant deregulation and flexil?le funding would be at least partially contingent on 
the MEZ's good faith execution of its plan and ~where feasible) on measured results. 

The President's FY 1996 budget and legislative proposals might support participation by selected 
metropolitan areas in a voluntary goal-setting pf()cess. With the assistance of Federal planning grants, 
interested metropolitan areas would formulate th~ir Metropolitan Empowerment Plans indicating how 
the participating jurisdictions, working with federal, state, local,and private resources, expect to make 
measurable progress over time on key indicators of opportunity, community security, and so forth. 
The plans would be the basis for competitive awards, including both Federal funding and significant 

" 
deregulation of grants-in-aid provided by participating Federal agencies. One gain for communities 
that win a planning grant could be a substantial f:eduction in the number of overlapping Federal 
program planning and reporting requirements they would otherwise have to prepare during the same 
period.', 

While participation in the planning and competit,ion would be voluntary, once selected, the 
Metropolitan Empowerment 'Zone would be acc6imtable, in the sense that the special funding and 
broad deregulation are rewards for adopting and,!implementing comprehensive plans reasonably 
calculated to achieve the measurable national and local goals identified earlier. A metro area that 
wins an MEZ designation, but fails to attempt what its plan promises, would be subject to a slowly 
escalating set of restrictions on the flexibility and, ultimately resources, provided under the MEZ , 
program. If the plan is implemented, but fails to achieve the results intended, the metro area would be 
required to revise its plan in light of the new unperstanding about what is or isn't effective. 
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,Metropolitan Em,powerment Zones: 

The Next Phase of t~e Clinton Urban Policy 

Concentrated urban poverty and the surroJnding web of problems undercut some of our most 
basic national goals: increased economic competitiveness; civil peace and democracy; equality of 
opportunity. A bold and worthwhile Administration initiative should envision a fundamental 
reconstruction not only of current policies but of the relationship between the Federal government and 
local and State governments. To be successful, it'fwill require refocusing the Nation's attention on 
problems that have been ignored by nationallead¢rs for over a decade; and it will require overcoming 
political and bureaucratic barriers that have defeat'Fd all prior urban initiatives. 

The Empowerment Zones competition has energized communities across the country and built 
local enthusiasm and momentum for tackling these problems. Over 500 cities are expected to apply 
and are forming new coalitions and strategies atturted to local realities. We should find a way to build 
on this momentum, tapping energy and creativity:;from the neighborhood level on up. The Clinton 
urban agenda must not end with a competition th~t creates six urban "big winners", 65 'ismall 
winners", and hundreds of losers. 

I 

In summary, our proposal has the following premises: (1) a metropolitan focus to 
address the isolation of central city neighborhoods and reflect the interdependencies of 
city and suburbs; (2) reinvention and reform of fragmented programs to attack waste, 
improve effectiveness, empower communities to help themselves, and move the 
private sector to center stage; (3) dialog~e and consensus-building around values,. 
goals and measures to create the predicate for change at both the national and 
metropolitan levels; and (4) accoulltabil{lY to make a break with speciaLinterest 
giveaways and reward bold efforts by lOS'll communities. 

:.. 

Metropolitan Focus: The economic and social destinies of cities and suburbs are interwoven. 
Many urban problems spill over local political b9undaries and affect every metropolitan area resident 
to one degree or another. Where city-suburban aisparities in income and opportunity are higher. 
metropolitan job growth is slower. Where centnil cities are able to forge interjurisdictional 
partnership~ with suburban governments and employers. they are better able to provide educational 
and employment opportunities for their citizens, ;~nsure safe neighborhoods, prevent disinvestment and 
business and residential flight, and deal with fiscal pressures. Metropolitan areas are far more likely 
to have within themselves the economic resour~s to tackle inner-city problems; and they generally 

,. 	 function as single labor and housing markets, d~pite their political fragmentation. Unfortunately, 
political fragmentation, reinforced by patterns of Federal and State funding, is often a major obstacle 
to forging a metropolitan-level coalition and strategy. By fostering (without imposing) a different 
structure for local decisionmaking, the Federal government can help localities to overcome the 

Problem of fragmentation. ;1" . 
., 
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Reinvention and Reform: Similarly, th~ Federal response to urban problems has historically 
been fragmented and incomplete, perhaps in part:'a consequence of jurisdictional boundaries of both 
Congressional committees and Federal bureaucracies. Major Clinton initiatives -- including the 
Health Security Act, Welfare Reform, the strengthened EITC, Goals 2000, Community Policing. 
Headstart expansion, and the Reemployment Act,.-- will benefit the urban poor. Beyond these, 
Empowerment Zones, Community Development, Banks, and reinvigorated civil rights enforcement 
will help. However, budget constraints virtually rule out major additional spending. To do more, we 
must tie together these disparate initiatives, and rpove beyond a laundry list of resource-starved 
investment proposals at HUD and elsewhere. We must reinvent the jumble of federal regulations and 
the myriad bureaucratic impediments to effective'; use of limited public resources across grant programs 
for community development, housing, transportat,ion, schools, job training, and health care. Similarly, 
a Clinton initiative must challenge state and local leaders to consolidate and better coordinate their 
programs, as well as overcome impediments created by jurisdictional boundaries. In the process, we 
will empower local officials to solve problems, i~cluding the many that spill over jurisdictional 
boundaries. Even all of this will fail, however, unless our initiative also makes a direct and effective 
effort to engage the leadership, ingenuity and res~urces of individual citizens, private non-profit 
organizations, and businesses in metropolitan pa~tnerships. As the [draft] President's introduction to 
the Urban Policy Report (1994) says: "The solut:ion to our pressing urban challenges is not more of 
the same, but hard work leavened with innovation, grassroots empowerment, and hope." 

t . 
I 

Dialogue and Consensus: It has been ai, long time since national leaders brought focus to 
urban problems. For the past 25 years, problems of concentrated poverty and racial isolation that 
were once viewed as fundamental challenges have been treated as secondary issues. Before we can 
fashion fresh solutions that will command national and local majorities, we must have a fresh 
conversation about fundamental values and goals; what strategies to pursue, how to measure success, 
and what roles should be played by different levels of government and the private sector. This 

I 

dialogue is an essential political predicate for me,aningful change at the national level, and in 
participating metropolitan areas. It will require :1; substantial investment of Federal leadership, and 
some targeted resources to provide essential data: and analysis. No amount of discussion wil1lead to a 
perfect consensus for the nation as a whole on what handful of problems are the most important to be 

'. 
addressed in every metropolitan area, and how. The most concrete product of this dialogue will be an 
"urban report card" which captures, for each maj9r metropolitan area, consensus measures of national 
and local priority concerns.' , 

, 
" 

Accountability: Finally, new Federal initiatives must break with unsuccessful efforts of the 
past by incorporating accountability based on performance, in return for new funding and broad 
discretion in the local choice of means. As New: Democrats, we should reject another generation of 
giveaways to traditional constituencies, and inste~d offer a vision in which rewards fuel bold efforts by 
the people and leaders closest to the problems. Therefore, in order to reward communities for effort 
and progress in meeting national and local performance targets, some fraction of grants and generous 
regulatory flexibiliiy must be based on performance. Furthermore, we need new incentives for 
suburban jurisdictions and businesses to participate in developing and executing metropolitan-wide 
strategies, even though such approaches are in e~eryone's interest: past patterns of funding and 
neglect have convinced so many jurisdictions, bu1sincsses, and citizens to believe that their best or only 
choice is to try to opt out of and insulate themse:Jves from the problems of the cities. , 

** 
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Program Structure 
'I 

The Metropolitan Empowerment Zone~ initiative we propose combines programmatic, 
budgetary and communications elements as follows: (a) Senior Clinton Administration officials would 
lead a national discussion of the urban condition :~nd our ambitions for change, in 'parallel with similar 
neighborhood- and metropolitan-level discussions seeking consensus on an "urban report card." The 
series of roundtables and forums would identify key measures of selected problems (crime, job 
opportunities, housing, etc.) and formulate sets of national and metropolitan goals for improvement, 
with flexible milestones. (b) With the benefit of planning grants, dozens of metropolitan areas would 
cooperatively develop comprehensive plans to achieve the national and metro-specific goals. The 
plans would propose integration of public and private resources, and reinvention of bureaucratic and 
jurisdictional relationships, all tied to measurabl~ outcomes. (c) The Vice President's Community 
Enterprise Board, assisted by advisory panels, would review the plans and select a dozen 
Metropolitan Empowerment Zones (MEZs). Each MEZ would receive a share of a pot of flexible 
new grant funds over several years, perhaps som~ specialized tax incentives, plus significant 
deregulation of the various existing federal grants:-in-aid flowing to MEZ jurisdictions. I (d) For 
accountability, both grant deregulation and flexible funding would be at least partially contingent on 
the MEZ's good faith execution of its plan and ~where feasible) on measured results. 

i 
What follows is a more detailed sketch Of how this initiative could be structured as a follow

on to our Empowerment Zones effort. It begins'iwith dialogue and planning, but encompasses new 
resources and program reforms as well. :i ' 

I 

NatiQnal Dialogue and an Urbani Report Card. 

. !. 
We recommend that the President and the Vice President launch a national dialogue, to be led 

over a period of months by the Secretary of HqD, other members of the Cabinet, and appropriate 
surrogates. It would include participation by ol}e or more blue ribbon panels of public and private 
leaders, as well as respected experts. The natiohill dialogue would be complemented by a parallel 
series of metropolitan-level dialogues. The process that led to Goals 2000 is instructive, in that a 
sustained national and local dialogue, built in part on research results, has fomented important changes 
in the education system, with more to come.:! 4t the national level, the discussions and supporting , 

I Initial funding, perhaps limited to planni~g grants, would, be included in the FY 1996 budget. 
Tax expenditure components might be includeq, in FY 1996 reconciliation, just as the President's 
Empowerment Zones program was included in "FY 1994 reconciliation. This proposal characterizes 
the Metro Empowerment Zones grant as "new",; funding in deference to the practical difficulty of 
persuading appropriators to carve resources out:! of existing categorical and block grant programs, 
together with the need to make additionalreso~rces available as an inducement to certain suburban 

.. jurisdictions now receiving little grant money.:; In principle, however, the Metro Empowerment Zones 
I 

funding could be structured as a consolidation ,of existing streams of funding, with a portion of that 
. , 

funding recast as a reward contingent on effect~ve planning and implementation, 
I 

2 Other promising models include: the gciial-setting process,being used by the Public Health , , 

Service to define prevention initiatives for the year 2000; States' allocation of so-called "five percent" 
funds under the Job Training and Partnership Act based on local performance goals that exceed 

I' 
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research would attempt to forge a consensus about a short list of IUI/ional policy priorities and 
quantifiable goals for improvement. The national: list might include. for example. high rates of violent 
crime; high unemployment rates among 18-24 ye~r olds; highly unequal levels of educational 
opportunity in different parts of metropolitan areas; and high incidence of housing, employment and 
other fonns of discrimination which deny mobility and economic opportunity. At the metropolitan 
level. communities might supplement the national! priorities with lists and priorities of their own, such 
as transportation infrastructure. public health conc:erns. and affordable housing opportunities. 

,I 

In addition to organizing this consensus-quilding process, the Federal government can support 
it by supplying statistical infonnation that will allpw metropolitan areas to see how they stack up on 
major dimensions that relate to national and local :policy objectives. Examples are: (1) openness and 
civility -- including incidence of racial discrimination in employment and housing. levels of violence; 
(2) democratic practice -- including voting rates and representation of ethnic and racial minorities in 
local government; (3) minimum standards of eco~omic and social opportunity -- including rates of 
extreme deprivation (hunger, homelessness. infant mortality), levels of opportunity (high school 
dropout rates, unemployment rates); and (4) equal~ity of economic and social opportunity -- including 
differential individual access (by race, incomes, g~ography) to education, employment, and capital. 
Absolute consensus will never be achieved, especially at the national level, because conditions, needs 
and perspectives are so different. But vigorous d¢bate about what does and doesn't matter. how to 
measure it, and what ambitions to embrace -- those are the key purposes of national and metropolitan 
dialogue. ' 

I 
I' 

To support goal setting and to measure piogress, Federal agencies and cooperating researchers 
can develop and publicize a set of metropolitan rankings, related to several measures along the policy 
dimensions listed above; metro areas' may elect tq 'use supplementary measures. (This will require a 
modest investment in new data collection and an~lysis and possibly acceleration of the Census 
Bureau's plan for continuous measurement between decennial censuses.) For example. national and 
metropolitan dialogues would, be sharpened by presenting comparative data on violent crime rates, the 
ratio of central city to suburban crime rates, the ihcidence of drug-related crimes against person or 
property. the crime rates in public housing. and so forth -- preparatory work with key leaders would 
help focus the research support. Planning in this :'kind of data-rich environment should discipline' 
thinking about these tough problems on both thepational and local ltwels. Locally, comparisons with 
other metropolitan areasshoul,d encourage a healthy competition and desire for self-improvement. 

Such dialogues -- on both, national and lbcal fevels -- are critical for several reasons. To 
fashion a system of political and programmatic accountability, there must first be some minimal 
agreement on measures of success and on goals. ;rNo such agreement exists at present, nor can we 
expect to have a single, national report card. We envision an evolutionary process combining 
measurable national-consensus goals with measufable goals identified' in each participating 
metropolitan region. The necessary dialogue will be an opportunity to engage the public on the plane 

I 
of values and aspirations, so that public and privl,lte leaders can seek agreement on what matters, why, 

.. 	 and how much. In the process, neighborhood and community leaders will build new capacity for 
cooperative problem-solving. Moreover, this diicussion will create the elusive political context for 

, , ' 

Labor's national "performance standards"; State initiatives in Indiana. Oregon, and elsewhere that are 
using measurable objectives to organize public d~bate and set priorities. 

Ii, 
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! ' 

the necessary legislative and administrative actiorls -- in Washington D.C. and throughout the 
country. ' .. 

Finally, the dialogue will provide an imp0rtant opportunity for the President and other officials 
to demonstrate leadership through action and exainple. This is far more than symbolic, however, in as 
much as the dialogue will produce a valuable concrete product: an urban report card, tailored to each 
metropolitan area, reflecting the national and metfopolitan priorities for change and providing a an 
assessment of how a given area compares with comparable communities across the nation. 

:' 

Issue: Is it reasonable and valuable to·mhke comparisons across metropolitan areas in 
a report card, or should the report card be purely the design of the metropolitan 
region, measuring itself against its stated!:goals? (The Oregon Benchmarks project, 
which concerns "human investments," is an example of this approach.) It may be that 
there is too much dissimilarity in the tecijnical measures used by different 
metropolitan areas to permit easy compar,isons, and it may be that the measures and 
explanations are too complex to playa cQnstructive role in policy debate. On the 
other hand, some form of instructive comparison can be an important aide to locally
based accountability, and a core set of report card measures would tie to national 
priorities -- a linkage justified by the federal resources and flexibility being provided .. 

'I 

Dialogue is no panacea, but without it bu:reuacracies arc likely to recycle stale nostrums, and 
bold legislative proposals arc almost certain to fail. 

,, 
!i 
Ii· 

Metropolitan Plans and Covenant$ 
'I, 

With the assistance of Federal planning grants. interested metropolitan areas would continue 
the consensus-building effort described above an'd formulate their Metropolitan Empowerment Plans 
indicating how the participating jurisdictions, wO,rking with federal, state, local and private resources, 
expect to make measurabie progress over time orl key indicators of opportunity. community security, 
and so forth.3 The plans would be the basis for competitive awards, including both federal funding 
and significant deregulation of grants-in-aid pro~ided by participating Federal agencies. One gain for 
communities that win a planning grant could be asubstantial reduction in the number of overlapping 
Federal program planning and reporting requirerri:ents they would otherwise have to prepare during the 
same period. 

In essence, the plans would identify mea~urable goals and timelines for the various dimensions 
of the urban report card. and specify the various public and private strategies to be pursued in 

. . 

3 Planning grants would be awarded automa~ically to Metro areas centered on cities which were 
unsuccessful finalists in the first round of Empowerment Zone awards . 

.' 

Issue: Is this an appropriate and sufficient "Ieg':"up" for participants in the first round 
of Empowerment Zones? ' 

6 



achieving those goals.4 The program elements of a plan will depend, of course, on the national and 
local priorities identified in the dialogue process~escribed above, and on local views about what 
strategies are most likely to be effective. There are several efforts underway within the Clinton 
Administration to foster flexible, intergovemmen~al approaches to critical problems which might fall 
within the broad ambit of an MEZ plan. For ex4mple, the Department of Justice is leading a new 
interagency effort to prevention of violent crime :,in four demonstrations: metropolitan Atlanta, 
metropolitan Boston, Washington D.C., and Nebraska. The effort, P.ulling America's Communities 
Together (PACT). involves several Federal law c;nforcement and human services agencies, and 
multiple agencies of the relevant state and local jurisdictions. PACT would be an appropriate 
mechanism to include in an MEZ plan's strategy::for reducing violent crime.s Similarly, there are 
several other Federal reinvention efforts, either e'~tablished or under development, focused on a 
particular problem area. These Clinton Administration efforts are strikingly compatible with the 
overarching urban strategy proposed here, and if!,c1ude: Family Preservation and Support; Healthy 
Start; Weed & Seed; Metropolitan Fair Housing;, flexible education demostrations; transportation 
infrastructure congestion relief; and proposals being developed by the NEC/DPC working group on 
Education, Training and Retraining. These comprise a very partial menu of measures which local 
MEZ planners might adopt in pursuing national:and metro priorities. 

I: 
'I 

MEZ plans also would describe the proposed metropolitan-level structure for consultation and 
for oversight of the strategy's implementation. This would include a proposal for how the 
participating jurisdictions would share governance, would distribute rewards for cooperation, and 
would respond to disagreement and dissent as tBey implement the plan over time.6 This is one place 
where States could play an important organizing role. Other ways the States could contribute include: 
convening and supporting metropolitan-wide di~logues and strategy development; reinventing their 
programs to reduce red tape and emphasize performance; and granting waivers to permit multiple 
State programs to work better together. ' 

,i 
" 

.Among'the themes we expect would emerge from the strategies are the reinvention and 
integration of various Federal, State and local programs; , the creation of pUblic-private partnerships 

:; 

I 
I 

4 Appended are three summary examples ~f how a metropolitan plan might identify a particular 
concern, such as unequal educational opportunity, then select performance measures, choose one or 
more goals, and propose a particular set of strategies to achieve those goals. 

5 PACT does not involve new resources, and is thus far limited to a few demonstration 
jurisdictions. MEZs would, of course, include'kome added funding which might be used to enhance' 
the PACT or similar effort. i· 

i' 

6 We do not envision a uniform structural ,solution the problems of metropolitan coordination -
along the lines, say. of the old Councils of Government. In fact, we want to encourage locally 
designed solutions, including possible leadership roles for non-governmental coalitions. Similarly, 
there need not be a single model for the distrib:ution of rewards and sanctions. Proposals may suggest 
different approaches, and the plausibility of thJ scheme would be a factor in awarding the MEZ 
designation., Moreover, metropolitan Boston rqight have an exciting idea about how to structure 
coordinate local governments or how to distribute flexible funds. Through consultation and 
negotiation, Boston's approach might be adoptdd by metropolitan Atlanta in order to improve their 
application. :: ' 

'I 
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i 
and cross-jurisdictional coaHtions; waivers of program regulations; and improved forms of citizen 
and neighborhood participation in decisionmaking. The intention is to provide participating 
jurisdictions with maximum flexibility regarding their choice of means, Or strategies. A review 
process involving public, private and expert "jurors" would study the plans and make 
recommendations to the Vice President's Commuhity Enterprise Board. (Again, finalists in the 
Empowerment Zones competition would receive some form of preference in this process, perhaps an 
"automatic" consideration by the Vice President'* Board.) . 

The most important criterion for selectiQ~ as a Metropolitan Empowerment Zone would be the 
reasonableness of the proposed strategies for ac~ieving the stated goals. Our expectation is that these 
strategies would incorporate the best thinking cqnccrning effective approaches to critical problems, 
from job creation to housing construction to teep pregnancy prevention to community policing;7. in the 
common situation in which there is no strong g~neral consusensus on "best practice, If the winning . 
MEZ plans would undoubtedly encompass a rarige of promising approaches. In addition, the quality 
of MEZ plans could be judged by such factors as: (1) the number of participating jurisdictions 
(percent of metropolitan population); (2) the strength of the State's participation; (3) private sector 
participation; (4) the value of the resource and;other commitments by all participants; (5) the role of 
neighborhoods and non-profit oraganizations hi developing and executing the plan; (6) the ambition 
and realism of the specific performance targets:promised in the application, especially in terms of the 
the hoped for benefits to central cities and the poorest of the poor. 

, 
Issue: Should MEZ designation be awarded competitively, with the number of awards 
depending on available approprations ~nd the number of acceptable proposals, or 
should aU metro applicants meeting SOme threshold (measured by the quality factors in 
the preceding paragraph) receive MEZ designation? The laner, "eligibility" approach 
would reduce the risk that awards woyld be criticized for their inevitable subjectivity, 
but would place enormous importance. on defining in advance the threshold of quality 
to be achieved for award. This eligibility approach also may be in tension with 
maximizing flexibility for metro jurisdictions. , 

'I 
It will be difficult to formulate sound MEZ plans. It may be essential for States to playa 

critical role in convening and supporting the i¢ooperation of metropolitan jursidictions. There will be 
an important role for the Federal government in providing technical assistance in various forms, and 
mobilizing the best research and experience jlvailable nationwide. Our challenge is to begin the 
process in a sensible direction, with the exp~ctatjon that over time the participating public and private 
leaders will grow increasingly skillful. . 

... 
7 For example, Professor Michael Port~r, in "The Competitive Advantage of the Inner City", 

outlines new strategies to stimulate central :city economies by building on their innate competitive 
advantages and on "clusters" of economic strength in the metropolitan area (Harvard Business School, , 
1995). Other recent work of substantive interest includes a report by Susan V. Smith on "Strategies to 
Reduce Urban Poverty" (Carnegie Corporation of New York; June 1994) and Confronting the 
Nation's Urban Crisis~' From Watts (1965) to South Central Los Angeles (1992). (The Urban 
Institute, 1992). :1. 

, 8" ., ; 

" I 
,, 
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Funding, Flexibility and Accounta;bility for MEZs 

As documented in the National Performance Review, the present system of Federal grants and 
subsidies is too fragmented, complicated, and rigi~t It is inefficient not only because it is costly to 
administer but also because it wastes Federal funds on ineffective, partial approaches. Block grants, 
on the other hand, give communities wide flexibqity without creating accountability; formula-driven, 
they come to be viewed by the receiving communities as entitlements. An effective system of, 
performance-based accountability will allow localities broad discretion in the choice of means so long 
as they demonstrate effort and progress.s As wif.h the initial designation, the monitoring of 
implementation in the MEZs would be assisted by blue-ribbon panels of experts and civic figures, 
reporting to the Vice President's Community Eot~rprise Board. 

In several years, it may be possible to consolidate a great many Federal programs into this 
structure, and have all metropolitan areas pariicip~te in a system of goal-setting, planning, flexible 
funding, and accountability. Meanwhile, there is:much we can do in the President's FY 1996 budget 
and legislative proposals to get started. We propose participation by selected metropolitan areas in a 
voluntary goal-setting process, rewarding them from a limited pool of new resources, and use of new 
statutory authority for a broader set of performance-based waivers in key program areas. The range 
of program areas is encompassed by this framework of flexibility and accountability is largely a , 
matter of our ability to "reinvent" the Federal government's balkanized structure of agencies and 
Congressional committees. Added flexibility in ~ few programs within just one Department, such as 
HUD, would suffice in FY 1996 as a minimal achievement; complementary flexibility in programs at 
several additional Departments would be all to the good. A national dialogue on urban policy goals, 
and the urban report card, may help win legislative approval for FY 1996 of the needed resources and 
reinvention . 

. While participation in the planning and ~ompetition would be voluntary, once selected, the 
Metropolitan Empowerment Zone would be accountable, in the sense that the special funding and 
broad deregulation are rewards for adopting alldiimplementing comprehensive plans reasonably 
calculated to achieve the measurable national and local goals identified earlier. A metro area that 
wins an MEZ designation, but fails to attempt what its plan promises, would be subject to a slowly 

" 

escalating set of restrictions on the flexibility and, ultimately resources, provided under the MEZ 
program. If the plan is implemented, but fails t6achieve the results intended, the metro area would be 
required to revise its plan in light of the new unherstanding about what is or isn't effective. 

! 

Issue: While this proposal Jocuses on rewards, the accountability framework implies 
at least the mild sanction of partially res,cinding the special MEZ benefits previously 
conferred. An alternative would be to ayoid any such Federal accountability and rely 
entirely on local political processes to enforce the goals and purposes of the MEZ 
initiative and the metro a~ea's plan.:; . 

'I 

.. ,,,,j 

I 

I' 


" ' 

8 Some of these concepts are realized in the Clean Air Act, which has evolved over two decades 
into an effective process for focusing attention tinct resources on metropolitan-level air quality 
problems. 'I 
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A Work Plan 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

\ 

i' 

In July, discussions with EOP and interested Departments to develop a consensus on the 
" 

overall framework. This process should include 'discussions with key Cabinet officers who are 
potential partners. The forthcoming Urbap Policy Report drafted by HUD and a working 
group of NEC/DPC staff, has already been revised to foreshadow this or similar initiatives. In 
particular, it calls for a national conversat,1on on urban policies with the goal of developing 
consensus on measures and goals, and it explicitly stresses the importance of a metropolitan 
focus in future initiatives. Also in July, Jay the foundation for developing performance goals 
by mobilizing the research and policy cori,tmunities inside and outside of the Administration to 
examine data and debate alternative measures. 

:1 
I 

In July, identify pending legislative and r6gulatory initiatives that should be immediately
I. 

redirected to reflect the urban policy prin9iples. These include, for example, the Housing Bill 
that will reach the House and Senate floors in July; the HUD Consolidated Planning regulation 
now at OMB for clearance; the Reemploy;ment Act; and implementation plans for Goals 2000. 

I 

In the 1996 budget process, develop a Metropolitan Empowerment Zones initiative for the 
President to consider. The "low option" would focus on a limited pot of riew discretionary 
funding to reward successful metro applisants, plus statutory authority for waivers in as many 
federal grant programs as politically feasible. The "high option" would include a tax-based 
reward as well, flowing to individuals and, firms, for inclusion in FY 1996 Reconciliation. 

In Fall of 1994, begin the National Conv~rsation with meetings between key cabinet officials, 
and Statellocal officials, noteworthy expetts, and representative citizens to build consensus on 
the approach and on metropolitan "proble/n dimensions" . 

.' 
:1 

In November/December, announce that th~ sequel to the Empowerment Zones competition will 
be a Metropolitan Empowerment Zones initiative, to be proposed in the President's FY 1996 

I 

Budget and legislative program. Jurisdictions that submitted high quality proposals in the first 
round of Empowerment Zones competition could form the core of a new round. 

:1 

To develop the information needed for pe'rformance measures, take the following steps: (a) 
Support Census's move to a continuous "rolling Census". This would be necessary to measure 
progress for individual metro areas in reducing inequalities, racial and income separation. (b) 
Provide resources to selected Federal agencies to begin data collection and research on 
performance measures and to design the !.~technology" needed for problem ranking and 
measuring progress. (c) Encourage Statds and metropolitan areasto experiment with similar 
techniques. .1 

I 

The Community Enterprise Board could load a rigorous review of other Federal urban 
programs for consistency with the new approach, refashioning where possible to stress 
metropolitan cooperation, flexibility and ~ccountability. 

I 

Conclusion 
.1 
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More is at stake than sating the appetite df political constituencies or pundits for another bold 

stroke in the urban policy arena. And there are ri~ks to undertaking another effort when the legislative 
agenda is crowded with other critical measures oflgreat concern to urban America. We must take care 
not to promise too much. We need to design a p~ocess that is open-ended and adaptable. so that both 
we and localities can adjust goals and approaches1/as we learn more. 

'I 

The overriding imperative, however, is c1Jar: after so many years of neglect, we now have an 
opportunity too precious to put aside --an oppoh~nitycreated by the broad public support for certain 
fundamental ideas. Part of this is. America's rene+ed commitment to shared economic growth and 
competitiveness, to public civility and personal s~~urity, and to each other. But another part of the 
opportunity comes specifically because the President's domestic program as a whole contains the 
philosophical underpinnings of what can be a si~ificant departure in urban policy, based on new 

I . 

patterns of metropolitan and public-private coop~ration, on the reinvention and reform of inflexible 
bureaucratic gridlock, on a national dialogue to f~;rge consensus, and on a new accountability that 
rewards bold local efforts to achieve measurable results.· . .r: . 

We have studied the lessons of history, arid are wiser for it. Success is by no means assured .. 
But we will be judged by whether we act boldly ~ith that wisdom, or simply pass it along in the hope 
that others will. ' i 
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III 
.1EXAMPLE 1: EMPLOrMENTACCESS· II 

'I, 

. ,I'


Reduce Disparities in Employment Access. 
• • I :1': 


· .. I h' . I) : 
Measures: Dzsparilles ,geograp u;raClQ ~: 

I 'I, 
, 1

employment rates for younger high school graduates 
wage rates for comparable jobs.i ; I 

high school achievement and gra'duation rates 
') , 
'I 

Partial Menu Qf. Local Actions to Address: il: 
jl' 

'I 

create reverse commuting opport~nities for inner-city residents 
re-orient transit systems ::' . 
create regional integrated jobs irlformalion system 
provide additional training slots for inner-city hard-to.;...employ youth 

I ",I 
, I ' IJ 

Requirements and Progress Targets (for Lowest Attainment Areas) . 

Metro communities would have tJdeveloP and subscribe to a I specific plan for moving I 

the ar~ato the goal established 11 the MEZ Plan (which might be related to a 
national goal and timeline). For:lexample: 

If 

tl.-: " . ' ,
By 1998: Increase employment rate of inner-city recent high school 
graduates by 10 percent :11 I 

:1 

By iOO5: Reduce intra-Jnetropolitan disparity in labor participation rates by 
20 index points , !, I, I 

;; , 

Those jurisdictions in the metro Jfea failing to carry out their assigned 
responsibilities under the approv'M. MEZ Plan, could have their Federal grants 
restricted (loss of flexibility) or, ~ventually, reduced. 

" 1 • ,I ': 
. 'J 

J 
'I! 
I' 

;1 ' 
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Example 2: HOUSING DISCRIMINATION 

Goal: Reduce Racial Discrimination in Housing: 

Measures: 
incidence of racial discrimination: in metropolitan rental housing market (sources: 
HUD and local fair housing orga~lization), 
racial disparities in mortgage len~ing rates controlling for risk (source: modified 
HMDA data) ;1 

evidence of racial steering by real estate agents (source: testing programs) 

Ii 

Partial Menu q[ Local Actions to Address: I; , 

use testers to detect violations, publicize, and enforce equal access to housing laws 
develop/participate in metropo/ita!t housing strategy to improve housing choice and 
mobility of racial minorities 
train all real estate agents and /ir,ms regarding potential activities resulting in 
disparate treatment of homebuyer$ 
create local fair housing organizations to investigate cases of racial discrimination 
and monitor activities ofmetropol,itan housing market 

, . 
Requirements and Progress Targets ([or Lowest Attainment Areas) 

i 
Metropolitan communities would have to develop and subscribe to a specific plan 
(perhaps a modified version ofpr'bposed fair housing plan) for moving the area into 
attainment with national minimum standard. 

i 
I 

By 1997: Implement testiilg program in all "hypersegregated" metropolitan 
areas and publish results) 

By 2000: Reduce number of racial housing discrimination cases 
reported to metropolitan jair housing organization by 20 percent. 

By 2010: Reduce metropqlitan dissimilarity index by 25 poilUS (from 1990 
base) 

" 

: 
, 

Those jurisdictions in the metro a~ea opting out of the process could have their 
Federal grants reduced or restric(ed. 

I,
:1, 

.. 
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EXAMP[.E 3: INFANTMORTALnyRATE 

Goal: Reduce infant mortality rate 

Measures: Disparities in: 

Illfant, neonatal, and postnatal dehths and mortality rates by metro area for race and 
income;! 
Metro area mortality rates due to [AIDS virus; and 

, 1 '. 

Access to basic infant, neonatal, and postnatal health care 
. I 

(Note: these statistics can be obtained from the d~nual Vital Statistics ~repared by HHS) 

Partia/Menu Q[Local Actions 10 Address: 

increase access to prenatal and P9stnatal care; 

develop community health clinics;l 

increase educational outreach on prenatal care; 

increase provision of basic nutritipn and vaccination services; 

increase access to drug and alcoh,ol abuse centers; and 

increase outreach and counseling,:programs for unwed mothers 


Requirements and Progress Targets 

:1
I 

MEl Plan would describe interm~m milestones for meeting a (hypothetical) national 
m~~~~~' . 

By 1998: Decrease illfanl mortality by 10 percent. 

" 

By 2005: Reduce intra-metropolitan disparities in infant mortality rates by 5 
percent. 
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il 
i 

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICE OF;THE SECRETARY 


WASHINGTON, D.C. 20410-0001 

:1 
1MEMORANDUM' 

TO: 	 Sheryll Cashin 
Paul Dimond 
Paul Weinstein . 

r7! 
FROM: 	 Bruce Katz SL

.1 

.!/
SUBJ: 	 FY 1996 options Pap~r 

DATE: 	 August 4, 1994 

Thanks for the opportuni~y to provide input to the FY 1996. 
options paper you're preparing for Bob Rubin and Carol Rasco. I 
have attached a series of docUments for your consideration. 

,- h . 
'I 

The first packet is our ~ersion of the "HUO" option that 
appears to be in the paper no~. We have prepared four budget 
initiatives covering the following areas: r . . 

ending distressed public land assisted housing; 
I, . 
l'

reinventing urban and regional management; 
:i. 

rebuilding inner city neighborhoods through homeownershipi 
a~ 	 ~ 

.1 

consolidating additional "HUD programs • 
.' 

1 hope this material helps yoJ 
" ' 

flesh out the "HUD" option.
;: 

The second document is a :ichart that the Secretary prepared 
today. The chart outlines five principles for an Administration 
urban policy -- metropolitan tesponsibility, bottom up planning,
work and responsibility, empowering families most in need and 
rewarding excellence in urban :imanagement. It then shows how 
different Administration initiatives could fit within this' 
construct. ,1 

The third document is Mike stegman's attempt to fashion an 
urban policy statement based dn the Secretary's five principles. 

will call 	later today to followup.I 	
1 ; 

.1 
;1 

:; , 

~l . 
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f 
.; , 

[SUBSTITUTION FOR HUn OPTION IN YOUR MEMO] 

I 

Rebuilding Inner City Co~ities Through Homeownership 

Many of the nation's inneii city neighborhoods have suffered 
from a generation of economic decline, physical deterioration, 
rising crime and social disinte'gration. Any serious attempt to 
revitalize these areas must help families strengthen their 
personal and financial respons~fbility. HOD's efforts to promote 
homeownership in the inner city, through an expanded National 
Homeownersip Fund Demonstratiori' .(NHFD) is an important step in 
helping cities transform communiities. . 

. . J 

In FY 96, HOD proposes to ,:increase funding of the NHFD from 
the $50 million now contained i~ the Senate FY appropriations 
bill to $150 million to help many more cities transform 
distressed communities throughehe large-scale development of new 
homes for families with annual :incomes as low as $16 / 000
$20,000. This initiative build,s upon the dramatic success of the 
New York City Nehemiah program"i ,which transformed deteriorated 
neighborhoods in East Brooklyn~nd the South Bronx into stable, 
thriving communities through hotneownership. 

Ii 
The key to producing new homes for low income families in 

these neighborhoods lies in reducing costs through large-scale 
land assembly and construction';1 Sufficient acreage of contiguous 
land generates the economies Ot', scale that produce signigicant 
cost savings and lower housing prices. As part of this 
demonstration, local partners would contribute 'land in distressed 
areas, along with state and loc~l assistance for site 
acquisition, preparation, and infrastructure improvement. Local 
governments could use Section 1.pa loan guarantees and CDBG funds 
for land development.i· 

I 

The NHFD funds will be used for deferred-payment second 
mortgages to reduce home prices! for eligible low- and moderate
income families. These mortgages will be repaid at the time of 
sale or refinancing. ·This wil11 assure the creation of a sizable 
revolving loan pool that could be used to support additional 
construction. 

Ending Distressed Public and Assisted Housing
;1 
·1 

Public HQusing. Roughly 100,000 public and assisted housing 
units are deteriorated, isolated, and dangerous. These units 
pose threats to their neighborhbods, and to local economies, tax 
bases, crime rates and service ,quality. In too many cities, they 
are symbols. of urban decay. 

1
I' 

,! 
I 
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HOD would provide Section:S certificates and mobility 
counseling to 15,000 residents' living in distressed public 
housing developments for each;of the next five years. These 
distressed developments would;then be demolished. Tough 
screening rules would reward residents who have jobs or 
participating in self-sufficie'ncy programs. 

;~ 

HOPE VI funds would be t'argeted primarily to rebuilding the 
public housing units pursuant "to current law, with half in the 
form of smaller scale, potenti:ally mixed-income developments 
likely to be viable, over the l,ong term, and half in the form of 
certificates. To ensure that :;the replacement housing is ,of high 
quality, PHAs would be require:d to partner with reputable private 
developers, for-profit and nonprofit. Construction management 
firms would oversee the demolition and replacement process to, 
ensure timeliness of effort. :, , 

Assisted Hgusing. In many parts of the country, many 
assisted housing developments!-- privately owned, federally 
subsidized - - mir.ror the condi:tions of distressed public housing. 
HOD's current resources are f~agmented and inadequate. 

I 

HOD recommends creation o'f a Housing Quality Fund to more 
effectiveiy target its resourC,es on the most distressed proj ects. 
The current array of programs ,!.:.- including Flexible Subsidy, Loan 
Management Section S, drug eli~ination, service coordinators -
would be consolidated and used to dramatically turn around HUD
assisted, privately-owned hOlls1ing. Physical reconstruction would 
be combined with improved soci;al serVices, better management, 
crime prevention, and a greate:r emphasis resident participation 
and :responsibility. HUn woulq get tough on landlords to make' 
sure that properties are prop~rly maintained.' Subsidies will be 
denied to owners that refuse t,o cooperate, and residents of these 
buildings will receive rental ::assistance vouchers to relocate to 
decent housing elsewhere. ' 

" Reinventing Urban!and Regional Management 

Rewarding Ehcellengein ~an Management. Two impediments 
to urban excellence are the di'fficulty of combining separate HtlD 
grant programs with conflicting timetables and requirements, 
combined with excessive restri:ctions in HOD program regulations. 
To free local government from ithese constraints, RUD's needs to 
reinvent the way it conducts business with local clients.

II' 

HOD proposes to deregula~e its programs for high performance 
local governments, by granting waivers and permitting innovative 
mayors arid city managers to cqmbine a wide range of program funds 
to encourage, experimentation ..;:. This approach to reinventing· 
government fits well with the ~Administration' s Natio.nal 
Performance Review and with cteative statewide results-oriented 

! 
,I 
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• ',i:
experiments such as ~n Oregon.; With, RUD's plan for Rewarding 
Excellence in Urban Management:~, a well-run city government like 
Philadelphia under Mayor Rendell would be able to consolidate all 
of its HUD funding, provided that the city met certain 
performance criteria for efficiency and effectiveness, ' and 
continued to serve an equivalertt number of low-income families. 
This proposal will provide cru~ial support for bottom-up 
initiatives in the spirit of the Empowerment Zones/Enterprise 
Communities competition and HUl?'s consolidated planning. 

Challenge Grants for Regional Collaboration. Most of the 
serious problems -- discrimination, poverty, crime, unemployment, 
inadequate housing and infrastructure -- cut across 
jurisdictional lines within me~ropolitan areas. The best way to 
approach these issues is on a regional basis, with cooperation 
from local communities and their elected officials. 

'I 

HOD recommends providing 1 strong incentive for local 
governments, the private sector, and community groups to form 
partnerships that generate regional solutions to urban problems. 
To support this vitally-needed;metropolitan collaboration, HOD 
would offer Challenge Grants for the most innovative approaches, 
boldest ideas, and best-organized efforts. solutions such as 
regional training and employme~t linkages for unemployed urban 
residents, fostering wider choice in housing locati'on, improving 
transportation access, and cons.0lidating services can flourish 
through Challenge Grants for Regional Collaboration. HOD would 
seek new resources to carry 

, 
out 

J 
these initiatives. 

Breaking the Monopoly of Public Housing Authorities over 
Section S, One of HUD's most potent weapons to combat racial 
isolation, concentrated poverty, and the lack of connection 
between low- income persons and·1 jobs is the Section 8 rental 
assistance program. Yet most public housing authorities have not 
administered this program to maximize choices in the regional 
housing market or to help expa~d low income families' job
readiness and employment options. It is time to break thePHA's 
monopoly over the administration of the Section 8 program. 

" 

" HUD's new mobility counseling program, Choice in Residence, 
can be expanded in'FY 96 to maJt;:e available Section 8 rental 
certificates to a broader rang~ of nonprofit organizations 
committed to increasing regional housing choice. These can 
include both state housing fin~nce agencies, and metropolitan . 
nonprofit fair housing organizations: HUD will also make special 
allocations of SectionS assistance available to high performing 
nonprofit job training organizAtions with excellent track records 
in linking their clients to jOls. 

I 
i 

I' 
i 3 , 
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Consolidating Ad4itional HOD Programs 
': 

HUD is continuing in FY 96 its agressive consolidation 
efforts. In its 1994 reauthorization bill now before the 
Congress, the Department propo~ed to reorganize six separate 
homeless programs, with total ~unding of over $+ billion, into a 
single formula-based grant program. In the same legislation, HUD 
is seeking to merge the Section 8 certificate and voucher 
programs and to consolidate or ': terminate 59 programs. 

, For FY 96, HUD is considering a plan to consolidate all 
service coordinator programs fqr elderly housing, for nonprofit 
sponsors to coordinate service~ to their development projects and 
improve efficiency. i 

In addition,the Department also may terminate or 
consolidate several FHA mortgage insurance programs, including: 
• 	 Homeownership Assistance for Low- and Moderate-Income 

Families (221 (d) (2)) i 
• 	 Homes for Service Members, (222) 
• 	 Housing in Declining Neigl)borhoods (223(e)) 
• 	 Condominium Housing (234) ~ 
• 	 Special Credit Risks (237} 

·1 

• 	 Housing' in Impacted Milit4ry Areas (238) 
• 	 Single family Home Mortgage Coinsurance (244) 

'I 

Consolidating Jobs ~or Residents Programs. Expanding job 
opportunities is essential for:!revitalizing urban communities and 
increasing responsibility for low-income residents. There is an 
urgent need to provide skill ttainingand employment preparation 
for inner city minority youth ~nd young adults. 

To increase effectiveness; HUD proposes to consolidate its 
five major employment trainingl:programs: Jobs for 
Residents/Section 3, Economic Opportunity Centers, Step-Up, 
Youthbuild, and Youth Apprenti¢eship. In addition t HUD will 
develop. a collaborative efford wi th the Department of Labor to 
maximizes the impact of this c?ordinated urban jobs initiative. 

HOOt s FY 95 budget reques~ed approximately, $85 million a 
year for five job training andJselfsufficiency programs. These 
would be consolidated into a n$w Office of Employment and Self 
Sufficiency, with stronger staff capacity, located within the 
Office of the Secretary. HUD would build an innovative 
partnership with DOL to include joint training of staff, and 
providing HUD funds to local agencies engaged in employment 
training activities supported by DOL. Finally, HUD and DOL would 
work closely together to ensur~ the success of the Section 3 Jobs 
for Residents program, one of ~he Administration'S largest job 
training efforts for people in'l distressed neighborhoods. 
Secretary Cisneros and Secretary Reich have agreed to collaborate 
on jobs initiatives. 1

" I , 
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I 
principles for-a National Urban Strategy, ' 

The Administration' s nati~::mal urban strategy should be 
metropolitan in scope; emphasize work and'responsibilitYi empower 
families most in need; reward~xcellence'in urban management and 
regional cooperation; and, be ~mplemented through bottom-up 
planning and community-based p~rtnerships for change. 

The dominant theme of the strategy is "building bridges." It 
will help connect distressed communities to the social, cultural 
and economic life of the city;,; create assisted housing . 
opportunities that connect striving low income families without- a 
wage earner with working families; fight discrimination where it 
persists and reconnect cities ~ith their metropolitan areas; 
connect urban entrepreneurs, businesses, and homebuyers to 
sources of affordable capitali,ensure that every child has an 
excellent education and streng~hen the connections between school 
and work, work and reward, and,; opportunity and responsibility. 
It should be implemented through the federal support of locally 
initiated, bottom-up strategie~ that connect the public, 
business, and neighborhood sec~ors in bold community-building 
partnerships for change. And,~t must strengthen the connection 
between aspiration and possibi~ities, because we cannot sustain 
progress without a rebirth of hope.

f 
I 

Above all, a national urb~n strategy must work to break up 
the intense concentrations of racial and poverty populations in 
inner cities that have insidiohs effects on the residents of 
these communities and on the l?rger society. The most important 
difference between domestic policy and a national urban strategy 
is that the latter recognizes that place and space do matter; .the 
concentration effects of poverty and racial isolation call for 
radically different approaches'lto social and economic development 
problems that could otherwise be dealt with through traditional 
service-delivery models. ::. 

i 
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THE WHITE HOUSE, . .~ 
WASIH I N GTO N 

. JUL 2 9 RECtO' 
July 28, 1994 

i 
, 

MEMORANDUM FOR GENE SPERUNG 
. BILL GALSTON ;: .

'. .., 'I· 

FROM: . PAUL DIMOND :i 
SHERYLL CASHIN 

, PAULWEINSTE~ 
:! , 

SUBJECf: 	 URBAN REPORT - URBAN REVIEW' 
" 

.' 

CC: 	 CAROL RASCO:!: 
BOB RUBIN .: 

" 

Michael Stegman and Bruce Katz called wir~ two questions from Secretary Cisneros: 
, 	 'I·, ' . . , 

", 

• 	 is there a risk that the substance and'direction of the Urban Report will be 
disconnected from the ultimate policy choices and' direction that will emerge ·fromthe 
current DPC-NEC FY96 Urban Pol~cy Review process? . 

. ~:' : ' 

• 	 should we, in any 'event, delay the final revisions to the urban policy report until we 
'.1. 	 . 

have completed the urban policy review? ' 
, ':i' 

Bruce asked if the Secretary could haveanppportunity to explore these issues with Bob and 
CaroL Bruce also made clear to me that the Secretary. is very supportive of the DPC-:-NEC 
Urban Policy Review process under Bob an"d Carol.' . 

, . ":1; 

With respect to final revisions on the Urban' Policy Report, if the decision is made to move 
forward now, the Secretary believes that w~ should highlight how mayors are critical actors as 
agents of positive change for cities in the r~gional economic context. . When you, review the . 
draft over the weekend, ~e ask that you keep this concern in, mind in thinking about '. . ,. 
appropriate revisions. ' 	

. 

1: ' 
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Hugh B.Price 
President and CEO 

I 

:; I 

:!Keynote Address 
Nation~l Urban LealUe Convention 

Indianapolis, Indiana 
.: 
1 

July 24, 1994 

This is a thrilling moment for me~ as you can well imagine. 
Seeing the Urban League tttovement arrayed before me, several 
thousand strong" spanning four generations and primed for action. is a 
stunning sight to behold. 

I, , 

To the veterans who have built and sustained the movement through , 
decades of adversity and trlwj1ph, to our allies of all' complexions and 
religious faiths who have coalesced with us, and to the next generation 

,of Urban League leaders .~;especially, the NULlTES students who 
have joumeyed here from ~loomington - I salute each of you for 
making the Urban League th~ venerable and revered movement that it 
is. And I salute you for yQur collective determinati<;>n to carry our 
cause of social, economic ana legal justice for all into the 21st century. 

" ' 

" 

ji, , ,. 

The thrill I feel is tempered, I must admit, by a profound sense of 
humility. For I am following in the awesome footsteps of the likes of 
George Edmuod Hayes; Eugene Kinckle Jones; Lester Granger, who 
led the movement with such a, steady hand for so many years; Whitney 
YOUDi. who expanded it mid ushered it into the ciVil rights arena; 
Vemon Jordan,. who positioned the League as a·. forceful advocate'for 
justice; and John Jacob, ':who sustained it through excruciatingly 
difficult times with dignity ~~ compassion. 

I 
I, 

Assuming tbe helm of the National Urban League is also humbling . 
because the movement so much resembles family t with all the love, . 
support and lofty expectatio~s typically associated with that term. 

I, 



I • 
I' ' 

,, 
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.' 
" , 

, ' 

Though I admittedly am a stranser to many of you, rest a~sured that 
the Urban League is no 5tranger tqmc. In fact, rYe been part of yOW" 

extended family my entire life. 
!" . 

As a child growing up in Wasl\ington; D.C., I often heard my uncle, 
Dr. R. Frank Jones, speak of the League in reverent tones. Early in my 
career as head of the Black Coalition ofNew Haven, Connecticut, Bob 
Bowles, director of the Urban ~ague chapter there" served on my 
board and as a trusted mentor. ;; 

" 
" 

June Branche, another dear,'friend in Westchester County, is the 
niece ofLester Granger. And I l~amed just the other day that Eugene 
Kinckle Jones was the godfather 9f my cousin, Winifred Nonnan! 

I' 

1 ' 

Now that I'm graduating froui the extended fam,ily to the immediate 
Urban League family, let me intfoduce you to several members of my 
own who are here this evening. ,i •First and foremost my wife, Marilyn 
Lloyd Price, who I love even ~ore today than the day we married, 
which welre both reluctant to admit was almost 31 years ago. Those 
physieiatlS and dentists here who attended Howard may remember 
"Mama" Lloyd from the anatomy department. She's Marilyn's mother. 

~ , . 
,., 

Our youngest daughter, Lauten, is here. ,She graduated from college 
a year ago and DOW works at the Washington-based Center for Youth 
Development, a field that's dear to many of us. Our two other daughters 
are globe-trottina today and thus oouldn'tjoin us. Traer, a designer and 
choreographer of water fountains, is on assignment in Taiwan. Janeen~ 
a second-year law student, has'just wrapped up a summer internship in 
WashingtOn and arrived earlier today in Mexico City to begin a second, 
int~p there. 

" 
, , ' 

My own mothcrt Charlotte SQhuster Price, has come from Cape 
Cod to share this morne~t with me. She and my late father, Dr. Kline 
A. Price, lived in Washington for nearly 40 years. 

My brother. Dr. Kline Price, Jr., and his wife, Bcoe Drew Price, are '. 
with us.' Bebe. by the way. stands for "Blood Bankll

, Yes, she's the 
daughter of the late Dr. Charles Drew, an authentic' African-American 
and American hero. My ~ousins~ Al and Sandi Brothers, have 

" 

1; 
l; , 
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journeyed here from Ft. Wayne~: where Sandi is active in the Urban 
League. ji 

Occasionally I am asked by friends and colleagues how long I 
agonized over whether to accept':the board's offer to become president 
of the National Urban League. 1: usually pause for a moment or three, 
and then reply that it took aboutl that long. The decision was easy for 
several reasons. I 

:t 
II' 

For starters, servioe runs in my family. Like many physicians othis 
era who graduated from Howard and stayed in D.C., my father tithed 
with his time by volunteering map.y weekday mornings in the clinic for 
poor folk at Freedman's Hospital.! 

My mother was active in theJmovement to win Washingtonians the 
right to vote. Also, my parents'lwere among the families who helped 
finance Charles Houston's early litigation efforts for the NAACP Legal 
Defense Fund that laid the lea~d foundation for Brown vs. Board of 
Education. " 

'i 

Reared in this tradition of service, I've devoted virtually my entire 
professional career to the cause ~f social and economic justice for OUI· 

people. While irs true that I'm not an alumnus of the traditional civil 
rights movement, I have serve<l~ our folle, effectively I would like to· 
t:hix1k, in other ways. ,; 

:! 
I 

. 
Indeed., I feel as though I hav~ been apprenticing for the presidency 

of the League my entire professio,nailife. 

r " 


Another reason the decisio~ was easy is because this isn't just a 
telTitic job, it's a calling. By that I mean that we - you and I -- who 
are this movement have little chQice but to be in it. 

'~ . 

Seven years ago, r yeamc;<;l to become president of the public 
televisio~ station where I wotked. It didntt happell and I was 
crestfallen for months. 1 pos~~sed all the right credentials, or so I 
thought, and had run the key divisions of the station. Yet I smacked 
my head squaretyagainst that gl~s ceiling before I'd even heard of the 
term. ,! 

II, 

" 
\ , 

:1. 

,I, 

'! 
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It took my daughter Traer, v{ho is rather spiritual, to pull me out of 
the funk. One day that I'U nev~r tbrget, she said, "Dall don't worry 
about not getting that job. You're being saved for something more 
important. II This, obviously, is: what she'd foreseen that I could not. 
Thank heavens that daughter alVfays knows best. 

. i 

Before cb.a,r$g the cour~c for the Urban League through the 
.remainder of this century and ~to the next, let me briefly describe the 
changing and ehallenging seas .that we'll be navigating together. We 
who are African-American live, alongside all other' Americans, in a 
world which bears little resemb~ce to that of a mere half..decade ago, 
much less a generation ago. .' 

, 
I . 

Communism has crumbled, falling victim to its own oppressiveness 
and inefficiency. :Market econ~mies DOW reign supreme.. Nations are 
redefining themselves with stunning rapidity. Immigrants and refugees 
stream altnost unchecked acros~ borders, radically' and rapidly altering 
the ethnic make-up ofnations. :;

,: 
. 

I,I: 

This ruthlessly competitive world waits for no nation, no ethnio 
group and no individual. Should any competitor falter. ther~ is always 
an emerging country, an enteiprising people or an eager immigrant 
waiting in the wings or, more likely, already seizing the opportunity to 
till the void. ". 

:1: . 
, , 

Technological change.. "rightsizing", industrial outmigration and 
struotural unemployment are how familiar phrnses throughout the 
developed world. Statistically 'Ispeaking, the unemployment problems 
ofCanacia. the U.K., Franee and,'Gennany are twice as bad as OW-So . 

. Closer to home~ America is; enduring its own economic upheava1s~ 
with cities and the urbanpoort

I,
feeHng the severest aftershocks. For 

. 

millions of black folk who,. th~ks to the civil rights movement, have 
flooded into higher educatiop, big corporations. and their O'Wl1 

mainstream businesses, these cl~ly arc the best of times. 
q • 
" > 

,i : 

" , 
Ii 

., . 
i 
Ij, 
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But for millions more of us 'stranded in violent, hopeless, poverty..' 
stricken inner cities, only slavery and the half' century that followed it 
could have been worse. .~ , 

I 

. " ,1'
When the landmark Brown vs. Board of Education decision was 

handed down forty years ago this spring, I think it's fair to say we all 
assumed that the defeat of Jim Crow laws would fling open the doors 
of opportunity to the robust, post-World War II m.ainstream economy 
from which we'd by and large b~en excluded. 

:1 

What 110 one foresaw back ~,'54 and even through the '70s was that 
urban economies would slowly':yet steadily erode. The manufacturing 
jobs that once enabled blue '~ollar workers to purchase their own 
homes and occasional new caf$ have all but vanished from the inner 
city. 

Take my uncle Edgar Royster. Though not a college man, he was a 
provider in the noblest sense (if the term He worked for years at the 
Winchester arms plant in New; Haven and held a second job at Yale 
University. Both were wi~ walking distance of his home in the 
Dixwell neighborhood. :i 

I, ' 

Uncle Edgar's earnings enabled his family to save enough money to 
move out of public housing into a new home that they built in nearby 
West Haven. They actually Jived out the American dream, almost 
exactly as the script was written back then. 

l ' 

Now, the Winchester plantlis history, along with the decent..paying 
jobs that provided access, for people like my uncle Edgar to the 
economic mainstream. Those' service jobs that have replaced them 
often pay so miserably that the: full-time employees who hold them still 
cannot work their way out of poverty. 

I recite these global and domestic trends because it's essential that 
we place our circumstances in a larger context. Yes, racism is still 
abroad in the land. Though su~tler and somewhat less pervasive no,~, 
it's still a well-docwnented4nd undeniable reality in employment, 
housing, lending and the like. ;:: 

;1 
" ' 

;! . 
I 

1 : 
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Even so, we must not let oia-selves and, especially, our children fall 
into the paranoid trap of t1iliudng that raoism accounts for all ,that 
plagues us. The globalreali8liment of work and wealth is, if anything, 
the bilser culprit. We who serve must be clear-eyed about these color-
blind economic trends ifwe're.'to be genuinely helpful to our folk. ' 

I; , 

Lest we and, our chlldre~i forget, the Civil rights movement was a· 
huge sucoess in many respects. It Wlquestionably placed those of us 
with solid educations, amp19 family support, personal drive and a 
healthy dose ofluck on the upicscalator economically. , 

Yet millions of our ,people remain srock on the down esCalator, 
headed nowhere or worse., Their dire circumstances must dwell in our 
consciences because of the :tragic loss of human potential and the ' 

,mOWlting drain on societal respurces and compassion. , 
!; . 

It is their' fate, then. that~:must be the primary focus of the Urban 
League movement. This renewed emphasis on our sisters and brothers 
and children in greatest need Donors our original mission, which was to 
serve those of us in meager circumstances who are seeking access to 
mainstream society. " 

I 
How will we pursue this ambitious loal? Given our· limited 

resources, we must concentr'te with laser-like focus on those oritical 
·areas where we can leverage'iour unique strengths for greatest impact. 
I see three areas ofconcentrat,ion for the Urban Leaaue: 

" 

-The first is the educationiand development of our children growing 
up in the inner city so ~t they have the academic and social 
skills to be successful. ,!- .!;. . 

- The second is to enable their families to become economically 
self-sufBicient. .! . . 1 

-Finally, we should encourage racial inclusion so that our folk can 
participate fully in the mainstream economy. . 

,~ , 

Let me elaborate on each priority. First. and foremost, our children, 
for all the obvious reasons. :jHow easy.it is to forget, in the flood of 



if 

awful articles and newscasts a~ut youth violence, that they are· OUf 

future. 

Look around you at the "500 smart and conunitted NULlTES 
students. They. too. are our future. though we seldom read or see . 
anything about them in the m~a. Let's make certain these young . 
leaders know how much we lov~:and appreciate them by giving them. a 
rousing round of applause. . 

Children growing up·in th~ inner city are being cheated of many . 
supports that are ,crucial for their success. The Urban League intends 
to do something about two::' of them -- education and social 
development. ' :; 

I' 
'I, 

, 1 . 

There's little mystery about ~ow to do a better job of educating poor 
children. School reformers. like James Comer. Jeff Howard. Bob 
Slavin and Ted'Sizer, and dedicated teachers across the COlUltty have 
shown convincingly that it can'~e done. Among the key ingredients are 
high expectations, challen~g academic' material and fleXlble 
instructional techniques. : 

i 
" 

, 'r,', 

,Unfortunately, effective' ~aching and learning fOr poor children 
occurs mostly in isolated classrooms led by motivated teachers. . It 
seldom permeates entire schools' and school districts. That's largely 
because districts still aren't geqirinely conurutted to refonn or prepared 
to invest adequately in retooling teachers and principals to take it.on in 

,[
earnest. ;, 

.! 
1 ) 

Wh8t'smissing, therefore~ 1 is not the way to change, but the' will. 

IfU take concerted outside pressure ftom parents and community 

groups to prevail upon schoqI systems to improve the education of 

inner-city children. i: 


i~ " 

That's precisely where the Urban League comes in. I see us 

mobilizing and equipping pa.r:ents and comm,unity leaders' to become 

sophisticated and insistent eo~swners of education for their children. 


I ' ' 

Let's go house-by-house,:living room-by-liVing, room ill the inner

city neighborhoods we serVe. . Let's ,help parents understand, in 


,I 
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layman's terms, exactly what their children must know and be able to . 
.do in order to meet 21 st oentury standards ofcompetency. 

.' . 

If their kids are off cour~e, then encourage them to inquire, 
constructively yet insistently, ex~tly what the teachers intend to do . 
about itt by when~ and what they; the parents, can do concretely to be 
supportive. ;i 

:! 

I repeat. Concerted press6re from sophisticated consumers .
namely parents ... is a major missmg ingredient in urban school reform. 
'That's the Urban League's nanu:aI niche, our unique contribution to 
improving the education of oUr children. 

,.[ 

But we cannot stop there. ;\:wnat happens after class is equally 

important since children spend ~ost of their waking hours outside of 

school. In the home) of course. ::Sut also in'extracurricular programs, 

settlement houses and boys clubs~ 

I' 

and organized sports. .
, . 

I' 

Ideally, this is where so~w development of children occurs. 
Where their values are shaped. ::Where they leam to collaborate, with 
others in teams.. Where they learn social graces.' Where they are, 
exposed to new horizons tbroughi:visits to musewns and such. 

. '. 
. " .. 

That's the theory anyway. The trouble is that in all too many inner-' 
city neighborhoods, this so-call¢d developmental infrastructure' has . 
virtually vanished; Many parent~; these days,. especially single moms, 
are stringing together several low wage jobs just to get by. They 
simply aren't home in mid-afterrloon when their children arrive from' 
school' 

i'I' ~. 

Most. urban school systems a;re too strapped finanCially to provide . 
the rich may of extracurricul~' clubs that many of us enjoyed as 
teenagers. Many inner-citY settliement houses, assuming they're even 
still on the scene., are too undei!Undeci and dilapidated physically to 
provide safe havens and constructive activities for all the children who 
need them.' Municipal park aqd recreation departments are but a 
shadow programmatically of their: former selves. 

. i . 
'I: 
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But I'll tell you 'who is well..financed and omnipresent, however. 
The gangs that are growing everyw.~ere. They've tilled the void lett by 
we supposedly responsible adults and have' built their own anti-social 
developmental ~tructure whic~ ensnares youngsterS in: search of 
identity and eompanionship; , 

Just listen to this chillingly PercePtive analysis by a Los Angles 
gang leader, one Tee Rogers, ofwhy adolescentsjoin gangs: 

, 1 

'I ' 
, i ' , , 

What I think is fonnulating ~ere is that hwnan nature wants to be ' 
accepted. A hum~ beingglyes less of a dainri what he is " 
accepted into. At that age;~ eleven to 'seventeen ~ all kids want, 
to belong. They are unpeo~le. 

Politicians talk incessantly 'th~se days about taking back the streets 
from criminals. I say we take back our children from the streets and 
from the gangs, and the streets wiiltake care of thernselve~. 

. .' ';1' 
'I 

. I. .. ' 
It's high time that society at lafge and, especially, weol the African-

American conUn.unity muster the, will and the' wherewithal to ensUre ' 
that each inner-city child who rieeds attention" SUPPOt1 and direction 
has a caring adult in his or her lif~ every day. 

:1 
, ! ' 

We African Amencans'who'have made it must tithe with our time 
:and, more importantly, our money to see to it that those of our children 
whom the civil rights movemeqt hasn't yet touched also have a ·real 
chance to succeed. Volunteer mentors are wonderful. But given their 
often unpredictable schedules, even the most well-meaning of them 
aren't reliable enough to provide::the continuity of caring needed by 
these kids. ~ 

1/1 
. " . 

Let1s get right down to cases. I propose that each Urban League' 
affili~te' establish a Youth, -qevelopment Fund, and formulate", in 
conjunction with others' in the c~mmunity, a master pl~ tor delivering 
youth services after school and:; over the sumxner in churches, schools. 
settlement houses, community centers~ safe homes~ museums, even 

, National Guard armories. ': ' 

n 
I): ' 
!!" , 

,1 • 

•1 ' 

" :1 ' 

,I: 
, , 

'I, 



,i ' 

,r if ' 
, l:' 

·:1,i' '.,. 
Mind you, the idea isn't torup our own programs with this money. . 


That would undercut ourcrediti,i,lity, because people' might think it's ' 

merely a money grab by US~ Forjihe same reason, we ,probably need"a 

'credible, representive panel of ~lnmunity people to disburse thefun~. 
Our goal is to be of service in the; broadest sense of the tenn.' , 

, ,~i .'' . 

I also' see us monitoring the j;erformance' of those who ~~ei~e' the . 

funds and connecting con1ributo~ with the kids. We should be flexible 

so that donor grouPSt like sor~ritics, can retain their identity while 

giving to the fund; r · 
, ' 

" ' 

. Where would the moneycQm"from?' From OurYOWlg, well-heeled, 
professionals who don't yet hav~ family obligations. From older folk 
like me whose children are now:ic;mt of college. From everyone else -- , 
of all races"I hasten to add -- w~ can afford to give. ,From tho$e who: ' 
cannot but are willing to stage fUndraisers instead. From groups ,lik:e 

, ' II I 

the Elks, the frats, and'so forth. ::, 
• 

If! 

, , 11·,· . 
How much have I in mind? l:belong to a'black men's organization, 

called the Westchester Clubme4., ,We partner 'with the White Plains 
, YMCA in providing ,an ,after"s9Dool,pr()gratn for adolescent African~ 
, American boys from the local mi~e school. ' 

!' , 
. ' ;:; . 

A few SUndays ago, the ~enty..five of us put up $17,000, yes 
$i7,000,' for '1hi$ year's prograIlt Our grant pays the salaries of the 

',three part..timeyouth workers;l· who ,ar~ there with the 17 or so, 
youngsters every weekday atien1t~ during the school year. 
, .' II! . 

. , In other words, for a mere ~iltOOO annually per child,we can put a 
caring adult in the daily life of~' youngster throughout the school year. 
Given the frightening realities fafing our kids today, how can we afford 
Dot to make certain this happens? How can w~in good conscience 'buy, 

,that luxury c:at when a less expensive model would serve, our needs 
plus thoseo! an hUlet-city yo~g,ter as well? Think a\)out, it, sisters, 
and brothers. " if" ,.,. ' , , .' " . 

:1 " " , 

'. Our missioQ;thenl is tQ r~ 5500 to $1000 each year from every 
AfHcan American who can pO$~iblyafford it, so. we can Put a caring" 
adwtregularly in the life ,of ~~ery ·child 'who needsonc." If we're .,., 

i, 

lO 

. " 




. ,~, . 

i/,
i' . " 

successfult we can then tum ~e tables on the. majority conununity -

business, government and foun~tions _. and challenge it to 

match US for a change. ': 


r 
., , 

Ifwe personally buy into this prevention strategy, we~l1 then be in a 

better position to say to our ~lected officials who' are obsessed with 

crime, and legitimately SOli ~at there's a smarter way to spend tax 

dollars to combat it. ;! 


Those 100,000 cops we're "about to add under the federal anti-crime 
bill are the rough equivalent~ costtowise,of 300,000 part...ume youth·, 
workers. Working ata ratio. of one of them to every six or seven 
youngsters, we could, with the ,same money,put a caro,.g youth worker 
in the daily lives of2 million ihner:-city youngsters. . 

• t:'·I,
I " '., 

Whichanti-orimestrategy - 100,000 cops or 2 million inner-city . 
kids tended by a caring adull, every day _. do you think would work ' 
best? 1know which bet I'm P,repared to pla.ce as a taxpayer. . 

Back now to our own yo~ development fund. We obviously need 
an annyof fundraisers to ~ this money from our folks. My 
friends, we've actually got lone already enlisted' in our cause. We 
simply need to give them DeW marching orders with the instruo~on that 
there is no more important mission for the Urban League. Ifneed be, 
tell them: "Uncle Hugh wan~ you •• now, II 

" . I 
And who's that standing~ army, you might ask? It's the 3000 local 

Urban League board members, the 3000 members of our local guilds, 
the thousands of other volqnteers who pitch in from time to time, the 
2000-plus executives in ·BEEP (the' Blaclc Executive Exchange 
Program), the SOO..strong NiJLITES students and, yes, the thousands. 
of clients we've helped l~ly over the years through our training and 
other programs. . :l I • ' 

II
j 

My. friends. this mobi4zation campaign to ,take back our children
from the streets is the manifest destiny of the Urban League movement. .. 
Who else has the credibilit)· and the capacity and the connections to 

. 

pull it off all across the country? If not us; then who? If not now, 
. '. I· . 

when? Our children utgent,~y await our answer. . 
~I 
I 

'1
'I,

• '11 
'I 
'I 
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Ii' 

:1, 
. . . ,I .' 	 . 

Let me tum now to· our second focus area -- e~onomic self· 
sufficiency for poor families. As:~l said earlier,' the economies of cities 
have Undcrgone profound 'changt;S which have undennined the ability 

. of marginally skilled and low skf}.led workers of all races adequately to . 

support their families. i' ! 


.. ' :1 ~ .' 	 ....'. . . . . 	 . . . 

Just a generation ago, these blue collar workers werc the backbone ' 
of the .American economy, and' ¢elebrated in the media as such. With 
the destruCtion of their livelihood,s has come the 'rapid deterioration of 
their neighborhoods,. the onset ;[of despair, the break-up of families 
whose fathers can no longer be :proud providerS like niyUncle Edgar, . 
,the escalation of violent crime, and theas.oendancy ofthe code 
of the streets. f: 

. . . i· 	 ..' 
Make no mistake, it's all o~a ·piece. .Each breakdown begets or 

, exacerbates another. To brc~: the cycle, we must go back to the',' 

source of the problem~ namely fu,e growing inability of inller-city adults 


. to find legitimate jobs that _ble their families to live in dignity with a .' 

. . decent'staJidard of living. !I ' , .. iii . 	 , . 

, "', 'I . '. 	 . 

MarVelous as tile market ee~nomy works for most Americans, it bas . 
all bui collapsed for ~er-city f91k. There are fewer and fewer jobs for .',

I, . . 	 ., 

. low skilled workers,eSpecialty.: ~a1es. And the wages .. for those jobs . 
that exist are just plain lousy, alrtoooften at or below the poverty line. 

• • ~ JI " .' ; 	 . . 

• , IJ, , 

In my view, many politic~' arideoonomistsare in .9,eDia1 about the 
depth of this problem. Some b~~e its victims, saying tIJ.ey don't want 
to work anyway, despite convin,Cing eVidenceto the contrary. . . 

. . .' i~ :. .'. . ". .. . 

Qtherssay high unempl~~ent and lOW" wages for low skilled 
workers are the natural order 1iofthings in modern market economies 
and that govermnent oughtl': not interfere. . Still others argue~ 
optimistically, that there williiJ>ea happy ending when technology 
ev~tually replaces th~ tOst j~ps with more highly skilled and highly 

. p81d new ones'ii :.' .. . . 
ii,
II . 
I, 
:1 . 
I',I, : 
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. ,:, . 

The trouble is that none ofthese~cenarioshold.s oufmuchhope for 
inner-city people trapped in ppverty ~oday. Itl~ unrealistic to expect all 
of them to upgrade thetnselyes overnight from laborers ',and welfare 

" rec~pients to office workers aJd small entrepreneurs. 
, . )f;, ' 

Ii j. • ",. • • 

, Yet s,ocietythese days IrX?ectseveryone to support themselv~s. 
And the poor, not unreasqnably, expect work' to ,be worthwhile 
economically. Otherwise, :i~by bother? Only the. independently', 
wealthy toil for therapeu.tic, reasons alone. 

. " ,';1' , 
, . ~. . ,". . 

. 'Government invests'lo15 of money in job 'training, but largely 
,avoids the ideologically WlcQmfonable question of whether the market 
economy is actUally creatingienough ~ob$ for everyone in the inner. city 
.who wants to or is, eXpected.~ work. . . " .' " 

. '!'he Urban League will jJin this crucialis$1le at severallev~ls. Our 
bottom line goal, as Brotht:f;i}fennan Ewing of Memphis putS it, is. to 
help dependent people becqmeindependently productive. Obviously 

, we, must continue oursucce~~fu1 job training ·and placement programs. 
We'll also encourage entrept~eurship education for qur young people ' 
and economic developmentilfor Aftican..Ameriean firms. In this vein, 
we welcome' our" partn~rship witb.. the U.S.. Sm8l1,Business 
Admininstration, which has the Small Business Resource Center 'here. 

. . [I ,,'. '... ' " ' . 

"We wiU p~sure ~riyate 'I!~d public employers to. cut poor pe~ple in 
. on the local Job actlon, S<':i :that ,,everyone has a shared ~take Jll tb.e 
. overall community's quality; 'of life. For instance,. what if employers , 

reserved training 'slots and f~.al jobs for residents of neighborh6odsor: 
censust.racts With high unen:tployment rates, ,..', ., • " 
"···if ,'" • , , 

The way (see itt this 'lw6uldlt't'be a politically' cont~tious race.... , 
based approach. lnstead;;;: it's a ,more palatablealtemative which, 

"recognizes that poor people:!of all races need d~Qtjobs. 
;1; . " 

, . ,:1·" . " " .' 
But eyen these local} .measures may not be enough to employ 

'everyone. There Simply m~y be no altemarive to government action if 
. I, " , ' 

. le;jtimate :work is to" be re~troduced as the. prevailing way of life· in . 
poor neighborhoods, ' 'l I 

I~ 
If 

:1' , 
:1 
:~, . 
I

iI: 

J~ 
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I call upon sovernment t9 create a new labor-intensive public 
enterprise to perfonn services '1Jlucd by ,taxpayers. We taxpayers all 
know there's plenty of infrastructure work to do. Schools are 
crumbling. Subway and bus ;jstations are strewn with graffiti and 

. railroad rights-of.way are littered with trash. Public parks in cities and 
'suburbs alike are poorly m~n~ed. 

;; 

Criti~s of governments jo~s programs usually say it's the private 
sector's responsibility to create:ijobs. I agree in principle. But when 
the private labor market comes! up woefully short, as it does today in 
the inner city, then gove~ent !Dust step·in ifpeople are to work. 

:1 
;: ' 

How quickly we forget in tl)is post-Perestroika era that the military 
once was what I've just propos~d ~ a labor-intensive public enterprise 
employing thousands of marginally s1d11ed workers who helped 
produce goods and services +namely the national defense - that 
taxpayers really wanted. . ': 

'] , 

'1. , . 

Let's' elevate America's ~tr1.lCture to the. same valued status and 
alleviate urban unemployment ~ the bargain~ What's several billion in 
new public dollars invested:: in schools, parks mid people when 
compared with the billions more now spent much less productively on' 
public assistance for the able-b9died and extra policemen and prisons?

·1· 

, t,', . 
That brings me to· my 'tJ#d and final· focus area .!'" helping our 

racially diverse society workl.more harmoniously. Belief in racial 
inclusion goes to the marrow ofmy bones. My great, greatgrandfatber 
was a slave named George Latimer.. He escaped from his master in 
Virginia. Latimer fled to Massachusetts, where white abolitionists 
rallied around him and prevent~d his recapture. 

;1 

. The incident inspired Jolin Greenleaf Whittier to write a poem ' 
. . I . . 

about it, entitled "From Ma5$3Chusetts to Virginia. tI By the way, 
Latimer was the father of the Icelebrated inventer, Lewis Latimer, and 
the' grandfather of the cousin, I mentioned .earlier, Winifred Nonnan, 
who is the goddaughter of Eugene Kinckle Jones. 

. i 

i 
.1 
oj 
H· 
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Ii 
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" , 

I fully understand the instinct to separate when we are incessantly 
Wlder economic. siese. \Vben we're still discriminated against some 
forty years after the 'Brown ~cision.· 'And when, thanks to those 
recwring images on evening ~ewscastsof black youngsters being 
hauled off to jail, even our ho~or students are trailed like common 

,thieves when they enter stores. ,I:. 	 . 
. I 	 • " 

Even so, it's suicidal ecoqomically to become so bitter that we . 
isolate ourselves. from others,:1 America is a robustly multicultural 

. society. So is"its la.bor market. '~For example, ~ read recently of a small 
.	manufacturing firm' inSouthctJl California which has 200 workers 
representing 30 nationalities. That's the new U.S. labor market. We 
deny this reality at our ..~ and oJ. children's,,:"" peri] " ..... . 

i " 	 , 
r 

For' all ,our s~ring, we c8ri.not become so fixated on oW" problems 
that we ignoreourconuno~ty of in~rest with others. All of the 
problems' rve addressed this e~ening -inadequate schooling, idle and 
alienated· youngsters, and chr~Pic unemployment - cUt across racial 
lines. Ifwe're ever to deal witq them on a scale remotely equal to their 
. size. we must coalesce with peqple of other complexions· who feel the 
sam:e'pain, even if it isn't yet as,;acute. 

For instanoe, the ex.panded,Eamed Income Tax Credit an~ soop I 
hope, universal health would ne.ver happen were they seen solely as our 
issues. Yet both are ofenormo~ benefit to our people~ . '. 

" 
J. 	 , . II , . ~ 	 . .,' 

Whites of an religions have oppressed us at one time or another. 
Mormons, Catholics, Jews, Episcopalians. Baptists.. We've even been 
oppressed by our own on occ~on.. It's a fonn of reverse raoism to 
single out any specific group of-whites fQt vilification~ 

• ,I 	 •. 
1', 	 • , 

Many whites of good will ~ve accompanied us on our long jowney 
for racial, social and economiqjusticc. None has matched the Jewish 
community as long distance ro.tmers in the civil rights movement. . 

. Just· as we denoUnce m~leading media stereotypes of Afncan
Americans, it is morally repugiant as well to impugn aneD~ pe,?ple, 
especially long-standing allies, like Jews, be~ause. of the 
Wlconscionable behavior of some of them. 

i' 
,II, 

1S 




i ' , 
\\/hat constructive purpose is! 'served by driving deeper wedges 


between races? or course we mtist root out any vestiges of racism. 

But let's not wallow' forever in re~l or perceived grievances lest we 

become Bosnia some da.y. :1 . ' 


/1 ; 

I say. let's get on with making; our gloriously multicultural society 

work. IfNelson:M:andela and F.~. DeKlerk can btn"y the hatchets of 

hatred and oppression in the sandt~ instead of one another's heads, and 

get on with South Africa's future, then surely so can we. 


, , :1, ' 

At the same time, our allies ~ould understand that serious·mfuded 
African Americans must be free td discuss the acute pain afflicting our 
community. Even if that means cbnferring' with those with whom we 
vehemently disagree on other issu~s. 

, ' 'I, 

Dialoguing, even arguing, ~th those who hold abholTent views 
is difficult yet sometimes necessary. Otherwise, opposing sides remain 
at loggerheads to the detriment of:progress. How would U.S. relations 
with arch-enemy China ever hav~: been nonnalized had' Richard Nixon 
never met with rMao Tse Tong? 'i ' 

:i 

Would there ever have be~ a Camp David accord had' Begln' 
refused to dialogue with Sadat? J,Did Yitzhak R.3bin compromise his 
moral integrity by meeting with yassar Arafat as a prelude to today1s 
Middle East peace? Would apartheid ever have ended had Mandela " 
adamantly refUsed to negonate:iwith his people's brutal and hated 
oppressors? .: ' . 

1 

".i 

As Churchill once said, Itit·s petter to jaw, jaw, than to war, war; II 
The time-honored role of the Urb,an League is to build bridges, not just 
between poverty and plenty, b~t between peoples, of all races, and 
persuasions.;" 

I 
! 

, P' 

The challenges rye outlined tonight are formidable.' But seeing the 
, thousands of Urban League faiWful out there and feeling the energy 

emanating from you, I'm even m,ore confident than when I tOQk office 
that we're equal to them. :! 

:! 
1 
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Why am I optimistic? Because Americans are bcsinning to see the ' 
connection between the nationls~! economic competitiveness and their ' 
own quality of life, on the one hand, and, the decline of cities and the 
persistence of urban poverty, on ~e other. 

~ , 

They're finally connecting·tthe dots between ~hese phenomena. 
That's due in no small part to aPresident and First Lady who really,

I ' 

understand and genuinely care about these issues, about our issues. 
That's a rare and welcome combination in elected ofiicials these days. ., 

. ;1, 
I see a greater sense of shared risk, which is the necessary prelude

1 

to shared responsibility for nn~g solutions to our problems. ~d 
there's a growing sense that the $ocial compact between society and the 
individual needs strengthening on both si~s. 

:i 
:1 

. If . 

,One side defines what peopLe owe society - personal responsibility) " 
nurturing their children, suppof1;ins themselves and their families, and 
abiding by society's laws. The ~er side defines what society owes its 
citizens •• the opportunity to be self-reliant and protection from 
anarchy at home and invasion ~om abroad. 

, 

In recent decades, importaht elements of both sides of the .social 
compact have eroded due to th~ profound economio changes sweeping 
the developed world, including:lour own country. . 

J ' . 
I; 

Many individuals are shirkfug responsibility .and wreaking havoc on 
fellow citizens. Meanwhile, $Ociety has reneged on its obligation of 
providing' reasonable access t9 opportunity for all. The result is the 
chaos we now see in cities. . i:' . 

: 

We of the Urban Leagu~ must work with our own in restoring 
personal .responsibility - ~g family obligations, child-rearin& 
education. self-reliance and citizenship soriously. 

. I' 
But society must update:1and then uphold its end of. the bargain.' 

.What use is talk of oppo~ty when poor people see so little ot' it? 
The social compact must be revised so that self-reliance? with dignity 

.. and a decent standard oflivUig, is an everyday reality'instead of empty 
rhetoric.' :1 
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" I, 

:1 

To pursue the ambitious ag~da I've outlined tonight, the Urban 
League must become a force to be reckoned with, not merely another 
minority face at the table. 

,! 

:1 

That means reinvigorating and :,focusing our movement for maximmn 
effectiveness. ,That means cre~g a state-of-the-art organization 
that's equipped today for the 21 s~i centw'y. 

, 
'I 

That means speakina once again with the authority that derives from ' 
our own research, our own inno~tive yet realistic ideas, and our own . 
thorough oritiques ofthe policies 'CUld approaches of others. 

f~' 

And that means backing our ilitellectual credibility with ,the clout of 
, ' I 

a vast network of influential aJlg effective affiliates which are deeply 
rooted in their communities. . :i 

n 

This is a tallordef. but, rm apsolutely confident that we're equal to 
'it. Why? Because of the finn foundation that you in this vast audience 
have built over 84 years of ~rvice to our folk. Because of our 
unparalled strengths _. a proud 'history, a treasured household name, a 
terrifio track record, a va..'tt armyf of volunteers, and an affiljate network 
that delivers the goods every day'

,! 
for our people. . 

'j' 

I'm often asked in interviews whether the Urban League has lost· . 
touch, whether we're relevant ~y longer to the needs of ordinary. as 
opposed to aftluent, African Americans. What's my reply?

,I , . 
;i' 

Just come with me, I say, to: Africa Square Park in Liberty City and 
listen to T. Willard Fair tell': you how the Miami Urban League· 
recaptured that park from drug; dealers and transfonned it into a safe 
haven for children~ complete ~ith constructive programs after school 
and over the summer. " . 

, I ' 
, 

Come to Memphis and talJ<~ 
, 

as I did, to the public housing mother 
of five who told me how she's ~n her way to economic self-sufficiency 
thanks to the Urban League's Sf-ill Center training. . . 



, , 

I'
'I' 

Come with me to the Chic.So Urban League to see Jim Compton's 
impressive research, department which prepared the definitive state
wide study of school finance: inequities that cheat poor children of 
better educations. ' ii 

,I
I, 

That's the impressive and ~levant work that skeptics would see in 
the field today were they aetuapy to take a look. 

I 
I 

Still, to· those of us in tbi~ remarkable and respected movement, I 
say, thatls great, but not yet good enough. Together we must take the 
Urban League'to an' entirely pew plateau ofeff'ectiveness ,and impact 
for oW' people. ;: : ' 

d • 

,j 

That's lithe something mor~ importantll that my daughter predicted I 
.was being saved for. That is your charge to me as I take office, And 
that is my challenge to you to~~t. Tha~ is the manifest destiny of this 
great movement. " J: ' . ' ' . , ' 

Ladies and 'gentlem~ it's :~e we get on with our calling. Let this 
84th Annual Conference ofth~ Urban League begin.

~ , . 
.i 

:I: 

:r 
, 

t 
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SUBJECT:' 	 National 'Urban Policy 
. '. 

I know you will be meeting tomorroW' to start framing a 
national urban policy for the Administration. I would-liks to 
presE:'!nt-'you my current thoughts on' wh,at pririciples might inform a 
str6ng, br1:)ad-based urban strategy. . AS.you can see in. the' " 

"attachment>I have also ,tried to demons t rat'e' how current and 
future Administration in.itiatives'might fit. within this policy
framework. ' . 	 . '. 

Please give thischa:tt an'honestassessment. I would like 
to discu'ss, these ideas with you. further. 

.I \ 
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IE 
", lSIPOSSIBLE PRINCIPLES ,FOR A NATIONAL URBAN POLICY ./ ~ 
"Ij) 

. ,. . - ',.. , .. 

APPLICABLE ACROSS DEPARTMENTS 
~ 

-, 	 I-' 
(0 

Principles 	 Examples . RJ.. 

Metropolitan Responsibility 	 EdleY'sMetropolitan EmpowenpentZom:s . 
HUn's Choice in Residem;y(Mobility Counseling ,~
Challenge Grants for Regional Collaboration. 	 . 

o
Urban Partnerships (e.g. UtiJ.ities, Hospitals, Universities. Religious -" 

, Institutions) . .~ 

Consolidated Planning ~- DOTlHUb/Commerce (EDA) .t.JSTEA . _ ( , 

Fair Housiog/Fair Len~ing Initiatives 	 ~ 
~, , . 
~ 

Bottom-Up Strategies EconomicaUylntegrated Communities III 
~ Large Tract Homeownenhip 

HOME- . 
Empowerment Zones/Enterpri.se Communities 
Low-Income Housing Tax Credit 
'Community Development eorporations (NCDl) . 
CDFI 
Security andPefensibJe Spaces
Commwiity Jlolicing 
Crime Prevention 

Work and Responsibility _JHUD-DOL Collaboration 
School Refonn " 
Reich's School to Work Transitions 
Reemployment Act 
Brown's EDA Initiatives < 

National .Service '~ 
Siting of GSA Facilities ~ 

. Welfare Refonn/Tinie'Limits , OJ 

Rewarding Work 'in Public and, Assisted Housing 
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~mpoweriiig Families Most in'Need . 
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Support Systems for Families and Children 
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OFF ICE OF ,THE P,R E SI DEN ~" 

,03 -Aug 1994, 10:00am 

TO: ' (See Bel6w)' 

FROM: 	 Linda,J. McLaughlin 

Economic and'Domestic Policy 


SUBJECT: 	 Urban meeting 

The' uibi:ui •meeting c~rrentiy scheduled for' :today in Bob Rubin's 
'off,ice has been moved. The new date and time are:, 

Fr.iday, August,S, 

2:00-3:00 

Bob Rub£i's 'office 


Invitees: ' 

,Alice Rivlin 
'Carol,Rasco

" , 

Jack'Quinn 
Bob Rubin 

i Bill Galston 
'Bru<:e Reed 
Gene Sperling 
Kumiki 'Gibson 
Paul Dimond 
Paul Weinstein 
Belle Sawhill (for Chris Edley) 
Sheryl~ Cashin 
Sylvia Mathews 

Linda 

'Distribution; 

TO: Patricia E. Romani , ,\ 


TO: Kelly,i Erin C.' 

TO: FAX (93951005,Val for Rivlin) 

TO:" Paul A.Deegan , 

TO: Bruce N. Reed 

TO: Willia'm A'. ' Galston 

TO': ' ' Paul R., Dimond 

TO: Sheryll D. 'C'ashin 
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TO: Kumiki 'S." Gibson 

TO: Isabel .sawhill\ 

TO: Sylvia M, 'Mathews, 

TO: Paul J. Weinste'in,Jr 


cc: ChristopherF. Edley,Jr 
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E XE CU T l V E, o F'F I ,C E o F THE -'I' RES I DE N T 

.ol-Aug-,1994 03: 38pm' 

I 
, , 

TO: .. (See Belo~) 

FROM: Christopher F. Edley"Jr . 

. Office of Mgmt and B1,l.dget,EG ' 


, . 

SUBJECT: RE:' Thursday ineeting.on Urban issues 

" 

Il 11, be fishing in "Idaho from Tuesday (tomorrow,) through 'Monday. 
I'll tryto.do a quick note to ,Bob with my general thoughts, 

, / 

Thanks. 

'Distribution: 

TO': Linda J. McLaughlin' 

" cc: Patri6ia :8:' Romani 
cc: ~elly-,' Erj.n C. 
cc: Paul·A. Deegan' 
cc: Patrick ~. L~ster 
cc: Kumiki S. Gibson 
cc: Paul R. Dimond 

cc,: Paul J: Weinstein,Jr 

cc: . S&ery~l D. Cashin 
cc: SylviaM. Mathews 

( · 

http:tryto.do
http:ineeting.on
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Summary of Urban Policy Review Issues and Direction 

The Problem to be Addressed: Distressed, ecoriomically isolated communities, particularly 
inner cities and the growing concentrations of poverty in these communities. Left 
unaddressed, this problem will only lead to further economic and social decline for the people 
who live there, for surrounding regions and the nation as a whole. Thus, this policy review 
will focus on solving the problems of distressed communities and the people who live there. 
We will not focus exclusively on people or on places; as with the Empowerment Zones 
initiative, we recognize that we must have policies that help both people and places. 
Distressed communities and their residents must find viable niches or opportunities in their 
surrounding regional economy or they will only become further isolated. 

Goals of Urban Policy Review: To develop a decision memorandum for the President that 
reflects various strategic options for addressing the problem. The options would reflect 
courses of action he should consider taking both with respect to the FY 96 budget and in the 
coming year. 

Strategic Options: Although the problem focus is distressed urban communities, the 
strategic options for' addressing this issue range in scope and focus. Potential options for 
addressing the problem can be placed in the following categories: (1) budgetary programs 
that focus exclusively on distressed communities or poor populations; (2) budgetary programs 
that have a broader focus but will have a concentrated impact on distressed communities; (3) 
non-budgetary, private sector initiatives; and (4) non-budgetary efforts that focus on 
governance and process. Using this framework, options presented in the first draft of the 
urban policy review can be categorized as follows, however, none are mutually exclusive: 

1. Direct Expenditures for Distressed Communities. 

Disadvantaged Youth Development Strategies: support Community Schools 
provisions of Crime Bill; Welfare Reform "good shepherd partnerships" to develop 
youth and empower parents. . 

Job Linkage Networks for Disadvantaged youth and Adults: invest more in 
current efforts by DOL to replicate successful models like CET (ITPA Title II), and 
invest more in other targeted job linkage efforts like the Job Corps expansion, HUD's 
Step-Up, Youthbuild, and Youth Apprenticeship programs. 

Direct Job Creation for Disadvantaged Youth and Adults: support Y.E.S. program 
in Crime Bill, WORK program of Welfare Reform; corisider neighborhood / 
infrastructure rebuilding efforts that will employ residents. 

Tax Credit for Commercial Development in All Distressed Communities. (5% 
lTC, analogous to the LIHTC, for opening clusters of retail, commercial and service 
stores in distressed areas) (might also be offered for clean-ups of industrial sites). 

1 
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Fully fund (or expand) existing priorities that focus on distressed communities: 
CDBFI, SBA One Stop Capital Shops; Empowerment Zones/Enterprise Communities 
additional appropriations (ZEDI); Head Start increases, ESEA. 

Metropolitan Approaches. Proposals, such as the MEZ proposal, that would use 
new expenditures to stimulate comprehensive, metropolitan-wide solutions to urban 
distress -- solutions that could focus on any of the ~ of strategies mentioned 
above. MEZ proposal features a national dialogue to build national and regional 
consensus on an "urban report card," planning grants, and flexible funding and 
program deregulation to 12 regions. 

Tax Incentives for EZ/EC Round II. Limited menu of capital tax incentives 
designed to promote regional cooperation and provide a second round of EZIECs. 

Very-Low Budget Option for EZ/EC Round II. Expand PACT Communities 
process (which is metropolitan-wide) to 30-40 additional communities for $8 million. 

2. Broader Focus Expenditures with High Impact on Urban Distressed Communities. 

Lifelong Learning Initiative: Would include increased funding for Goals 2000; 
School-to-Work (especially existing grants for high-poverty areas); Income
contingent loans; National Service, etc .. 

Infrastructure Bank, GSE or Financing. Options memo expected in September and 
it will include discussion of targeting to distressed communities. 

Mayors' Priorities: Restoring Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit and other changes to 
1986 Tax Act. 

3. Non-Budgetary, Private Sector Initiatives. 

National Campaign for Youth Opportunity and Responsibility. Set national goals 
, for youth development and economic integration. Create a national, non
governmental entity to pursue these goals and attract private-sector capital for local 
youth development partnerships. (If Crime bill prevention and welfare reform pass, 
the campaign would be a counterpart to those federal efforts.) 

National Homeownership Strategy. Use tools of HUD, FHA, Fannie and Freddie to 
provide low- and no-downpayment loans to eligible low- and moderate-income 
purchasers; coordinate outreach and education to generate a national homeowners hip 
rate of 66 percent by the year 2000. Campaign would be led primarily by HUD. 
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4. Non-Budgetary, Governance/Process Initiatives. 

Metropolitan Empowerment Zones and Incentives for Regional Cooperation. 
(Non-budgetary version.). The MEZ proposal could be pursued in a budget neutral· 
fashion by seeking statutory authority to create flexible funding awards from existing 
programs and use these as incentives to promote regional cooperation. The National 
Dialogue on Metropolitan Solutions, as called for in the National Urban Policy Report, 
could be used as a campaign for passage of such legislation. 

Waivers/Local Flexibility Act. (The bill is still a part of the Conference for SA and 
could pass.) Could be used to reward EZ/EC applicants that did not receive EZ or EC 
designations. 

Mayors' Priorities: Unfunded Mandates (Glenn!Kempthome compromise would 
require an authorization to fund any new mandate); Federal Urban Purchasing 
Preferences; urban location preferences for Federal facilities. 

Reinventing Public Housing; Consolidating HUD Programs. 

Concentrating Energies on Good Implementation of Existing New Initiatives: 
Community Enterprise Board/EZs and ECs; Goals 2000, School-to-Work, CDBFI, 
etc. (This would include coordination of youth development programs through the 
Ounce of Prevention Council if the Crime Bill passes). 

Address Urban Environmental Challenges: investigate non-budgetary options for 
promoting redevelopment of abandoned urban industrial "brownfields." 
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Urban Policy Review: Proposed Next Steps 

1. August 12, 1994. Send out a letter to relevant Cabinet Secretaries notifying them of a 

principals meeting, tentatively on Friday, August 19. 


2. August 19, 1994. Principals meeting. Present framework and seek agreement on 
framework and process for urban policy review. Propose and seek agreement on a schedule 
for an urban policy working group to report back to principals, preferably no later than 
September 30. 

3. August 23, 1994. Convene first meeting of urban policy working group. Goal of meeting 
should be to assign core strategic options to staffpersons to develop and present at later 
meetings. 

4. Late-August to Mid-September. Convene working group meetings to discuss 
presentations of core strategic options. Discussion of options should include advantages and 
disadvantages and potential impropvements. Presenters should include discussion of how the 
options address the problems of distressed communities and the performance outcomes 
expected from these options . 

. 5. Mid-September to September 30. Draft a decision memorandum to the President 
reflecting core strategic options and relative advantages and disadvantages. 

6. October 3, 1994. Hold principals meeting to discuss decision memorandum. 

5. October 4-7, 1994. Send revised decision memorandum to the President. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASt-lINGTON 

,August ~, 1994 

MEMORANDuM FOR CAROL'RASCO /' 

BOB RUBIN 

JACK QUINN 


, GENE SPERLING, 

BRUCE REED' 

.BILL GALSrON 


·FROM: Sheryll.Cashin 

Paul -Dimond 


. Paul ,Weinstein 

KU,miki Gibson 


.SUBJ.ECT: DRAFT URBAN. :POLICY REV;IEW P~PER 

In preparation £orthe August .5 meeting, pl~ase find 

attached a ·.'copy of the Urban Policy Review Paper. We view this 


'as a work in progress that will need to be refined and revised.' 

This joint DPC-NEC endeavor, in conjunction with the Office of' 

the Vice President, includes the ideas, information, expertise, 


. and hard work of several individuals throughout the White House, 
EO'P, and the federal agencies. Special thanks goes to Sheryll 
C~shin of t~e NEC'for c6ordinating,thismammoth undertaking. 
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Executive S~mmary 

We have moved on several policy fronts to implement .core New Dem~crat campaign 
promises that expand opportunity, reward responsibility and promo~e community in distressed 
inner-dty(and rural) areas~These efforts can be ro~ghly divided into (1) economic'and " 
community development investments and (2) investments, in people. Regarqing the former, 
the three. major cqmmunity development promises of the campaign -- Enterprise Zones, CRA 
Reform and Community Development Banks are well on their way to becoming a reality. \ '. 
We succeeded in passing and are now implementing an Empowerment Zones program; final 
passage of the CD Barik bill· is expectt?cl shortly; and final eRA regulatory reforms 'are! 
expected to b~ issued this fall. With respect to iI:lvestments in people, we have moved to 
expand'WIC, childl)ood immunizations, Headstart and EITe; enacted and are now . 

. implementing Goals 2000, SChooF-to-Work, National Service, and Direct Student· Loans; and 
finaL passage of ESEA is expected shortly. ,Witij. respect to many of these investment" 

" , .' , '} .. 

proposals, however, we are garnering an average, of only 50 cents for every dollar of 
apprppriations requested. ' 

" In addition to these ini!iatives, we are working on passage of' the Crime Bili, Health 
Care Reform, and the proposed Welfare'Reform, 'whichw,ill help low-' and moderate-income 
working families and neighborhoods realize 'their full, potential. Finally, we have stepped. up 
enforcement efforts to root out discrimination and other restrictions in lending, hous'ing and 

, employment ~hich limit the opportunity of families ~d communities to connect to 'the QIain 
streams of economic growth.' .. 

", : 

Over th~ past three months, we' h",ve also comple~ed an urban policy report which 
takes a hard look at the role of cities in the globally competitive, technologically advanced 
economy which increasingly rewards higher skills and coptinuous learning: The thematic . 
focus of the report' is .the' interWoven destini~s of cities, and suburbs in this miw economy. It 
asserts'that (1) metropolitan regions are the building blocks of the U~S. econqmy;'(2) the 
overall performance of-metropolitan regions is tied to the performance of central cities; and 
(3) central cities have clusters of as~ets which are of ihcr,easing value in the new ecoriomy;. 
and (4) inner-cities have potential compillative advantages that can benefit each region but, 
far too often, are not being ,utilized, leaving inner:"cities and- their residents isolated. The 

. report argues' fotmetropolitan solutions that take advantage of unique. assets in central and 
inner-:citiCs and pr9mote private-Sector gro~th of the entire region.' To 'this end, the report, 
describe~ the major administration initiatives, in ~ framework, the "Commuriity Investment. 
Strategy," aimed at making inner-cities more competitive and linking their residents with the 
surrounding regional economy: The. Report, which has not. yet been released, also calls for 
Secretary' Cisneros to lead a national dialogue on how t'o promote metropolitan solutions t9. 

, / ur~an.problems. " " . 

This paper pro~ides a framework for thinking about the que~tion, "Where should the 
Clinton Administration go from here regarding urban policy?" We present a number of 
strategic options and address the advantages and disadvantages of each option regarding ., 
budget, policy, andmessag~. We begin with a brief overview of existing efforts in the areas 
of community. development, human capital investment, . and federal reinvention and 

'. ' 
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coordinatio~.' -' 

.' The strategic options' presented i~'. thIs p~per include: . 

, (1)' An AlI-Ou~ canipalgtt to Fully Fund and'Build on Existing :Initiatives -~ Unde~ this 
· approach the administration would place a moratorium on new legislative. initiatives, and. '. 

aggressively seek full funding for priority investments, and Concentrate energies on quality' 
jm:plerilentation ofour numerous new initiatives, including School-to-Wo~k, Empowerment' / 
ZoneslEnterprise cOmmunities, CDBFI, Goals 2000,etc. . . 

\ , 

· (2) A Human Capital Investment Agenda '(Alternatively,A Youth Deveiop~ent' Agenda)' 
~- With the rapid rise of violent crime among teenagers, the dramatic increase in unwed. 
teenage pregnancy, the extremely high un~inployment rates amonginner-dty youth and 
young adults, particularly African-American'males; the~e clearly arene~ds for dramatic 

'interventiori that coincides with the public's concern for safety and long-term economic . 
security. Many Administration officials believe that we.do not have a genuine youth 

. development and employment policy and that'this is a singular need if we are to solve the 
problems of the inner-city. The need for' such ~policies stems primarily frpm the increasing 

. absence of socialization functions '(strong families, after:-school programs, etc.) for youth in 
distressed 'communities .. This agenda ·focuses on Y0l!th development . strategies 'for ages 10

, 	 . r , " " _ 

18, mentoring, job linkages, job creation; and a natiopalcampaign on' youth., ..' ' 

, ..' .'-" 	 ' .~ , 

(3) EconQmic Development, Follow-Ons to Empowerment Zones, and Promoting' . \. 	

Metropolitan Region~l Solutions :"';"This section 'presen~s three options that reflect both the 
concern t.o promote regional solutions t'o solve inner-city problems and the concern that-we 
offer a second' round' of EZs. The first option, "Metropolitan Empowerment zOnes," (MEZ) 

.. features a national dialogue designed 'to· build national and regional consensus on an i'urban 
· report card, "planning grants, and flexible funding and program deregulation to 12 regions. 

The second option, focuses on tax incentives that might be sought in the next b:udget ' _. 
· reconciliation,. for a second tier of EZs and ECS that ,will catalyze metropolitan cooperatipp. 
,The' third is a "very-low-budget" option that builds. on the PACT com~Unities 'process to' 
reward 30 to 40: communities·that submitted EZIEC applications Qutdid not receive an EZ 
designation. Also, included is a capital tax incentive prpposal'that would apply _tt? all ,/ 

distressed communities. 

(4) ..Mayors' Agenda -- Focuses on ways 'to revitalize urban 'america, including an . 
. infrastructure bank, unfunded mandates . legislation, federal procurement preferences for· Cities, 
etc. that, it is argued, are of little relatjve cpst' to the'tederal government. . 

" 	 ' ' . .\' 
(5) Ho'meownership, Ending Public Housing As We Know It, and Renewing 
Neighborhoods -...:: This Propos;11 suggests a series of steps to end public housing a~ we know 
it and to. substitute a new national public housing policy built on choice in residen~e, mixed..... ' 

- income neighborhood~, increased home ownership -and affordability of rental housing,. and a 
transition from dependency to self":'sufficiency. . ., 
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D~~··.·.DraftUrbanPolicy Revie", ,Paper 
I 	 ' , ,,~r 

I. Introduction 

We have, moved on several policy fronts to implement core New Democrat campaign 

. promises· that e~pand opportu~ity; reward responsibility and promote community in distressed' 

rinner-city (and rural) areas. These efforts can be roughly. divided. into (1) economic and 

community development hwestments and (2) investments in people. ~egarding the former, 
the three major.community development promis~softhe campaign-- Enterprise Zones, CRA' 

, Reform and' Community Development Banks are well op their way to becoming a reality. 

We succeeded in passing and are now jmpl~menting an Enipow~iment Zones program; final. 

passage of the CD Bank bill is ex'pected shortly; and final CRAregulatory reform~ ar~' " 

expected to be issued this fall. . With respect to investments! in people, we have moved to 

expand WIC, childhood immunIzations, Headstart and EITC; enactedand ,are now ' 

implementing Goals 2000, S.chool-tO' ....Work, National Service, and Direct Student' Loans;' and 

final passage ofESE A is expected shortly. With respect to many of these inv~stlllent 

propo'sals, however, we are garnering an average of only 50 cents for every' pollar of 

appropriations ,requested.' .' 


In addition to these iI1itiatives, we are working on passage of the Crime Bill, Health 

Care Reform, and the proposed Welfare Reform, which will ,help low- and moderate-income' ' 


\ 	 working families ,and ,neighborhoods realize their full potential. Finally, we have;,stepped up 
enforcement efforts to root ·out discrimination and oth~i restrictions in lending, housing an9 
employment' which limit the 'opportunity of. families and communities to connect to the main 
streams of economic growth. , ' ' , ' ., , 

',Over the past three months, we have also completed an urban policy report which' \. 

,takes a hard ,look at the role of Cities in the globally competitive, technologically advanced 

"economy whieh increasingly rewards higher skills and continuous learniI:lg. The the,matic ' 

focus of the, report is, the 'interwoven' destinies ,of cities and suburbs in thi~ new economy., ·It ' 

asserts that (1) metropolitan regions are the building blocks of the U.S. economy; (2) the' 

ovef(illperfofQ1~mce of metropoiitan regions is tred to .the performance of central cities; and 

(3),centralcities have clusters of assets which are of increasing val ue in the new economy;' 

and'(4) inner...;cities have potential comparative advantages that can benefit ,each region but" 

( 


far too often, are not being utilized, leaving inner-cities and, their residents isolated;' The. , 

, reportaigues for 'metropolitan solutions that take advantage of unique assets in central and 

inner-cities and promote private-sector growth of the entire region. To this end, the report 

describes ,the major admipistration initiatives' in a framework, the "Community Investment' " 


,Strategy," aimed,at making imler-cities more competitive',and liIiking their ~esidents with the' 

. surrounding regional economy. The Report, which has not yet been released, also calls for 

Secretary Cisneros to iea'd 'a national dialogue on how to promote metropolitan solutions to 


. 	 f 

urban problems.' 	 ," :' . 
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This paper provides a framework for: thinking aDout the question, "Where should the! 
. Clinton Administratipn go from her(,'!regarding urban policy?" "We present a number of"" 

strategic options and ;lddr~ss' the advantages and disadvantages of each option regarding , 
budget, policy, and message. 'we begin with a brief overview ofexisting efforts in the areas, 
of community development, human capital investment, imdfederal reinvention and, 
coordination. (See .Appendix A for ~ne-page summary of policy development processes and 
initiatives). ," " " '"" ' 

" " 

The strategic options presented below 'include: 
J" " , 

(I) An All-Out Camp;lign, to Fully Fund and .. Build on Existing Initiatives; 

(2) A Human Capital Investment Agenda (Alternatively, A'Youth Development 
Agenda); 

(3) Economic Development, Follow-Ons to Empowen;nent' Zones, an~ Promoting 
Metropoi'itan Regional Sol~tjons; " 

(4)" Mayors', Agenda;, and 

(5) Homeownership, Ending Public Housing As We :KnowIt,andRe~ewing 
Neighborhoods, "" 

, , 

These options are not mutually exclusive. But they inevitably compete for limited 

funds in the budget, as well as for the limited time and attention of the President~ the White 
 "I' 

, , ' " t"'. ., 

House~ the Agencies and the public. 
, ' 

'. i , 
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II. Existing Policies and Funding 
, 1< 


1 < • • .) '. .'. -. • \.. • 

,In the past ,xear, we have pursued new initiatives andincieased funding ~n three broad , 

areas that directly affect distressed 'communitiesand/or disadvantaged individuals: (1) capital 

Access and' Community Development; (2) Lifelo,ng LeaminglHuman Capital Investments; and 


'(3) Federal Coordination, and Reinvention. , " , " ,,' , 

, A discussion of health care reform is bey()nd the scope oOhis paper. However,', 
'reforms designeq to achieve'imiversal coverage should disproportionately'benefit urban areas, 

as they have high concentrations of ,uninsured residents. Welfare reform and the Crime Bill, 
whichare discussed below, wili have'similarly.concentrated impacts in urban areas. 

. . ", -' , 	 " , 

A. Capital Access and Community Development., 
, ,', . . ", 

In the first y~ar of the c:linton Presidency, the A~ministration focused heavily on the 
'issue of access to capital for underserved communities. We p~oduc~d a seri,es of interrelated 
, initiatives that amount to a credible capital ,access agenda-- ohe that provides incentives 


both to build community~based lending 'and underwriting'capacity and involve the , ' 

mainstream banking s~ct()r. In' addition, the Administration has, pursued s~verar initjatives 

d~signed to foster' economic development and job creation in low-and moderate-incom,e ' 

communities. 'These initiatives include: 


,a. CRA Reform. 

,b. Community Devdopment Banks and Fin~ncial Institutions. 

c. Empowerment Zones and ,Enterprise Communities 
d. SBA One Stop Capital,shops 	 . , 
e. :Capital gains 'rollover and exc;lusion for investments in SSBICs 
f. Individual Development Accounts (Welfare Reform Bill) 
g. Microenterprise Demonstrqtions' (Welfare' Reform Bill) 

'h. Fair Lending Enforcement' 	 , " , ' 
i.HUD-GSE Home Ownership Partnerships;' HUO Pension Fund Investment, 
PartnerShips , " " 
j. Permanent extension LIHTC, Mortgage 'Revenue Bonds 

, k. HUDNeighborhood and Community Development,initiatives:LIFf, Community 
'Viability Funp, Sec. 	108 --Economic Development Initiative, National Community' 
Development' Initiative '(NCO I), Zone Economic Development Initiative (ZEDI). ' 
l. Commerce: EDA Competitive Communities. ' 

• '. j " • 

Appropriations Issues: We weresticcessful in procuring $3.5 billion (oian initial 

request'of $4; 1 billion) in tax incentives and fh!xible grants f()r theEmpowerment Zones and 

,Enterprise Communities Initiative.,' On average, we are receiving about ; , % of our capital 

access/comm'unity developm'entappropriation( requests for FY'95., The following are s~me of 

the key community development items that are experiencing funding 'problems~, ' 


, '. 

, 	 /,' 



(1) CDBFI ~-Amountrequested for FY95: $144 ~illion. runount appropriated for 
FY95: $ 125 million in Senate, $0 in House. There will be a 'diverSion of up to 1/3 
of funds for subsidies provJded for under the' Bank Enterprise Act. ' 

I' (2) SBA One Stop Capital Shops -- Amount requested .lor administrative costs for' 
· FY95: $3.57 million .. 'AmouIit appropriated,: $0 in Senate; $1.786 million in 'Ho1Jse. 
SBA contends that it simply cannot absorb these administrative costs given other cuts 
it has faced and that these costs will be critical to strong implementation. [Waiting for' 

·further info from SEA re SBIC program] .,.' 
(3) EZ/EC Zone Economic Development Initiative (ZED I). -- Amount requested for 
FY 95: $500 million. ~ount appropriated: $0 in Ho'use;Semlte taking it up , 
shortly).,' , '. "., ' 

·(4) Other HUD Project-based Community Development :..2 $300 millio'Ii for LIFT, 
etc. -:-- were also zero-funded in'theHouse.) [check status with Ted Wartell] 

B. Lifelong Learninir (Human Capital Investment for Disadvantaged Populations). 
. . . 

, 'The President's lifelong learning agenda aims to systematically' increase the, 

opportunities' for ordinary ,.Americans to learn and prepare for participation in the new 

economy with the expectation that they will take responsibility for their economic futures. 


- "-

, 1. Families, child~en and youtb. By the end'·of the first session 'of Congress; the 
Administration will have ~n place several of the elements of' a comprehensive foundation for ' 
child'readiness to learn and increasing'the capacity of new cohorts of children and youth to 
find clear pathways, to . successful entry into the labor market and higher education., Elements 

- of this foundation include: . 

a. Increased funding for WIC, childhood immunization, Headstart . 
b. EItc Increase to Make Work Pay for Families with Children 
c. Goals 2000 and ESEA reauthorization . 
d. School-to-Work 

" 
, e. National Service (50% targeted to urban cOirtmunities [check]), , , 

f.Dramatically expanded student aid through more affordable and flexible student' 
IQans " . 

AppropriationS/lmplementationissues: For FY95 Congress is appropriating only' 
about 50,cents on average for every dolladncrease requested in our budget fo~ these 
programs. ,For' Head Start we obtained only about 28 cents for every dollar in increases 
requested for FY95. In addition to proble~swith f1Jnding, we face difficult 'implementation 
challenges. The Head Start and childhood immunization expansion, Goals 2000, School-to-., 
Work, and National 'Service/student aid initiatives are at the begipning of ~ mtilti-.year 
campaign of implementation that will require sustained efforts ,ifwe are to (lchieve our 
ambitious goals.~ 'Goals 2000 and School:-to-Work, for example,will require 10 years of 
systerriatic reform and persi~tent efforts ,to influence the b'1havior of states., '.," 

. , 
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. b. Adults and older Youth. The basic principles'of\ilie proposed Ree~ployment Act 
(REA) include (1) transforming 'the unemployment system so that most dislocated workers get 
back to work faster; (2) enabling the few dislocated workers with obsolete skills to obtain 
extended retraining for newjobs; .' and (3) encouraging the development of effective one-stop 

.' shopping centers for relevant labor mark~t information.' ,We are hard at work with Congress 
and the t:elevant constituency groups, to 'embrace these principles, but the prospect for passage 
of REA is un~,rtain ,at this 'point (Howthis effort to agree on basic principles will impact 
our ability to transform all voactional,' adqlt, and "second chance" training programs' that ;,tre 
subject to reauthorization in the nex~ Congress is also uncertain.) .' , , . 

, Authorization Issues: REA win require extension of the 0.2% FUTA tax hi the out ' 

years, and some increase in funding to encourage leading states. and'locaJities to implement 

effective, performance-driven reemployment. and one-stop approaches. , 


C. Federal) Coordination and: Reinvention 'cor Distressed Communities 
( , 

'Community' Enterprise Board. On Sept~mber 9, 1~93, the Preside~t established 
through. Presidential memoranc,lum the Comniunit¥' Enterprise Board. Tl}e Board is chair~d by .' 
the Vice"President; Bob Rubin and Carol Rasco serve as Vice-Chairs .. Since its .' . . 
esta,blishment, staff at the 15 ag~ncies represented on the Board have been working hard with 
HUD and USDA in implementing and administering the empowerment zones/enterprise 
communities program. In addition; the Board has been assisting the States of West Virginia' 

. and Indiana in implementing their plans, to provide for the seamless delivery of scores of 
federal and state children and family programs' through community-basedbutlets. A' 
subcommittee of. the. Board has also been working on, policies related to economic 
development in Indian country .. Finally, we have had some success in working with. Congress 
on The Local Flexibility Act, which would give agencies on the Board more waiver authority 
so that the Board could ,respond, to comprehensive waiver strategies. . . 

':Local~ Empowerment and Flexibility Ac~ of 1994. Couniless, governors, mayors, .and 

community organizations contend that what they need to redress the ills of ou-; decaying 

central cities is more flexibility .in exis'ting programs -- not more federal funding. Such 

flexil?ility is also critical in order for us to fully support thed~signated zones and 


'communities. For these and other' reasons, including the fact that NPR recommended such 
action, we have worked hard to obtain legislation that would provide us with this flexibility. 

During the: deliberations on SA, the National Competitiveness Act,' Sen~tor Hatfield 

introduced as an amendment regarding flexibility that is siinilar to language that the 

Administration drafted shared with Congress. This provision appears as Title XI of SA. and 

allows the Community Enterprise Board to select' thirty sites to receive special consideration 

and treatment from the federal government with respect to its programs -- including' 

specifically' administering'programs in the manner specifieo by the approved plans and 
. . . ~ . . 
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';waiv[ing] any requirement under',Federallaw,",that is "reasonably necessary for the., 
implementation Qf the plan" and "approved by a majorityo'f members of the [Board]." The' 
provision was presented to the House conf~rees on August 2, 1994. BecaJse some bdieve· 
thaUhis provisio~ m~y threaten S.4~ we have been asked not to work 'for its passage. ' 

Pulling America's Communitie~ Togethe~. Pullin'g America's .Communities Together 
(,'PACf") ,S an inter':"'agency effort desigoedto empower communities to reduce crime and, 
viblepce~ (Agencies involved in this effort include Education, HUD, HHS, Labor, Justice, ' 
and ONDC~.) Through PACf, the federalgovernmel)tfosters and supports ihe development 
of brQad-based, holistic state and local efforts d~signed to secure comI')1unity safety. It 
accomplishes these objectives by, assisting ,communities in developing violence-reduction 
strategies; developing a database that will, link local jurisdictions to specific fe?eral . 
departments, age,ncies,. and programs; and cOQrdinating, the delivery; of existing releva~t, 
federal programs. ; . 

. The inter-agency grotiphas starttrd PACf projects in four'sites:, metropolitan Atlanta, 
the City of Denver land its' surrounding counties, the state of Nebraska, and' Washington, D.C. 
These sites ~re. w~rking hard reviewing the crime problems of their. jurisdictions and . . 
developing solutions to' address those problems and have gen¢rated strong responses and 
cooperation in those sites. ,However~ 'the extent to which these sites succeed at reducing 
crime/violence is unc:;lear at· this juncture. ' 

'. .) , 

J, 

'D.OtherKey Initiatives: Welfare Refor~, and the CrimeBiII 

. 1. Welfare Reform. The President's Work and'Responsibility Act proposes to make, 
welfare atransitional program designed to move people into work as' quickly as possible. 

'. I The proposal would transform welf~re by imposing time limits and work requirements while 
enhancing funding for education, training and employment services; If passed and ,funded, by· 
the year 2000 the Bill would result in the, following key impacts: , ' 

; 400,000 subsidized llew jobs will 'have been ,created, most in high im~mployment 
urbari areas: 'Almost 1 million people will either be off w¢lfare or working, asa result 
of time limits and work requireme~ts for a AFDC recipients born after 1971. 

. ~ • ,.... I 

. Federal ,child support collections, will double.' 
, , 

. Teen pregnancy prevent~on programs will be operating in 1000 middle ~nd high 
schools in disadvantaged neighborhoods. " 

l 

.. All hospitals will have. programs in place to establish paternity at birth. And a 
n~tional clearinghous'e. will be In place to ,enable inter-state tracking and enforcement 
for child 'Support pay~ents. ' ' , . " , .• " .' .' " ',- . 

6' 
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Teen Pregn~ncyPrevention Initiative. The Clinton Welfare Reform Bill contains 
'oile' key 'provision that, if passed and, funded, could' provide a foundation forbroaper strategic 
human capital interventions, inoistressed urban communities. Under the Teen Pregnancy 
Prevention Initiative, about 1000 schools and community-based programs will be provided 
flexible grants, rangirig between $50,00'0 and $400,000 each. Communities wiUbe expected 
to use these funds to leverage other resources' to 'implement teen pregnancy prevention' . 
pro~ams t'hat have local communifysupport.Funding wil~be targeted to schools with the 
highest concentration of at-:-risk youth. The goal wil,1 be ~o work with youth as, early as age 
10 and to ,establish continuous contact and involvement through graduation from high school., 
Each local program will be supervised by ,professional staff arid; where feasible, will be" 

, \ ' 	 , , 

supported by a team of 5-7 National Service participants. Tl)e Bill requests authorization of 
$300 million over si,x years for the I~itiative plus an adpitional$100 million for 12,cost
intensive" comprehensive service prevention demonstrations. 'The Initiative also commits, the 
President to leading a national campaign against teen pregnancy. 'National goals may be , 

., . 	 t,. 

developed to guide the campaign, and a non-profit,non':"'partisan privately funded" entity may 
, 	 be established to pursue these goals by involving and challenging a wide range 'of private 

sector, non':"profit, religious and educational institutions :and partners. " " ',', 

, " 2. Crime Bill. The $30 billion Crime Bill,; reported out of conference last week, 

contains several key provisions of importance to Urban areas, many of which offer direct 


'grants ~o municipal governments arid communiti-based organizations. 

, ' 

.! '. , • • ~' '!." 

a. Community Policing -- 100,000 Cops. $8.845 billion. Half ,of the 100,000 new 
poliCe will go to large cities and counties (over 150,000 perso~s). " 
b. Ounce ,of Prevention CounCil. $100 million in grantmaking authority for 
inI10vativechildreri and youth programs and coordinating authority for all neW federal 

,youth development and' yout,h-oriented crime prevention !nitiatives. 
c. Y.E.S. -- President's Youth Employment and Skills prOgram. $ 900 million ($650 
from the Crime Bill Trust Fund). for jobs to substantially raise the employment levels 
in approximately 15 to 20 high unemployment, inner-city neighborhoods. 
d. Community, Schools and Child-Centered Activities. $900 milliol1 for after 
school'and year-rOund extracurricular prOgrams ($670 administered by HHS; $230 

'administered by Do~D). ' , , ' " , ' 
e. Local Partn~rship Act., $1.8 billion for formula grants to thousands of American 
~~ties for unspeCified educational, job and drug treatment 'programs that prevent crime. 
l'ModeJ Intensive Grants. $895 million for comprehensive crime prevention 
programs in 15 chronic, high-intensity crime areas. Competitive program; 
administered by DO], _ 
g. 9ang Prevention; Total of $187 million for juvenile drug traffickingtgang 
prevention ($~25), midnight spotts leagues ($40), and GREAT (Garig Resistance 
Educatiori & Training) program ($22). , ,,' " ' , ' 
h. MisceHane,ous Youth Programs., Total of $245 million for Community Youth 
Academies ($40), Hope in Youth ($20), Anticrime Youth Councils ($5), Boys and 
Girls Clubs ($30), Police Partrie~ships forChildren ($20), Olympic Youth ',' 
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. . .' 

Developmerit ($50), .Youth ViolencePre~ention($50), Child Visitation ($30). 
I. National Community EconomkPartnership. $300 million in matching funds for 
building capacity' oiCDCs, to be administered by HHS (Community SerVices):, 

In sum, the, Crime bill c'ontains almost $9 billion for new cops, over $2 billion in new 
funding for youth development, almost $3 billion in new funding for local gov~mments to. 
develop crime prevention strategies in high crime areas, and $300 millio,n for community..:.. 
based development organizations. Initial funding for prevention programs. is riot Hkely to be' . 
appropriated until FY96. (Two-thirds of theFY95 funds will be allocated to policing and all 
other programs' will compete for the remainder.) , All, funding is subject to discre,tionary . 
spending caps. However, because the' funding for the Crime Bill is tied 'to 'a Ituse-it~or-Iose
it-to-defidt-reduction" trust fund, this funding is likely to materialize as cuts in the F:ederal , 

. workforce proceed. BeCause this funding is subject to discretionary budget caps, 
opportunities -fo'r additional discretionary funding for interventions targeted at youth or 
distressed corrimunitie~ may 'be extremely limited.' ' , 
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III. S,trategic Options 
, , 

'The following discussion ~onsiders strategic options, for urban policy tha~ would be. 
Presidential, priorities and drive Agency flnd White House action., In evaluating these options, 

, it w.ill be irriportant to consider to, what extent the President's involvement is criticai to, 
achieving long:...term success. The options are not mutually exclusive. However, there clearly 
is a limit to what the budget, staff time and the President's personal' agenda can bear. In . 
additi:on, these options, are not meant to suggest that other, complementary policies are not 
worthy of'pufsuit:,by the Administration. 

. ! . , , 

A. An All-Out Campaign, to Fund ,and Build on Existing Commt;mity and Human' 
Development Priorities~ '. " 

,I 

As noted above, On'average, the-Administration is achieving about _% of I funding 
requests for the Capital Access and Community Development Agenda and about 50%" of the' 
'increases in human capital investm~nts that target disadvantaged, populations. Even without a" 
single new initiative, we face difficult challenges in seeing to it that, the Administration's, 
"Community Investim!nt Str~tegy," ;as articulated in the President's upcoming .N(itional Urban 
pMicy Report, is fully-funded and well-:-implemented.' ,With this Commun~ty ,Investment . ' 
Strategy, the AdminIstration has a ,potentially strong ,fol,mdation on both 'the community , 
deve~opment and human capital 'fronts. Seyeral Administration offi~ials argue that the 
strongest course for the Administration would be to fight to fund and implement well what 

, we have, rather than further dissipate resources (time, energy anq funds) to pursue new 
initia.tives.' Described below is an act.ion plan for implementing and seIling the Community' .. 
Investment Strategy. ' ' 'I, 

1. Declare a moratorium on new legisl'ative initiatives,aggressively se.ek full, 
funding for priority investments, a.nd concentrate energies oil quality i~plementation. 
~e programs'listed below, which are closely. associated with the 'New Democrat proirl,ises of 
the campaign, would be identified for Congress and the American .public as priority , 
Presidential investments. The White House would identify these as priorities 'in their dealings 
with Con,gress and would request that the Agencies' make it clear in ,their deliber~tions' with. 
Congress as well. The White House would,also request that the, Agencies refrain, from 

. launching any' new legislative 'initiatives (I.e. that involve the creation of new programs) ip the 
remainder of the presidential term and make every attempt to concentrate their energies and ' 
resources on existing efforts, particularly the priorities described below. Likely priorities, ' 
i~clude: ' ' " " 

Community Oevelopment:, ' c, 

Com'mu'riity'Development Banks arid Financial Institutions 

SBA One StopiCapital Shops , 
 ,I 

EmpowermenCZones :--Appropriation items included menu of additional federal ' 
programs (including ZEDI) , ' 

I, 
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Huinan Capital: 

Head Start Increases 

Goals 2000 

School-to~Work 
Student Aid arid Loans 

Crime Bill: Y.E.S. and Community Schools 


, Welfare Reform, particularly Teen Pregnancy Prevention 

National Service 


2. Maximize Off-Budget Opportunities. that Build on Existing Initiatives. 
, / ' ," . . 

a. Credit Access/Community Development Working Group~ Credit-access, 
advocates and some Aqmi'nistration officials have raised the .following proposals as possible 

, next steps for Improving capital access: (1) extension of CRA:"'like obligations to non- ' 
, depository, unregulated financial institutions;anrl (2) the creation of secondary market 
, mech,anisms for community development and sma!'l business loans. An opgoing credit access 
working group, led by 'the, NEC and DPC, will be addressing these and other issues. ' 

, : Although both· proposals could be pursued, without new. budgetary impact, neitherprdposal is 
. likely to be appropriate for immediate action .. However, usir;tg the leverage presented by eRA . 
Reform ,and the GSE Investment Partnerships, the credit access workirig group could . , 
maximizing off-:-budget opportunities by working with GSEs and mainstream financial sector 
to increase. participation: For example, industries that' are not currently covered by CRA have 
,expressed an interes~ in 'doing more investment inunderserved markets (in part to avoid .' , 
legislative mandates): The credit access group couid meet with representatives of the 

. mortgage' broker, mutual fund and securities i~dustries, as well as grass roots groups like 
ACORN, to investigate constructiv'e opportunities for investment and participation by these' ' 
industries in underservedmarkets and communities. 'With this information, the group could 
formulate a strategy for using the influence of the White House and the.Administration, and 

" possible non-legislative measores to encourage more participation. . ' 

. ' b. Education Training andJ~~eemplo:yment Working Group. New budgetary 
proposals arising from the work of this group are discussed in tl:te n~xt option section. 
However, there are efforts that can be taken to strengthen and 'build on existing programs. 
With the passage of Goals 2000, ESEA and School-to-Work, we have a major opportunity to. 
transform targeted youth and disadvantaged adult education, training and employment through 
the reauthorizations of Vocational and Adult Education Acts and JTPA programs so that they , 
work better to provide skills and clear, pathways to jobs. The ETR 'Group is addressing these 
and related issues. ' 

c; Community Enterprise Board. We ~ust continue, to pursue ,passage of the LOcal' 
. Flexibility Act, ( or. like equivalent) in order to vest agencies with bro~der stafutory waiver 
authority .. On' the EZ/EC front, in order to ensure the success of this' initiative, the Board will 

, have to invest sustained time and energy on iinplementation. Evc'ryagency represented on 
. the Hoard will' need to have staff focused on working with these communities and delivering 
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on the promise of waivers, flexibility.and responsive. assistance from t~e men~ of aqditional 
programs. Agency,field offiCe staff will also be required to work with local implementation· 
teams. In addition, 'num~rousf9undations have approached the White House asking for 
direction on how they can add v11ue.to theEVECinitiati~e. The Board can' raise substantial 
additional resources for E?-/ECs by systematically recruiting and involving' foundations and . 
national businesses. The Ounce of Prevention Council, the PACf ~onimunities effort, and ' 
the performance-based consolidation of human services proposed by Oregon, IndIana, and 

" West Virginia should part and parcel of the .official activities of the CO'mmunity Enterprise 
Board' and could be expanded upon (as discussed in the following options section.). Finally, 
we could. propose' one, or two bold new local experiments to Congress: for example, 
Milwaukee has requested the opportunity to combine all federal and state flows of entitlement . 

. and discretionary funds for disadvantaged~ working age adults to' provide jobs for every . 

. person who can work (and return a small per~niage of the total public f~nds to federal and 

state treasuries to bootl) , . 


. . . 

d.• Minority Business Efforts. An informal Whi~eHouse group, led by Alexis 
. Herman, .has been meeting to identify problems encountered by minority businesses 'in taking

r 	 -. '/

advantage of federal procurement opportunities. There, are 'several new opportunities -- . 
'including the. new electronic commerce, the SBA One Stop Capital Shops, SBA's reform of 
the 8( a) Minority· Business Dlwelopment Program, and Commerce's draft bill to codify the!, ( '. 
Minority Business Development Administration '--:- that can serVe as vehicles to provide. 
strong support Jor MBE development. The informal group is working on strategies to ensure' 
strong communicatIon qnd implementation of these opportun~ties. : . 

3. Formuiateand Press' Message on the Community Investment (or Urban)'· 

Strategy. 


If the Administration is to make a difference iri urban inner cities. we must': . 
. communicate a message thafrestores hope. promotes involvement of all sectors of'soCiety and. 
spreads :the word about federal programs that work. 'The President's National Urban Policy 
Report (NUPR). to be released shortly, presents existing arid planned Administration' . 
initiatives in:a framework intended to set. the policy direction for future, urban initiatives. ,It 

. ,includes a request from the President to Secretary Cisneros to launch a ,national di(ilogue on 
developing metropolitan approa~hes to solving' urban problems. We could uSe NUPR and the 
ensuing dialogue to get the' word out about what the Admi~istration h,as done and how we are 
fighting to fully fund ~nd strengthen community investment initiatives. 

. 	 ',.. 
4. Advantages' and Disadvantages from a Budget ~nd Policy Perspective' 

, . 

a. 	 Advantages . '. . . 
Requires no addi~ional budgetary commitments and' increases possibility of full 
funding in an.already difficult, budgetary environmeI)t. ' Focuses' funding on . 
existing priorities that provide the· foundation' to address core concerns. 

\. 
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We have '.a proliferation of ne~ programs, so~e ~ith the: same or similar 
purposes at ~ifferent agencies (e.g.·CDBFl Fund, HUD's,NCDI, HHS/Kennedy 


· CDC program from Crime Billl). This approach will.give us time to focus, on. 

c09rdimlting and consolidating programs.· . . . . 


. 	 . ' , • i 

· Concentrates energies on. good implementation of existil1g priorities, which will 
be critical for programs' that call for dramatic changes of existing structures or 
cuitures, like School-to:"Work, Goals,2000, Empow~rment Zones and ". 
Enterprise Communities., Also allows time for tifl1e-consuming process of " 
implt'1menting new programs that require the creation o~ new structures (e.g. " 
CDBFl Bill. 'It wjll be important to have programs ruqning priofto the '96 , 
,election. 

b. Disadvantages 	 . . 
Prevents tpe Administratipn from investing more resources in important areas 
of need, paiticularlyminority male unemployment. (See Option B.) , ' ( 

5.Advantages and \Disadv~ntages' from a Message and Political Perspective . 

. a. Advantages . . . 
The existing priorities~ particulaily human capital initiatives designed to help 
struggling middle Amerieans participate in the new economy, proved quite 
popular during the campaign. The same message should resonate now. , 

It i~ .difficult, even with existing initiatIves, to get the' word out about the 
Administration's accomplishments. This approach would help send a clear 
signal and increases opportunity for getting message through by reducing 
clutter. . 	 . . 

Fits with the politIcal realities of Congress in that Republica,ns and conservative . 
· Democrats ·are likely to oppose any substantial new spending. We have a 

much better chance of fightiQg for· full funding of authorized' priorities rather . 
than expending limited political capital on new authorizations. : 

b~ Disad,~anta'ges . 
A rigid or high profile moratorium pnqew initiatives may limit our ability to. 
re~pond to potential opportunities for bi-partisan Congressional support for' 
fundamental reform (e.g.~ reinvention: and consolidation efforts). ' 

. Many Secretaries have additional initiatives they want to put forw~rd. A 
moratorium might 'place astrain'on relationships between the White House and 
agencies. 
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.B.', A Human Capit~l Investment Agenda (Alternatively, A Children's Agenda) 
, '/ 

The widespread 'economic and social deprivation in inner-'cities across America is a , 
" problem that most Americans intuitive'ly recognize but are at a loss to propose solutions that, 
, can, work. There are, how~ver, some aspects of inn~r-city problems that strike at the heart of 
Americans' worries about the future and fit with most Affiericans' sense of 'societal obligatioh~, 
With the rapid rise' of violent '~rime among teenagers, the dramatic increase in u'nwed teenage 
pregnancy, the extremely ,high unemploymenfrates' among inner-city youth and young adults, 

, particularly African"':American males,' there clearly are 'needs for dramatic intervention that 

coincides with the publi<;'s'concem for safety and long-term economic security. 


, '. " '. " 

The 'existing ~rray'of human capital i~vestments, described in Option A above"address 
, some of these concerns. But many Administration officials believe that we do ,riot have a 

genuine youth development and employment policy and that this, is a singular' need if we a[(~ 
to solve the problems of theinner-ci~y. ,The need for such policies ,stems primarily from the 
increasing absence of sqcializatioil functiorts (strong families,after':"/ichoo~ programs, etc.) for 
youth in distressed communities. ,The following are some of the types of interventions that, 
have been proposed by AdriliIii~trationofficials,: ' ' 

Youth ,Deveiopment Strategies for 10~18 year olds~ Between, the ages of 10 and 18 ensure 
that youth in distressed 'communitie/i (l)receive the message from schools and mentors that 
are expected to learn to high levels in school and to prepare: for entering college or 'the: world 
of work; (2) have access ~o safe havens after school, on the, wee,kends,. and in the summers; 
and (3) have access to 'academict:nrichDleritand recreation activities that promote social 
development and responsibility. (Most officials feel strongly that such youth development ' 
programs should be linked directly to job linkage and employment efforts, as described ' 
below). The Community Schools provisions iIi the Crime, Bill are a beginning for these types 
of interventions. It is unclear ho~ many children 'will be reached for the $900 million' 
devoted to this injtiative, but one ,option to con;sider is investing more' in this program. 

, . . .. 

Mentoring ~~ An important part of you,th deveiopment for 10-18 year olds. Promote' 
sustained mentoring, "good, shepherd"partnerships, for, example, among community-:-based 
organizations, universities and businesses to ensure that all youth in distressed communities 
have consisfent access to acaring adult and mentor. For $300 million,. the Welfare Reform , 

"TeenPregnancypreven~ion Initiative will establish good 'shepherd, teen pregnancy pI:eyention, 
partnerships for,sustaiped',attention to youth ages 10-18 in 1000 schools located in distressed 
com~unities. Each partnership would include two full:-time youth development workers and' 
5-7 National Service/participants. We coulq lau~ch a bolder,versionof this initiative by , 

, proposing in FY 96 to estabti'sh $uch a partnership in every high-poverty school in the 
, country (approximately 5000 schools) for a total of $15 billion. (This would pay for two 
full:-time development workers but not, the NationalSerVice participants; however, it is likely 

, that busine~s partners and groups like the . Urban League affiliates could be attracted to match', 
federal commitments.) , 

'f 
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,Job Linkage N~tworks. Inner,""-cityresidentsofien do not'have access'to the .informeil 
networks that lead to the hundreds, if not thousands, of job openings"that are filled each week 

,in most major metropolitan areaS. In high unemployment ,inner city neighborhoods residents , 
often do not have employed friends or reJatIves who can vouch for their skills with regional 
employers. B,etweenthe ages of '18 ~md 24, we should connect young people to jobs, legal 
work, ,and continuous learning, while combatting restrictions of effective access to jobs and 
work ,througho,ut' the locallabot lflarkets. JTPA funds 'are currently being usttd to invest in 
some successful job link~gemodels, primarily the, Center for Employment Training (CET),' 
which has astrong relationship with regional employe'rs. We could invest substantially more' 
in effective job networks, for Inner-city ,residents. No new authoriZation would be requir~d as 
several existing programs could be used for this purpose (e.g., School-to"":","Work, which 
includeS a targeted grant program for high unempl~y~ent areas, JTPA, Job Corps, HUP , 
Section 3, and One Stop Reemployment Centers); At a cost of about $500.0 per placement· 
(which includes training), we cali connect many unemployed inner..,..city residents with jobs.· . 
A $5 billion job networking'initiative, for example, could connect 1,000,000 persons to 
private sector jobs and substantially increase the job networking infrastructure in inner cities. . . .' , . 

Dirt:ct Job Creation/Minority Male Unemployment. Some agency and outside advocated 
contend that for some populations 'and high-unemployment ar,eas, direct job creation will be' 

, needed to channel' people into the workforce (and ultimately private sector, employment). The 
premise of this approach is that ,the private sectoidoes not contain enough jobs for which' tllis ' 
population is prep~red or it simply is unwilling to hire this population in sufficient num~ers. 
Examples of direct job creation include the YES in the Crime Bill, the WORK program in 
'Welfare Reform, Secretary Cisneros,' apprenticeship partnerships, and Hugh Price's recent call ' 
for a Neighborhood I Infrastructure Corps run by the National Guard. The annual cost for each 
job ranges from $8,000~to $15,000. We know that such job ,creation programshcive long,term 
results for those who participate only if they connect participants next jobs. , By way'of 
example, a $5 billion jobs initiative would produce approximately 500,000 one-year job slots. 

, . . . 

A National Campaign for Youth Opportunity r ,. and ,.,Responsibility. The,Welfare Reform ., 

" 

, . 
, Teen Pregnancy Preventioll Initiative proposed that the President le(id such a national , 

campaign that would feature (1) national goals for youth development and econpmie 

integration; (2) a national noi1~governmen'tal entity to pursue these goals and involve, a wide 

range of public,... and private-sector partners; and (3ra federal coordinating council (iike the 

Ounce of Prevention Gouncil)to provide a clearinghouse function on best practices and 

federal programs and ensure federal ,coordination of youth development programs. This 

campaign concept could be used as a framework for maximizing the effectiveness of the 

numerous ,existing federal proposals (teen pregnancy prevention and' crime bill prevention). 


, In addition, itco~ld be use? as' a fraDleworkfor pursuing new investme~ts, as des~ribed 
above. The central purpose of the campaign would be raising matching private sector funds 
and raising public awareness and will to address· the 'problem.' The central policy aim would 
be building youth devel'opme'nt infrastructure \\:,ith strong linkages to jobs and college. Tpe 

", Ounce of Prevention Coun,dl should probably be' the, focal point for coordinating youth policy, ' 
, ' , 

:, and the national campaign~ 
, I ' 
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. ' Discu~sed below are aavantagesanddisadvantages of the National Youth Opportunity 
" . and Responsibility CampaIgn. These points. would 'also apply if decisions were made to . 
, , combine the campaign .with new funding. Adyantages and, disadvantages 'of specific prop9sals 

for new funding are disc~~se:d,s~bsequently;. , . " . , . . .,:. ,. ';' '. " , 

1. Budget Perspective 'and pbUcy Perspective ~-.Advantages and Pisadvantages 
,.} 

a.. Advanta'ges. ' ' , . "\' .." 
· Substantially l~verages federal investments thfit we have already committed'to 

pursuing by attracting private' and non-profit sector commitments. ;' " 
. .. ,.' '/ .. ' . 

·'MaXi~izes likelihood of numerous fragmented federal "youth ;'programs . being : 
implemented in ~ coherent, effective manner by setting implementation goals 
that reflect the existing knowledge about what works .. IIi particular, . maximizes 
the pUblicbeneflt by 'orienting youth development programs toward preparing' 
youth for the wofld o(work and lifelong learning." . 

i .. 	 Provides a single focus for youth, development and builds a pennanent national 
infra~tructure' for sustained attention to the problem, regardless of political' 
cycles.. ' . 

Fa'cuses public and p~ivate r~SOl.lrCeS o~one'ofthe most dra~atic long-term. ' 
· p'roblem in inner-cities -- the increasing absence of socialization functions 
(strong' familie~, after-school programs; etc.) 'for yout~. LOng-tenn' societal 
costs'of current trends among at-risk youth, are staggering. [add statistics] 

r, • ., " . ' , . 

]:). Disadvantages , 
Furiding commitments for' existing proposals may not materialize and will' be 
subject to competing priorities of the Administration and Congressional. . 
• I • . ' 1 ' 	 , ~ 

appropriators 
. {. 

While theYouth Campaign is des'jgned to help distressed .communities.' 
"I, 'implement Goals 2000 and School-:-to-Work, the Campaign m'aydivert needed 

~gency time, resources an9 attention away fiom direct effo,rts toimple:ment 
Goals '2000 and School:"'to-Work. For example, a public campaign designedto 

"make parents intelligent, persistent consumers of public education, might be a , ' 
more effective way to help the entire Nation, particularly inner-cities, realize ' 

, the Goals 2000 targets: '... ," 

.; , 
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2. Message/Political Perspective --:- Advan~ges and Disadvantages 

a. Advantages 
The enormous positive r~spohse to the President's Memphis and Kramer Junior 
high speeches, both among minorities, the general press and, even conservative 
coluinnist~ like William' S~ffire, is' testament to the powerful chord the' 
Presideqt can strike when speakirig about' the ravages of crirrie' in minority 
communities and the responsibility of society and individuals. The Cax:opaign, 

'will hav'e strong inherent appeal if tied to nO,tions' of'youthopportunity and 
responsibility, security from crime, and the obligations of society to save and, 
protedyouth. Even columnist George Will has written forcefully about the, 
need to help inner-city parents combat a culture that il1akes it exceptionally. 
difficult to soCialize children; especially boys. The tremendous response to 
Hugh Price's recent speech articulating a youth deveJopment agenda for the 
Urban League, also shows the potential for strong public commitment, 
particularly by middle class and affluent African-Americans, to helping inner- , 
city youth. 

, The' President has alsQreceived' high praise when speaking of the need to 
'restore a sense of community in the nation. By stressing community; the 
campaign should reSonate with all Americans because it focuses on helping at 
risk youth (i.e., tho~e who live in high poverty census tracks), rather than racial 
groups or adults. The posit'ive articl,es and op-ed~'attached at Appendix _'' 
demonstrate the powerful potential for this campaign. ' ' 

b. Disadvantages 

'In'. that the {ocus of the Campaign is youth 'in distressed communities, there is 

some risk that the Campaign willnot resonate with a broad audience, ' 

particularly the mi~dle class. ' , ' 


, \ '. 

The message of the Campaign 'is, not likely to get through if we depend solely 
'on the President and Vice President, particularly with the competing demand to 

- promote welfare reform during'the riext year. ' 
,\ , " ' 

,3. Additional Spe'~ding Proposals, Advantages and Disadvantages 

a. Advantages 
Direct Job Creation~ Raising employment levCls in di~tressed communities is 

,a direct solution. to the problem of inner-city ills; if designed'to provide 
: linkages to future private sector employment, (as with, the Y.E;S. Program), it 

will immediately reduce unemployment and could have long..:..tenn benefits. 

Job Linkage. B~tter connecting; adults isolated in high-unemployment 
, communities to the entire regional labor market, in the long run, is more cost 

/, 
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effective and is consistent withouT basic economic message. , 

. b. Disadvantages' 
Direct Job Creation. More direct job creation (as with Hugh Price's , 
Neighborhood Infrastructure 'Corps proposal) is not cOrisistent with our basic 
economic message that increasing the skills 'of people, firm productivity and . 

. trade will create mo're private sector jobs 'anderftpower all Americans to seize 
these opportunities. ' 

Job Linkage~ Although there are proven models, there is limited evidence, 
that we 'can create suc~ effective job linkages on a scale: that "will work for 
most young adults and males. . , ' . 

Mentoriilg/Youth Development for 10-18. If th~ Crime Bill Prevention' 
programs pass; there is very little likelihood ,that we could succeed in getting 

. any more funds than what are already proposed 'in, that BilL 

'\ , 

I , 
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C. Economic DevClopment" Follow-Ons to Empowerment Zones, and Promoting 

Metropoli~an Regional Solutions " , 


'/ ," , I .. 

,( Th,e President's 'National Urban Policy Report (Nl.!PR)~ to be releaseq shortly, presents 
existing and planned Administration initiatives ina framework intended to set the p'olicy 

, direction for f~ture urban initiatives. As described at ~he outs'et of this paper, NUPR is ' 
, pre'mised on the interwoven destinies of cities and suburbs and emphasizes that regional 

, { 

cooperation and solutions will promote greater economic growth and well-being for the entire 
metropolitan region and is 'critical to helping inner-cities become more competitive and to 
linking inner...;city'residents with the entire regional labor market. NUPRemphasizes that the 
federal 'government alone cannot secure the economic health of our central and inner cities. ' 
Our challenge, the Reports'condudes, is to ~ncourage the return of the private sector to ' 
America's inner-cities. ' 

, - \ 

, The Empowerment Zqmis/Enterprise Communities initiative provides a starting point 

for promo'ting metrop6litan regioriarcooperation that would integrate residents of distressed 

communities into the mainstream Jocal economy . With over 500 applications for the! 104 

EZ/EC designations, there is considerable interest'infirtding ways to reward a,ll communities' 

that participated in the process and encourage localities to ~buildon these efforts., The ' ' 

program was developed intentionally as a limited demonstration to determine whether a 

targeted" tax-based incentive program,coupled ~ith a strong comprehensive planning 

requirement'th,at would araw in all relevant community partners, would succeed in achi~ying 
 I 

economic revitalization in distressed communities. ' 

Many news reports and comments from people involved in developing local' 

applications' suggest that the EZ/EC initiative has effectiyely spurred substantial "community-:
building" in' hundreds of urban and rural communities. around the nation. Though the' ' 

diversity of experiences is great and generalizations must be ,madeterttatively, three basic' ' 

point$ about the application process have emerged over the past few;months: (1) the prospect 

of receiving federal ftind$ has brought together diverse groups whic,h rarely, if ever, ' , , 

cOoperated in the past; (2) maQY communities ,tIave for the first time developed a , 

comprehensive approaGh to ecoJ').oinic re~italization which eflcompasses both capital formation,' 

strategies and the provision ,of social serVices such as child-care, job~trainlng; edu(:ation, and 

health care; and (3) the pUblic-private partnerships that have developed las a result of the 

application process' will be a Jorce for change in the future. , ' , , 


These lessons suggest that a competitive challenge to com~unities that entices them to , 

undergo a comprehensive planning process is a valuable tobl, that. could"be used to, promote 

the'type of regional cooperation identified as critical" in NUPR. ,At the same time, many 

inside and outside the Admiilistration feel that, the chief value of the EZ/EC initiative --' the 

community-building and planing that has gone on in over 500 co~muniiies -...:may be 19st if 

failio offer communi~les that' do not win one of the pine'empo~emient zone des~gnations the, 


, hope of gaining other benetits. 'Although many (including Secretary Cisneros and some', ' 

withip the White House) believe that we should strongly consider a second round of EZIEC 


, , ~' ' 
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designations, almost ~veryone agrees that it'should not replicate Completely ,the 'existing' 
'program; which' is costly and has not yet been' proven to actually 'revitalize 'dis'tressed 
communities. " ' , 

This section presents two options that reflect;both the concern to promote regiomil 
solutions to solve inner-city problems and the'concern that we offer a second round of EZs:, 
The firSt option, "MetropolitanEmpowerment Zones/' (MEZ) was developed primarily by' , 
Chris Edley, and features'a national dialogue designed to !mild national and regional ' 
consensus on antiurban report card,'~ 'planning grants, and flexible funding 'and deregulation to ' 
the 12 regions that submit the ,best comprehensive plans for meeting the n~tionaland metro
specific goals~ (See Edley's Draft Proposal' at Appendix~. The second option, a more 
limited version of the MEZ proposal" focuses on tax inGentives that might be sought in the 
next budget reconciliation, for a second tier of EZsand ECs that will Catalyze metropolitan 
cooperation. Thi~ section also presents an alternative, option for capital investment tax 
incentives for e,coIJomic development in all distressed communities. 

Flnallytwe off a third, "y~ry·;·40w-budget" regional option' that builds on the PACT prpcess 
to reward 30 to 40 communities that submitted EZ/EC applications but did not receive an EZ 

, designation. '" , \ "" 

1. Metrollol'itan Empowerment Zones. 
, 	 , , 

The MEZ proposal is based on four, premises: (1) the economic and social destinies ' 
of cities, and suburbs are interwoven; (2) the crisis of urban, America is linked to some degree 
to the numerous fragmented programs and regulations a,nd to the "myriad bureaucratic ' 

, impedimen~s"; (3)' n[b]efore we Can fa~hion fresh sol.utionsthat will command national and', ' 
local Il1ajorlties,'we must have fresh conver-sation about fundamental values and goals, what 

\ 	 st~ategi'es to pursue" how to measure success, and what roles should be played by different ' 
levels of governinent and the private sector"; 'and (4) "new; Federal initiatives must break with 
unsuccessful,efforts of the past by incorporating accountability based on performance; in ~ 
return for new funding "and broad discretion in the ,local choice of mean~)' 

, 	 >., 

To "follow on" to our EVEC' initiative,. under the MEZ proposal,"[s]enior Clinton 
Administration officials ,would lead ,a national discussion of the urb~m condiiionand our 
ambitions 'for change, in parallel with similar neighborhood- and nietropolitan-l~vel 
,discussions seeking consensus on' an urban rt'!poI1 card," which would reflect a set of natiori~d ' 
and metr?politan goals for improvements. Under the MEZ proposal, such a djalogue,-- "to 
be led over a period of months by' the Secretary' of HUD", ;..,- is considered critical in order to 

, 	 A ", ' " ,
reach ,<!greement on measures for goals and success'es. 	 ' 

,I 

After these discussions,with thebeneiit of pl'anning grants, metropolitan areaS wouid 
"coop,eratively develop comprehensive pl~ms' to achieve the national and metro-specific 
goals." .These plans would (1) propose integration ofpublic and private resources and 
'strategies for reinvention and integration of state and local programs (2) identify the improved 
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.. fo~s of community participation, public-private partnerships, and ;'cross-jurisdiCtional ' 
'coalitions"; and (3)' include requests for 'wqivers' necessary to implement the comprehensive 
'plans. 

. .,' 

The proposal envisions that advisory panels -- comprised of publi~, private, and .. 
expert "jurors" :-- woul~then review the applications and plans and recommend to the: 
Community Enterprise Board ("Board") the twelve most impressive plans. If approved by the 

, Board, the metropolitan regions that submitted these plans would then bedesigfiated as 
ME;Zs. 

EachMEZ would. receive '''a share oCa pot offlexibl~ new grant funds over several 

years, perhaps some specialized tax 'incentives" plu~ significant deregulation of the vario,us 

existing federal grants~in-aid flowing to MEZ jurisdictions." The MEZ funding "could be 

structured asa consolidation of existing' streams of funding', with' a portion of that funding 

recast as a reward contingent on effective planning and implementation." Under this 


,approach, deregulation and flexibl~ funding would be contingent on the MEZ's "good faith , 
execution of its plan and, where feasible, on measured results. II, The ultimate aspiration is the ' 
,consolidation of manY,programs in a 'structure that has all metropolitan' areas participate in a 

system of goal-setting, pi<;mning, flexibl~ funding, and accountability. , However, to get the 

';MEZ initiative started, for FY96 "~ limited pool of new resources" would be made available' 

to the MEZs along with "new statutory authority for abroader set of performance-based 

waivers in key program areas." ' . ' , 


While participation in tne planriing and competition would be voluntary , -once selected, 
an,MEZ would:be held accountable for implementing its plan by being subject to losses of 
conferred flexibility and re~ources for failure to implement. Where the plan is implemented' 
,but ineffective, the MEZ' would be required to make revisions in light of new understandings 
about what is or -is not' effe,ctive .. ,'" " 

Advantages and Disadvantages from' a Budget and Policy Perspective 
. . \ ,. . . ' . 

a. 	 Advantages 
. Although no amounts are mentioned 'for planning grants 'and' the, fl'exible new . 
" . funds, the, amounts at' issue appear to be modest. And, if .the MEZ funding 

were limited to consolidation of existing funding streams,th'e,proposal could.be . 
budget neutral. 

Provides a high-publiCity forum and'vehicle for truly e ngagi rig the country on' 
difficult issues that require cooperation among patties that <)re not currently 
cooperating beyond isolated issues (e.g., metropolitan rail plannil)g). 

. , 	 ' . 

Builds on the existing EZlEC' initiative by providing strorig incentive to 
designated ECs to follow through on, their stnitegic pJans.' Accords prefeI:ential 
treatment to unsuccessful "fimllists ih tne Empowerment Zones.competition~'by 
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\ . 

. ". . 
automatically giving them planning grants to ,compete ill the MEZcompetition. 

• 	 I " , 

. 'Dramatically advances the reinvention agenda by offering performance-based, 

. 	 flexible funding streams. 'Over the past year, we have tried every'mean's "', 
possible to revamp the str~am~ of federal fu'nding and to secure more waiver, 
authority. If these efforts are packaged as p'arl: of a second .round, we may be 
. able to obtain needed statutory waiver authority from. Congress, which will 
,'tremendously'iinprove the relationship and effectivenessbf the federal with 
local communities .. 

Ensures accountability by focusing on performance measur~s. Th'is aspect of 
the proposal will 'be critical in demonstrating that our EZJEC effort is not .' 
"simply another generatio~ .of giveaways to traditional constituents." . This 
provision will also provide ,a strong incentive to metropolitan regions to remain 
committed to the sl:lccessful implementation of the approved'plans and to 
reevaluate pe,riodically the progress of implementation. l .\ ' 

, ,.'
b. Disadvantages , 	 '. ' 

. Proposed new funding for planning grants and new flexible fynding may not be " 
necessary. The PACfproject has engenpered metropoiitan-wide cooperation '. I 

/. 
in four regions without ,the offer of new federal funds. We may be able to 
secure private. sector interest and investment by providing metropolitan regions 

. with significant consolidated 'federaL support, flexibility on ,existing funding 
streams. 

Proposal may be more broad in s~o'pe than ~sreallyneeded. It requir~~ a great 
deal of time and focus on ,metropolitan planning and consensus building . 
without limiting the exercise to areas where we have ~ome degree of , 
confidence that metropolitan cooperation is cri'tical to solving the problem, e.g., 
job lin'kages and economic' ~evelopment.· , . " . 

The dialogue arid rolfOlit for MEZ' planning' grants and ~EZ designations. (Le., 
issuing the RFP and. making selections) is likely to divert precious time and ' 
attention away frpmthepost-designation implementation process for the, 104 
EZs and ECs. ' It seems unrealistic to think that we can conduct both processes . 
-in parallel a'nd db both well.' . ' . 

Expansion of theEZ/EC program in ar~y way at this eatly stage may run the 
risk of diluting the concentrated effort in a few places before it has a chance to 

" 	 {, . work, as occurred in Model Cities. . ' 	 . 
.J.{ 
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.. Advantages ~nd Disadvantages from a Me~sage and Political 'Perspecti~e 

. a. A~vantages _ 
,Will help mitigate 'some of the tensions surrounding the EZ/EC' initiative by 
offering the promise of more opportunities for federal ~ssistancel -- ..' .. 

Will send a strong ~~ssage to many of the Clinton Administnition's con.~· 

constituencies that urbaI1 communities are important and do have important. 

assets. . , , 


b. Disadv~ntages 
, , 

May be viewed as an abandonment of the EZ/EC program beCause it is' not 
. literally a second round to ourexi~ting EZ/EC program. SimilarlYJ may' . 
confuse the message beCause we will haveJ in effect,' two different types of EZ. 
programs to promot~. 

I , 

- The proposed ~ialogue is likely to take much longer than: a few, months to 
build national and regional consensus around an "urban report card/" A 

. lengthy dialogue process woul,d make it difficult fo~ any "follow-on" to the . 
. EZ/EC initiative to be: included in FY96 as .part of a two year budget 
. reconciliation package. . 

Th~. national dialogue may be viewed mere discussions that are held in lieu of 
action. 

2., Tax' I~centive Option for EZ/EC Round II ,or, for Economic Development .
, 

Th~ following proposal could be' included in, the ~Y96 Budget Reconciliation to 
, -. 

promote either a second round of EZ/EC's or economic development in distressed 
communities in general. Both options would ,build upon'the foundation oftheFY94 
economic empowerment initiatives, and would be likely.to provide a credible base of support 
for the FY96 Budget Reconciliation among the' minority and urban caucuses. Both will also _ 
provide an, opportunity for Sec;retary Cisneros to lead a 9ialogue on the· interwoven destinies 
of inner...;.city neighborhoodsJ central cities arid suburbs in OUf metropolitan regions, while 

... encouraging each region to think and to begin, to act based upon- ari actual vision for change 
that seeks to attract private and 'public support throughout each region. . 

" '" ~ ! '.". . 

a. EZ/EC Ro~nd iI. What we learned from the first round is that.it is less'important . 

what we offer in federal tax incentives than that the incentives stimulate local regions to .' 

,develop, thei( own visions for change that attract pubHc and private support within each .' 

region. The federal'share of any' riew investments, is .small compared to what the. private and \ 

public sectors is capable of doing within each region: '. The federal ch~llienge grant process . 


. serves as a catalyst to' inspire. each region to work together in developing and investing in a' 

new yision for change. As with the EZ/EC i~itiat'ive~ the process would be based on' a, ,few 
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~ key crIteria" for example: " 

'How does the planproposeito b,uild on the clusters of assets (the "comparative: 
advantages") of the, central dtyan'dtargeted innd-city neighborhood(s) to enhance the, 
economic competitiveness of the ,entire region? " , 

HoW doeS, the plan propose to conn~ct residents of inner-city neighborhoods' to jobs' 
throughout the local labor market in order to increase the ,effective supply of labor to 
firms throughout the region? , ", ' 

" How does the plan engage the local communities aild the private and public sectors 
throughout ~he' region in,the design and implementa~lon 'of the plan? , ' 

, To :what extent are the local private and public sectors willing to invest in the. 
proposed strategic vision for change? 
,I . . ' 

"The federal age!lcies: through the Community E~terpfise Board,'would respond'to 
these strategic plans, as with the EZ/EC initiative, by: stnving to provide flexibility, waivers 
and deregulation for federal prpgrams -:..: an incentivethat is prized almost as much as any 
tax incentive. 

: ' 

, ' It'does not make budget sense'to replicate the particlilar wage credits and block grants 
provided for EZs (which total nearly $3 billion overS years): if sm,aller tax incentives will 

, serve to catalyze local responses. 'Nor does it make sense to requ'ire first-round applicants or 
designees. to 'start from scratch in creating visions for change where their original 'plans have 
~ought to respond to these criteria., 

,<' \ , 

Instead: we could pursue a, $750 million, 5-year package on the mandatory,'pay-as
you-go portion ?f Budget Reconciliation to designate 9 additional "regional EZ's;" plus 30 
additional "regional.EC's." ,Current EZIEC applicants could supplement their current EZIEC ' 

~ , 'appliCations, including to secure additional private and public sector 'suppprt throughout their, 
region and to modify their own vis~on for change based on' their own exphience; new 
applications would also be. encouraged. (We' should also modify the '"rural''' eligibility criteria 

, to ,encourage building off of cluster~ of.assets -in non-"metropolitan towns and in -small cities, 
i'n niral states)., A reasonaole mix of tax incentives can, be developed. The following is a 
possible allocation of incen'tives: 

- ' • ~ v ;/ 

$150 million ,in capital gai~ incenti~es for all EZ/ECs·/(e.g.; deferral of gain for 
rollover of investments in and exclusion 0[:50% of subsequent gainS from investments, 
in EZIEC mutual funds}' , ' " ,'," . 
:$100 million in tax"credits for investments/contributions inCDC's/CDBanks located in 

" . .'," , 

25 EZIEC communities 
$250 million for 9 additional "regional EZ" block grants ip the amount of $'15
35milli~n'over 2 years 
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" .. 

$250 million in, tax credits (5% creditper year for ,to Y,earsfor c~pital costs so long 
, as at least 1/2 occupied) for the opening and expansion of clusterS of basi,c retail,' " 

commercial and service centers (grocery, drug, retail outlets; etc) and for'rehabilitation 
for commercial use of historic struCtures in EZ/ECS. " " '. . 	 '" 

Advantages a~d Disadvant~ges from a' Budget and Policy Perspective 
. ,; '.' 1, . 

, 'a. 'Advantages' 
, \ Promotes regional cooperation and builds on 'the success of tpe first round 'of 

EZ/ECs without requiring any discretionary- sp~nding. ' 

'. 	 Has most of th'e benefits of the MEZ: proposal. We can pursue statutory 
waiver authority ,consolidated,' flexible funding and performance/accountability 
measures, as ~ellas a national dialogue, without having the, goals (and 
timetable for proceeciing) depend on the national dialogue. 

b. Disadvantages" " ' " ' ","',"', 
Complicates the tax code arid the existing EZ/ECstructure; perhaps leadi'ng' to' , ' 

'confusion' about what b~nefits are 'available. ' 

It is unclea~ whether the challenge process and more, limited grant and capital 
incentives would be sufficient to overcome fraaitional barriers to,' 
urban/suburban cooperation , ) , 

, Advantages and 'Disadvantages from a Message and Political.Perspec~ive, 	 . .' 

a. Advantages 	 , , 
Would be supported by big city mayors and existing EZ/EC applicants. 

b. 	Disadvantages, ' " " 
" 	 As with theMEZ proposal~ m'ay be viewed' as an abandonment of t~e EZIEC ' 

program because it is not literally asecondromld of the ,existing EZ/EC 
incentives. And may confuse the message because we will have twd dift'erent 
types of EZ programs to promote. ' 

( 
. . " ," \,' 	 , .' . '. 

b. 	 Capital rax Credits Univer~ally Available in all Distressed' Communities. The 
, Low Income Housing Tax Credit, which we permanently extended inOBRA'93, haspr()ven 

effective in attracting capital for low incom~ ,housing development and spurred the creation of 
many intermediary organizatio~s that link capital ,markets with low-income housing , 
developers. Several advocates both inside and outside the Administration support the creation 

, of analogous tax incentives to stim'ulate commerCial development' in distressed ,communities. " 
Such incentives would counter the 'steering ~ffectof the UHTC (which steers~uch capital 
that might otherwise go to community/economic development into housing) and promote 

, : linkages betWeen commuf,lity develop~rs and capital markets. Using UHI:'C qllalified census 
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tracts, the followi~g capital tax incentives (described above) migh't be offered t~ all'distressed 
communities: '(1) tax credits, for opening clusters of basic retail, commercial and servi<;;e 

, stores; (2), deferral of gain for investing in mutual funds investing, in~ inner':"'city businesses; , 
, and (3) a targeted' Historic Rehabilitatioh Credit. Ifapp'tied across the country in distressed 
'communities, the costs of such capital incentives might, be ,scored at, several hundred million, 
dollars over 5 ,years. To promote desired outcomes, to qualify for the 'credit, there could be a 
requirement to describe . how' the cluster fits into,a plan for neighbor~ood revitaIizationthat , 

'builds on the comparative advantages' of the distressed community within the region. 
, , . ' 	. . 

a. Advantages ' 
Offers an' economic development tool to all distressed communities. 

~onditions tax incentives to a' plan that ties investment in business expansion to 
, plan .'community renew~l. ' ' 

In contrast to capital gain tax provisions,' where the benefit is delayed until 
appreciation and sale of asset, shares or business, tax credits, and deferrals 

, 	 ,I 

" provide a curren( benefit to investors. 
" 	 , 

b. Disadvanta,ges 	 , , ', 
Loses leverage of a competitive challenge process. May not entice 
communities or busin,ess to engage in bUilding the types of community and 
regiomil partnerships that can raise larger sums of money. 

3. "Very-Low-Cost" EZ/EC "Third Tier" Option. 

The p'ACf process, described in Section iI, above, has cost only'$200,000 per 

community for ~he four communities it'l~as reached. We could ext~pd that process to another 


.. 30 to 40 communities, for only another $8 million., This or similar low-cost proposals could 
forn'l the basis of a "third tier" of the eX,isting EztEC initiative. " In other words, it could be 
used as a vehicle to promote regional cooperation andrewarding communities that do not get' 
EZ/EC designations this falL We should devotesome time to considering theseorsimihir 
options. 

I' " 
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,D: l\1ayors~ Agenda/ Reinventing Government 

The Mayor's Agenda focuses on approaches 'that they argue would cost the Federal 

government. little y~t heJp, stabilize th~ de~line,of America's cities.' ' 


One strategy put forward by Mayor Rendell ofPhiladelphia attempts to formulate new 
approache~ and methods by'which,the federal government can help cities without having a 
significant budget impact. The Mayor argues that this series of proposals will allow cities to 
become more econOInically competitiv.e and will produce d~sperately need,ed employment Jor 
inner city residepts. However, even the Mayor notes that his New Urban Agenda is no ' " 
panacea. Other, mayors have also ,suggested proposals that ,they hope the administration will 
consider, including expa'nded infrastructure spending and legislation to halt the proliferation of 
ti.hfunded mandates. The following is a description of several of their proposals: ' , " 

1. ' In'rrastruc,ture' 

A majority of mayors continue'to call for some kind of new infrastructure investment 
'program in our nation's cities. The mayors point to what they call the infrastructure gap in , 
our nation's inner cities and the multiplier :job effects created by greater f<!.deral govern,ment 
infrastructure inv~stmerit: Many mayors realize that thefaUure of the stImulus legislation hist , 
year'makes it unlikely we will hav~a major .infrastructure spending bill anytime soon. " 
However, they are hopeful that the administration will push what they refer to as "off·.,. 
budget" solutions to,the infrastructure problem such as an infrastructure bank' or aGSE (even, 
though these approached do have budget impact). Michael Deich and the infrastructure ' 
working group are conduding a review of this option and others.' They are trying to deal 
with the issue of federal 'liability caused by the creation of a GSE or Federal Bank, as well as 
other questions this' approach' r(lises. ' 

, \ 

2~ Unfunded Mandates , 

The mayors and the governors have infensified thei~ camp~ign against federal 
un'fUIlded mandates on'state and IO,cal governments. The U.S. Conference of Mayors released 
a survey of 314 cities that tabulated the costs of complyIng with 10 unfunded mandates --, 
Clean Water Act, Safe Drinking Water, Fair Labor Standard Act, etc. --:- that stated'the total 
cost of these mandates at ~54 billion over the next,four years. However, as this issue has 
become hotter p,olitically, the unfunded mandate.burden estimate has ~eenchallenged as 
inaccurate! 

The,p,I:oposal most mayors w~nted the administration to support was the Kempthorne ' 
"no, money, no mandate" legislation.' The Administration has worked out a compromise with, 
Senators Glenn and Kempthorne that would require an authorization to cover the cost of any 
mandate. Almost all the major state and local groups back the, Glenn-Kempthorne:- ' 

'" Administration compromis~legislation; However, somemayofs stilI'wantmore -- ' 
I '. ' 

specifically, they want the Glenn-Kempthorne-Administration bill to apply to appropriations 
, , 
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as well. 

3.' Historic Rehabilitation Tax Credit 

Several mayors have proposed reversing the Tax refoIm 'Actof1986 and restoring the 
Historic RepabiIitation Tax Credit (HRTC) .. The National Parks Service ha~ estimated that 
during the 16 years' before the .1986 Act, the credit stimulated $16 billion in private· 
investment for r~habilitation of 24,656 buildings. ' 

. , . . . . 

Under. the pre-1986 system, individuals and corporation's 'were eligible' for a ,20% tax . ' 
credit for rehabilitating historic income-producing structures. The tax credit was preserved 
under the 1986 Act, but the new law reduced ,the annual allowable credit for individuals to. " ' 

, $7,000, and lirriitedthe availability of the credit to' those ~ith annual incomes under 
$200,000. These changes in the 'law se~erery reduced the availability of private investment 
capital and effectively eliminated the' tax. credit asa possible means revitalizing the downtown 

..areas of many cities. After 1986, historic tax credit projects dropped by 80.% .from the ~985 

. levels. 
 , ' 

(. 

Proponents of the HRTCargue that it encourages. developerS to ,rebuild~ properties in 
• . . ' J , " . 

inner cities illstead of constructing new buildings in the suburbs. Opponents question whether 
or not the tax credit is· ~n effiCient use of government resources. Joint· Tax Committee has, 
estimated that the restor~ltion of the HRTC would result in..a lost to Treasury of $1.4 billion 
from (1993-;1998. . 

4. Governm~nf Commitment to 'Purchase Percentage Amounfof Recycled Goods from ' 
Businesses Located in Cities., 

, \.' 

, Mayor Rendell has proposed that the federal government purchase goods ,made from 

. recycled 'materials and manufactured in cities, including goods such as paper products' and 

, certain types of highway materials. MayorRendell argues that this policy would stimulate' 


.. new business opportunities in' urban areas, wh~re the trash that serves as feedstock for 
recycled products is in abundant supply; ;:Ind where there is a large labor pool· available to be', 
trained and put to work in, .these businesses: The proposal is also pro-environment. 'The 
problem with ;this initiatlve is, that it interferes ,with the, National Performance Review, (NPR) 
procurement reform. '. With the tight budgetary environment· we h?ve to promote procurement 
policies that promote. efficiencies and save·theJederal government money. We haye scored 
NPR procurementrefoIm for expected savings and have made budgetary decisions over the 
ne~t four,years using those expected savings. . . , 

"I 

, I 
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, 'Many urban communities have increasingly asked fo~waivers f~orq statutory, , 
"requirements. In increasingly difficult budget times, communities argue that flexibiliJy in how 

they' administer programs is vital if they are to get "more b~ng for the buck" from federal 
dollars. 'Many of the applicants for Empowerment Zones and Ent~rprise Communities have 
asked for broad range of waivers in education and job training, public housing, AFDC, Food 
Stamps, SBA programs, etc. \ Interestingly, not one applica'nt for designation for an, urban EZ 
orEC has asked for a waiver,of environmental or,civil rights statutes. ' 

, . 

This adm'inistration has~ggressi~dy addressed this issue, and we should contin'ue to ' 
do so. We fi,rst discussed broad waiver authority for the Enterprise Board in our EZ/EC 

'legislation; but received a chilly reception from Democrats on the hill. We asked for waiver 
authority ~gain in the President's Crime Bill through theOunc~ of Prevention Council and 
again Congress refused. ' We have been able to obtain some statutory waiver authority in 

, sever~l reauthorization bills, mainly in the education and, training areas. In addition, we may 
, obtain broad regulatory waiver authority for the Enterprise, Board through a non-germane 
,amendment to the Competitiveness Act (SA). This is an area where the common interests of, 
the mayors, the states, and the administration can be pursued;, if "Ye are creative and can, 
frame the issues correctly, it provides a unique 'opp<;>rtunity to provide innovative, ' 
entrepreneuri<illocal leaders like Mayor Reridell to' blaze new paths to' a re1}aissance of dties. 

" Other,: Proposals 

Creating a~ Urban Impact Statement and provide a, presumption in favor of 

urban areas 'to be applied in all decisiol;lS regarding the location or relocation of 

all types of federal f~cilities: ,,' '" ,": 

Reinstating pre-1986 arbitrage provisions so municipalities'can:retain 

investment earnings on public bC)Dds.,' ' 

Offering tax credits for clean-up of polluted industrial sites. 

Liberalizing restrictions on pr~vate activity bonds. ,,' 

, '. 

/ Waiving D~vis-Bacon~ 

Pros 

The mayors, who have been on the front lines duririg the 12 prior years ~fneglect by 
, the federal govemm~nt, continue to join with· us in pushil)g policies that seek to leverage 

scarce government resources with private dollars. Most of the proposals 'outlined above are 
also consistent with oui basic reinvention' theme. ' " , ' 

r 

In addition, if the administration were to' adopt 'these ideas, they would be heayily , 
supported by the' nation's mayors. ' ," 

iCons 
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, The specific proposals do not propose an approach to Qrban, policy that promises 
'realistically to rebuild America's cities. The Cliriton.administration's comp1Unity , 
development/empowerment program is likely to have a considerably larget impact in our 
opinion. Discussions shoulD theretore:' continue as to how best to incorporate those proposals, 

. (e.g., flexibil~tyand :waivers,leveraging, private secto'rdollars) that will complement and build 
support for ,our program. ' ' 

In addition, the majority 'of the proposed initiative initiatives do, have budget .impact, 
either through lost tax revenues (HRTC), higher procurem((nt co~fs, Or increased expenditures 
on federal mandates. . . ' . , 

, , 

';I'he,way these proposals try to leverage 'private dollars may not,be as efficient as 
'some' other approaches. 

Finally, ~ome of these' proposals may only transfer wealth from outside'the central 

.cities to the central cities (HRTC, government guarantees to purchase urban recycled goods), 

rather than creating neW wealth in the cities. 


t . \ ' 

, . ' 
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, " 

E. Homeow~ership, Ending Public' Housing As We Kno~ _It, and Renewing 
'Neighborhoods" " , 

, This isan area that, has not received "much focused attention,but it is_potentially one 

of the most important of the agenda opti()ns in'light of public housing's impact -:-- posith:e 

and negative -- in urban metroP9litan areas. Secretary Cisneros and HUO have initiated 

several,prdiminary reforms' of public housing and ~re in the process of completing landmark ' 

work in the area of. homelessness, the' Federal Housing Administration, the GSE's like Fannie ' 

Mae, and e"conomic/commuhity dev~lopment. During the first year and a half, however, ' 


'.Secretary Cisneros has had to reinvent and reinvigorate l;IUD "after twelve years of cutbacks, 

'negleCt, return of multi":faI!lily 'projects to HUD ownership and, in some cases, corruption. In 

addition, at the White House, we have' focused moreori economic development initiatives and' 

our lifelong learning agenda. Yet, as "everyone recognizes, we shoLild consider radical 


, "changes to major elements of ~ational housing policy. 

Perhaps, the biggest problem with federal public housing programs is that they 
ghetioize' participants. Children grow.uP in depressing'el,lvironments and lack role models, 
gqod schools, and ~ hopef~l atmosphere. ,Parents find few job opportunities, and residents ~re 
constantly threatened by crime and drugs.' Whole communities suffer as neighborhoods ' \ ' 
deteriorate in the grip of a cycle of decl,ine, disfunction and despair. We, therefore~ propose 
consideration of a series of ~teps to end public housirtg as we know it and to substitute anew 
,national public housing policy built' on, choice in reSIdence, mixed-income neighborhoods, ' 
, increased home ownership arid affordability of rental housing, and a transition from, 
dependency to self-,sufficiency, The budget cost of such an approach would be 'minimal - 
but only"if we could secur,e the full cooperation of the Congress in reconfigudng the federal' 
budget, to implement such a new national housing policy. To' the e~tent th,at such an " 

j' 

approach is added o~to the budget costs of existing programs, the budget Jncrease would ' 
either be substantial or the !Jew approach could only be tried ,as a demonst~ation in a few 
metropolitan areas." , " ", " ,~ 

Appendix _ attached fleshes out major portions of this approach, within HUD's 

proposed ,vision for an urban policy~ 


\ 

Budget 'perspeCtive" 
I • 

The federal government is fac,ing large real and potential cost exposure'in several ' 
, public housing areas. The public housing stock consists of approximately '1.4 m'illion units ' ' 

whose value exceeds $70 billion. The cost to meet existing re'pair and renovation needs for 
this stock is estimated at over $20 ,billion, and modernization needs continue to accrue. These 
needs, coupled with new repair needs, would reqtire ;annual appropriations over the next 20 i ' 

years estimated at $3.4 billion -- about $600 million per year more' th;'m .the average annual ' 

appropriationof $2.8 billion fpr this purpose in fiscal.years 1991,to 199~,. \ Moreover, the cost 

to renew expiring contracts that provide rental ~ubsidies to lower--:income families is expected 


",tomore than double by 1997 to $17:1 billionfro~"$7.5 billioni9'fiscalyear,1993. 
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Orie' possible way to achieve the combined goals of better, housing conditions for 
tenants and to reduce over time the agency's budget outlay~ for public housing is to shift to a 
greater proportion of vouchers and certificate's.1 Many traditional Democrats, however,! ' 
believe that vouchers are easier to cut in the budget than public housing projects witp their 
long-tail of multi7"year commitments. Traditiqpal Democrats theI'eforefea~ that support for 
housing for the poor will fall in a time' of tight budgets or under any new ,administration . 
hostile to the interests of poor families. Securing congressional support will therefore require 
careful collaboration on the merits of a new approach thafuses the same total budget 
authority to inVest more' effectively in self-sufficiency' for substantiaJly more poor families 

, and revitalization for many more poor communities. ' 

IAccordingto a March 1992 study by OMB, housing vouchers and Section 8 Certificates 
. are less, expensive than pub~iG housing and provide a greater, benefit to the tenant: 

Vouchers "Benefit =~48,548 ' 

Co~t . =$52,460 


. Ratio = ..925428 


Certificates Benefit =$46~042 " 

Cost, = $51,928 

Ratio =:886650 


New ,Public Housing Units Benefit = $36,309 , 

Cost = $'87,421, . 


. Ratio = .415334 


Existing Public Housing . Benefit =$22,530 

Cost =$78,459 

Ratio = .+87156 


( ,Benefit is defined as the differc;nce betw~en a tenant's rental contribution and 
. 'the market r~nt 'which typically would be charged. for' the same unit over that 

, 'r 

period: 

Cost is defined as' th~ federal g~vemment's total e?Cpenditure' on apresent value 
basis over a 30 year period. For vouchers and certificates; this is mainly the . 
discounted stream of rent or subsidy payments. For project-based 'programs, it 
includes the initial cost of new construction and payments to maintain and 
rehabilitate the projects as they age.' ' 
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Policy Perspective. ( 

, W,e·.therefore recommend creating a DPC-NEC working group, co:-chaired by'HUD . 
(as was done in the W<?ifare'Reform Working Group with HHS) to rein~ent federal housing 
policy, end pU,blic housing as we know it, and reinvent HUD-- within current budget 
constraints. The ~oup woul9 explore the following-types of initiatives:2 - . 

, 1. Replace High-Rise Ghettoes with Vouchers and Mixed-Income- Communities. 

We should embrace the thrust of HOPE vi and consolidat~ all·modernization efforts to tear 

down impaCted, high rise public hpusiI)g ghettoes-and replace, them with (a) metropolitan, 


· vouchers arid (b) mixed incomegarden apartments, with non-elderly rental assistance time
limited as set forth' below. At the same time, we· should insure that any new project-based 
assistance (including Section 8 and( LIHTC) is based on the same mixed .... income principle. and 
does not recreate new low--incbmeghettoes. By creatively leveraging federal budget dCJifars 

· with partnerships betweeq HUD, FHA, Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, ,FHLBS, CDBFIs, the 
private mortgage and insurance companies, and banks and thrIfts, we should also explore 
whether we can make more mixed-income, multi-family ho~sing avail~ble for·IQ~ and· 

'moderate income families at a lower budget co~t than we do now~. ' 

. " \ . 
. .' Numerous studies (s~e footnote) 1) and demonstration' projects show that vouchers can 

;deliver superior housing 'assistarice to a low-income family at less than half the,cost of 

constructing a new unit with federal s'upport: This difference is dtiein part to costly 


· bureaucratic delays and to federal regulations~ such (ls Davisi.Bacon, whiCh artificially' 
increase the labor· costs of federally supported housing projects. ,Even when private finTis 
develop or manage properties, as in the'. Section 8 program, they have Il,ttle incentive to' 
compete because they, are virtually guaranteed tenants, rent, and solid returns. 

Next year the administration should introduce legislation that ultimately willoffer 
, vouchers combined with rental counseling to substantial number~ of public ,and assisted -. 
· housing tenants, say 15,000 to 25,000 families per year in the mos~ dysfuncti6nal public, . 

housing and section 8 site specific projects: All" operating and modernization subsidies to 
.such projects would be ended, the projects closed and razed ..' Cities in which projects are 
being clos(!d would be eligible for new construction, both under the HOPE VI approach for . 
garden apartments and for the neighborhood home ownership program described below~ 

. ,.", 

2 'Some':~f the policy ~ompon~ntsoi this' tr~ck could incliJde turning' the Federal Housing' , 
· Administration ,(FHA) into a independent government corporation with the Secretary of HUD' 

as its chairman, alow-income housing partnership program with Government Sponsored , 
Enterpris~s (GSEs),"a moder<:lte-iricome home ownership program with America's housing and 
financial industries., 'and a neighborhood renewal initiative with mayors and. c~mmunity-~ased 
organizations across the cOI,mtry. . 
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.2•. Time Limit Non-Elderly Affordable Housing ASsistance. Modeling refonn of ' , 
public housing on the President's. welfare 'refo~ legislation, we should transform ,the c4rrent 
"lottery'" of housing assistance from a way ·of life in dependency 'for the minority \Vho "'win" 

.,into time-limited transitionto self-sufficiencyfor all. Each non-eld~rly voucher and renter " 
with any f(!deral rent sub,sidy (e.g., through PHAs,' project-based or portable vouchers) should' 
be limited to a maximum of five years, 'at which point the voucher or rental should be made ' 
available to another eligible family .. This is consistent with 'the his.toric purpose of public and 
subsidized housing. and it would provide anew edge to Secretary.Cisneros' campaign for 
upward mobility' .. At the very least, the entire section 8 program can be reorganized so that 
the monopoly of the PHAs over the lOcation Of .families is broken: HUD's Choice in, 
Residence Program offers a .means to accQrnplish this end. . . 

3. Consolidat~ HUD Programs Around a Few Priorities .. We should take advantage 
of the budget caps and 'diverse anxieties within and between the Senate and House Banking' ",' \ 
and Appropriations COmrriittees to consolidate all HUD programs around a small number',of 
priorities. Step one is to reduce and consolidate the. number ,of HUD's programs .. Senator· 

, Mikulski and 'oth(!fs have complained that HUD has' too many, programs.in light of the' ' 
decreasing number of ITEs~' Mikulski wantsHUD to eliminate unnecessary progiams and 
stop proposing new initiatives unless they are offset by the elimination of an existing 

,programs. As set forth in the attached appendix , Secretary Cisneros is prepared tq m,ove' 
aggressively on such a reinvention and.'consolidation of HUD, including'a ~ew 'focus for' ( 
planning and management that. would. encourage creative coop~ration between jurisdictions 
. and a focus on the inteIWoven destinies of cities and suburbs within each region. ' 

.4. Natiomd Homeownersh'ip and'Neighborhood Renewal St~ategy. This effort will . 
. constitute a ne~ Clinton Administration initiative to achieve three goals: 1) to generate a 

national homeownership rate of 66 percent by the year 2000, higher thari any previous' - . 
homeownership rate~ in American history; 2)'to create 7 million' new homeowners from 1995 . 

. through the y,ear 2000; 3) to create a new partnership between the nation's mayors, '. 
community-based organizations. and the. GSE's and the. rest of the housing finance, 

I . cO,nstruction and rehabilit,ation,industries -to renew olde'r neighborhoods in.citie§ and suburbs' 
all across the country; 'apd 4) to encourage the construCtion of ne~ neighborhoods anchored 
by homeowners' in vacating iQ~er-city areas. . The increas~ of mo~e' than ,1.1 million h\)me 
OWners p~r year is a dramatic. contrast to the 650,000 ilvernge annual growth: in new " 
homeowners during the 1980s; and 'the promise of renewing inner .cities through expanding 
'the American' dream of homeownership stands in' stark contrast to' the 'neglect of tpe prior 12 

, years. 

This' initiative, would have the added benefit of reducing 'demand for rental housing 
, : and therefore make rental housing' more available and affordable., It would also give more 

; people the opportunity to own, homes in urban communities' andgive them a real stake in !. 

their neighborhood's future., Finally, the ,neighborhood renewal initiative could be coordinate,d 
, with the federal youth development, community schools, community policing, crime . 

prevention grants,. and other capital access, and community development programs . 
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The advantage of this approach is that it can potentially free up considerable existing 
resources from public housing that can be used to support an increased number of vouchers 
and other urban economic development programs run out of HUD'. If properly ,structured and 

organized, it can also provide the mayors and community-based organizations with the tools 
they need to realize the full potential comparative advantages of central city business and 
cultural assets and rieighborhoods locateq nearby: such a bold, ri~w national housing policy 
would provide, a substantial new :a,rgument on which mayors andcommuni~y-based , ! 
organizations ~ould build thriving cities and inner-city neighborhoods. ' The disadvantages of 
this approach are that it is the least developed of all the policy options and that it raises 
serious political problems over the short term. In' addition, ~he.movement to vouchers from , 
traditional public, hous'ingcould be perceived as a threat to 'some urban communities by some, . 

. mayors becau~e 'some hldividuals will choose to use the vouchers to move Qut of citi~s. 

Message Perspective 

This initiative has the potential to engage peo'ple inside and outside of the imler cities 

d\le to its new Democrat message of empowering people and time':'limited public housing , 

ass'istance. The disadvantage of this approach is that many of the components may' 


. antagonize some members of Congress, 'community groups and big city mayors -- as. well as, 
substantial eleme,nts in the suburbs ,-- who are all wary of. reinvention .and renewal strategies 
that proll1ote broader regional connection, choice in residence, or time limits' for housing 
assistance.' Given t~e budget constrajnt~ under which we are operating, however, there may 
be greater interest in such a radical transformation of housing policy because neither the 
federal budget constraints nor the deterioration.in too manyiimercity rieighborhoods favors 
continuing to do more of the same. ' , 

, '., 

I' 
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